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ABSTRACT
ON THE FORMATION AND EVOLUTION OF
EARLY-TYPE GALAXIES
SEPTEMBER 2014
CHRISTINA CAMBOURI WILLIAMS
B.Sc., JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
M.Sc., UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA, FAIRBANKS
M.Sc., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Mauro Giavalisco
Galaxies in the local Universe are characterized by blue, star-forming disk galaxies,
and red, massive early-type galaxies (ETGs) whose star-formation has been quenched
early in the Universe’s history. The ETGs are relics of the evolutionary processes
that transform galaxies over cosmic time, but currently we still lack a comprehensive
understanding of their evolution. An important link in the evolution of ETGs is
that the first quenched galaxies (z∼2) are both the most massive, and most compact,
suggesting a physical connection between high stellar density and efficient, rapid
cessation of star–formation. In this dissertation, I seek insight into the formation and
evolution of ETGs, in particular the physical mechanisms that quench star-formation,
through analysis of their star-forming progenitors at high-redshift. First, I present
vii
a clustering analysis of rare and extreme sub-millimeter galaxies, thought to be gas-
rich mergers of massive star-forming galaxies, and find that their clustering is weaker
than expected for the progenitors of the massive ETGs in the center of z∼0 clusters.
Second, I identify a population of likely progenitors of the compact ETGs at z∼2
among compact star-forming galaxies at z>3, and found that the stellar populations
in these compact LBGs may be older than that of coexistent LBG that are normal in
terms of mass and size (i.e. not compact). The morphologies of these compact LBG,
as well as the compact ETGs at z∼2, appear inconsistent with the predictions from
simulations of gas-rich mergers, at least to the extent that current simulations describe
real gas-rich mergers. Finally, I study the conditions in the interstellar medium of
a sample of these compact progenitors using rest-frame ultra-violet spectroscopy. I
find faster outflows, and large populations of metal-rich massive stars in the compact
progenitors compared to normal star-forming galaxies at the same epoch and stellar
mass, and present evidence that winds from these massive stars are energizing the
interstellar medium of these compact galaxies. I conclude with a discussion of these
findings in the context of star-formation quenching in massive high-redshift galaxies,
and outline future directions which may further illuminate the nature of quenching
at high-redshift.
viii
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Understanding the evolution of the Universe, and how matter evolved from a
relatively homogeneous primordial gas after the Big Bang into the diversity of galaxies
and cosmic structures in the nearby Universe, remains a major goal of observational
cosmology. Over the past several decades constraints on the properties of galaxies over
cosmic time have improved, with light from galaxies being detected back to 800 Million
years after the Big Bang, soon after the birth of galaxies. Deep multi-wavelength
imaging and spectroscopic surveys have charted the properties of galaxies over cosmic
time, producing drastic improvements in our understanding of the processes that
shape galaxies, and revealing more questions that remain to be answered. These
questions include the following. How do galaxies build up their stellar mass by forming
stars? What physical processes drive the star-formation (SF) in galaxies and how does
the rate of SF change over cosmic time, galaxy properties, and the type of environment
a galaxy inhabits? And how is the morphology of galaxies affected by these physical
processes?
In the local Universe, where galaxies represent the end-products of all these cosmic
processes, galaxies exhibit a staggering diversity of properties. These diverse proper-
ties are characterized in the Hubble Sequence classification scheme, which illustrates
the various colors and morphologies of galaxies (Figure 1; Hubble, 1936). Red galax-
ies, dominated by their old stellar populations and lack of ongoing SF, are massive
and ellipsoidal in shape. Spiral galaxies are disks, bluer due to young stellar popu-
lations from ongoing SF, and may have structural bars, redder bulges, and increased
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gas and dust content. Irregular galaxies also exist, without ordered morphologies,
and in some cases evidence of gravitational disruption in the form of tidal tails.
Figure 1.1 The evolution of the Hubble Sequence, from z∼2 to z∼0. Figure taken
from the ESA/Hubble press release based on the results of (Lee et al., 2013a).
The assembly of the Hubble Sequence is one of the most widely studied, and yet
poorly understood phenomena in galaxy evolution. What determines if galaxies form
spiral disks and continue to form stars, while some become ellipsoids with their SF
halted? In an attempt to address this issue, statistical studies of galaxy popula-
tions in the local Universe have revealed correlations between these and other galaxy
properties which provide constraints on their evolution. Studies of large numbers of
galaxies have revealed that red elliptical ”early-type” galaxies (ETG) are the oldest
and most massive galaxies, and preferentially inhabit very dense regions of the Uni-
verse such as galaxy clusters, while blue star-forming galaxies (SFGs) are less massive
and inhabit emptier regions of space. These nearby ETGs are old – age dating of
their stellar populations suggest the most massive of these ETGs (M>1011M⊙) have
formed the majority of their stars at z>2-3; more than 10 Gyr ago (e.g. Bower et al.,
1992; Renzini et al., 1993; van Dokkum & Ellis, 2003; Heavens et al., 2004; Renzini,
2006). Furthermore, the ratio of α-elements (e.g. Mg, formed on short timescales in
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Type-II core collapse supernovae) to Fe (produced on longer timescales by Type-1a
supernovae) in their spectra, imply very short timescales of SF, on the order of 1 Gyr
(Thomas et al., 2005, 2010; Renzini, 2006). This reconstruction implies that ETGs
formed early in the Universe’s history, and that their SF proceeded rapidly.
However, the reason for this early and rapid evolution is not obvious. Early in-
terpretation of these properties resulted in the simple ”monolithic collapse” model,
where galaxies form at high-redshift from a rapid burst of SF when massive gas clouds
collapse (Eggen et al., 1962; Larson, 1974, 1975), and then passively evolving to the
present day with little to no additional SF or morphological changes. More recent
advances based on cosmological observations and simulations of a cold dark matter
(CDM) dominated Universe now point to the paradigm of hierarchical structure for-
mation, where massive galaxies evolve at later times through the sequential merging
of smaller structures, driven by gravity (Springel et al., 2005). This paradigm has
given rise to the merger driven evolutionary scenario, which hypothesizes that mas-
sive ETGs form through the merging of SFGs, where the merging may result in a
rapid burst of SF, followed by rapid quenching of the SF through some kind of feed-
back mechanism (e.g. White & Rees, 1978). The merging process is disruptive to the
galactic structure, resulting in an ellipsoidal triaxial system typical of ETGs (Barnes
& Hernquist, 1992). This merger driven scenario has been successful in explaining
the existence of some star bursting galaxies in the local Universe, whose irregular
morphologies, tidal streams, and excess of SF can easily be explained through this
evolutionary scenario. Still, these local mergers are very rare (Sanders et al., 1988;
Sanders & Mirabel, 1996), and it is unclear if mergers are a common enough occu-
rance early in the Universe to explain the existence of all ETGs (e.g. Bundy et al.,
2007; Bell et al., 2007; Genel et al., 2008; Bundy et al., 2009).
The advent of space-based deep imaging surveys with the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST), provided a new look at the high-redshift progenitor galaxies of the local galax-
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ies that make up the Hubble Sequence. Pioneered by the Hubble Deep Field (HDF),
these deep high redshift surveys imaged tens of thousands of early galaxies with high
angular resolution, at various redshifts and therefore sampling a variety of evolution-
ary stages of galaxies. This survey and its successors provided important constraints
on the evolution of the progenitors of local galaxies. A remarkable finding from these
deep fields was the striking difference in their morphologies relative to the locally
observed Hubble Sequence. Early galaxies in general were much smaller in size than
their local counterparts (Ferguson et al., 2004), a dominant fraction of which become
increasingly morphologically irregular with time (e.g. Papovich et al., 2005; Conselice
et al., 2008). High-redshift galaxies commonly appeared disturbed like local merging
galaxies, with a high occurrence of multiple clumps, and in general it appears that
resemblences to the Hubble Sequence dissipate with time (Abraham et al., 1996b,a;
Papovich et al., 2005). By z∼3 (∼12 Gyr ago) galaxies are asymmetric, compact, and
often resembling the bulges of local galaxies (Giavalisco et al., 1996; Ravindranath
et al., 2006). Whether or not these disturbed and irregular galaxies are the signa-
tures of the merger driven evolutionary scenario remains uncertain, and is still heavily
debated (e.g. Robaina et al., 2010; Kaviraj et al., 2013b).
This thesis seeks to understand the formation of ETGs, those galaxies whose
SF has been halted during the course of their evolution. By consequence, this thesis
seeks insight into the physical processes by which this SF has been ”quenched”. In the
following sections, we review the current understanding of galaxy properties related
to the Hubble Squence over cosmic time, and what is known about the processes
by which the stellar mass grows in galaxies, and subsequently stops growing. We
will conclude this chapter with a discussion of an important aspect of understanding
galaxy evolution – the identification of progenitors of different galaxies over cosmic
time. Linking local galaxies with their progenitors is not a well-defined process and
subject to many uncertainties, however, once progenitors are identified, we stand to
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gain a complete understanding of the physical processes which affect galaxies over
cosmic time.
1.1 The evolution of the Hubble Sequence
As previously described, the Hubble Sequence qualitatively unifies a range of ob-
servable properties, such that galaxies may be characterized on the basis of their
morphologies, SF properties, observed colors. This qualitative characterization forms
the backbone of a large set of quantitative properties, many of which correlate with
each other. Large (104 square degree) surveys such as the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
(SDSS; York et al., 2000; Stoughton et al., 2002) have been instrumental in quanti-
fying and correlating these many properties among galaxies in the nearby Universe,
and even out to intermediate redshifts (z∼0.5). These first studies of hundreds of
thousands of galaxies revealed that the distribution in galaxy properties is bimodal –
that is, the majority of galaxies belong to one of two major classes of galaxies, those
which are blue in color and form stars, and those which are red and have had their SF
quenched. There are clear, distinct, divisions of this bimodality in both color-color
and color-magnitude or luminosity diagrams (Tully et al., 1982; Strateva et al., 2001;
Blanton et al., 2003), and also in terms of stellar mass. It was found that the over-
whelming majority of galaxies at stellar masses larger than 3x1010 M⊙ (Kauffmann
et al., 2003; Baldry et al., 2004) are dominated by old stellar populations (i.e. age ∼
10 Gyr and zformation >2), are the oldest, most massive galaxies in the local Universe.
A subset of galaxies on this so-called ”red sequence” include those which identify as
morphologically ”early-type”, i.e. ellipsoidal, triaxial systems who are characterized
by uniform, smooth and steep light profiles.
This bimodality in galaxy properties persists to z∼1, and the colors of galaxies in
the red sequence evolve consistent with passive evolution (simple aging of the stellar
population without the addition of new stars; Bell et al., 2004). Additionally, these
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Figure 1.2 The fraction of galaxies at z<1 which are quenched, as a function of their
stellar mass and their environment. Nearly all galaxies at high-masses are quenched,
and nearly all galaxies in high-density regions of the Universe are quenched. The
implication is two physically distinct types of feedback mechanisms, one internal and
one internal, affect SF in galaxies. Figure taken from (Peng et al., 2010)
authors found that the stellar mass contained in red sequence galaxies increased by a
factor of 2 between z∼1 and 0, indicating that either merging of red sequence galaxies,
or the quenching of blue SFGs, must contribute to the growth of the red sequence.
But how exactly the red sequence builds up (i.e. how galaxies quench SF over time)
is poorly understood. By charting the environments and masses of quenched galaxies
over time since z∼1, (Peng et al., 2010, 2012) found that that nearly all galaxies
at the highest stellar masses are quenched, and nearly all galaxies in the highest
density regions (measured by proximity to and number of nearby galaxies) are also
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quenched (Figure 1.2), and that these two effects are independent from each other.
This important result pointed to two completely independent mechanisms by which
galaxies quench their SF: environment quenching, thought to be processes external to
galaxies which affect their SF, and mass quenching, thought to be internal processes
related to mass. This result complemented previous results which indicated that
galaxies ”downsize” (Cowie et al., 1996); that is, the most massive galaxies evolve
and quench first, and over time, lower and still lower-mass galaxies quench at later
times (Juneau et al., 2005; Treu et al., 2005). The characteristic mass above which
all galaxies are quenched evolves to larger masses with increasing redshift, increasing
by almost a factor of 6 to ∼2x1011 by z∼1.2 (Bundy et al., 2005, 2006). In some
senses, downsizing appears in conflict with what could be expected from hierarchical
structure formation, where the most massive galaxies are predicted to evolve the
latest in time. However, this trend appears in agreement with the star-formation
histories (SFHs) implied by the stellar populations of the the massive, local ETGs.
The mechanisms driving the SF must be capable of producing stars prodigiously early
in cosmic time. And the physical conditions in these prodigiously SF galaxies must
quench it effectively after only a few Gyr at least via the internal mechanisms involved
in mass quenching.
1.2 The drivers of star-formation over cosmic time
Thanks to the HDF, and deep field surveys which succeeded it including the
Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey (GOODS; Giavalisco et al., 2004), it is now
well established that galaxies did produce stars prodigiously in the past, compared to
present galaxies (Lilly et al., 1996; Madau et al., 1998). Measurements of the evolution
of the cosmic star-formation rate density (SFRD) have indicated a large decline of
SF in galaxies since z∼1 (Lilly et al., 1996), indicating a change in the processes,
or gas supply, which drive SF. Studies of high-redshift galaxies indicate the SFRD
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peaked between 1<z<2 (Madau et al., 1996, 1998), and analysis from more recent
deep surveys indicates that the SFRD is still rising at z>2 (Figure 1.3, e.g. Bouwens
et al., 2007, 2012a,b). This discovery indicated that the period between 8-11 Gyr ago
was a key epoch in the Universe when the majority of galaxies were forming their
stellar mass (Dickinson et al., 2003), at a much more vigorous rate than seen locally
in nearby SFGs. The broader implication was that early galaxies had an abundance
of cold gas, fuel for SF, and that whatever drives the SF in galaxies appeared to have
been a much more efficient process 10 Gyr ago than it is today.
Figure 1.3 The evolution of the cosmic star-formation rate density. The figure is a
compilation of measurements with data based on many different types of surveys from
rest-frame UV (green and blue points) to IR (red and orange). Figure taken from
(Madau & Dickinson, 2014).
How do galaxies get this cold gas to form stars? In the local Universe, the galax-
ies with the highest SFRs are all galaxies undergoing bursts of SF due to obvious
interactions and major mergers, and are ultra-luminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs;
12<log LIR [L⊙]) (Sanders et al., 1988). These ULIRGs earn their name from large
amounts of dust which absorbs and reprocesses the starlight, re-emitting it as black-
body radiation in the infrared. However as mentioned previously, although mergers
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power starbursting ULIRGs locally, how much such mergers contribute to the in-
crease in SFRD at high redshifts remains controversial. This undoubtedly has much
to do with the difficulty of defining a merger, with definitions ranging from disturbed
merger-like morphologies (Lotz et al., 2008; Conselice et al., 2009), systems identified
by close pairs (e.g. Kartaltepe et al., 2007), and clustering (e.g. Bell et al., 2006).
However, an overwhelming number of studies exist claiming that measured merger
rates as a function of redshift cannot account for either the emergence of ETGs on
the red sequence since z∼1 (Bundy et al., 2007; Bell et al., 2007; Genel et al., 2008;
Bundy et al., 2009), or the SFRD (Bridge et al., 2007; Stewart et al., 2009; Hopkins
et al., 2010b; Stott et al., 2013). Therefore galaxies must receive gas through other
mechanisms.
It is now believed that a major source of cold gas for star formation is accreted
onto galaxies from the intergalactic medium (IGM). This pristine gas accretes along
filaments in the cosmic web, allowing it to penetrate the gaseous hot halos of gas
surrounding galaxies and remain cool (T∼104K), to fuel the SF in galaxies. Simula-
tions over the last decade have demonstrated this process to be a viable mechanism
for fueling SF (Birnboim & Dekel, 2003; Keresˇ et al., 2005, 2009; Dekel & Birnboim,
2006), whereas it was previously thought that this pristine gas should first get shock
heated to the virial temperature upon accreting to a dark matter halo (DMH), and
then cool on long timescales to settle into a rotating disk where it may form stars
(e.g. White & Rees, 1978). Simulations have also demonstrated the importance of the
cold mode in the growth of galaxies over the growth expected from mergers, which
appears to be an order of magnitude lower than galaxy growth from accretion (Wang
et al., 2011; L’Huillier et al., 2012; Combes et al., 2013; van de Voort et al., 2011).
The revelation that pristine cold gas may accrete directly onto galaxies without
shock heating (’cold accretion’) in simulations became an attractive explanation for
many poorly understood observed trends in galaxy evolution. The cold accretion
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rate appears to have been much more efficient in the past, when the expansion of the
Universe was slower. The cosmic accretion rate peaks at z∼2 (Keresˇ et al., 2005, see
Figure 1.4), suggesting a viable explanation for why the SFRD was higher at z>1.
Additionally, a transition mass was predicted by the simulations around DMH mass
of 1012, a cutoff above which cold streams do get shock heated to virial temperatures
upon accretion to the halo, preventing the pristine gas from directly fueling SF. Such
transition masses between SFGs and quenched galaxies were observed from the stellar
masses of galaxies about an order of magnitude lower than this DMH mass (Bundy
et al., 2005, 2006), a rather appealing agreement. Furthermore, the efficiency of
cold-accreted gas conversion into stars is a strong function of increasing DMH mass,
such that high mass halos (below the shock limit of 1012) are the most efficient at
converting baryons into stars (Behroozi et al., 2013b). This characteristic halo mass
(1011.7 with the highest baryon conversion efficiency) evolves very little with redshift
(Behroozi et al., 2013a). Collectively these predictions of cold-accretion fed SF seem
in agreement with the observed attributes of downsizing and the rapid early evolution
of ETGs, namely that more massive galaxies have assembled their stellar mass earlier
in the Universe’s history and therefore the most massive galaxies have the oldest
stellar populations.
Unfortunately, observational constraints on the importance of cold accretion at
high-redshift remains particularly elusive. All observational constraints on this pro-
cess come from indirect evidence rather than direct detections of accreting, cold, pris-
tine gas, and in fact are more strongly based in the inability of merging to account
for the observed SFR of massive galaxies rather than a constraint on cold accretion
itself. Conselice et al. (2013) estimate that roughly 2/3 of all SF in massive (1011 M⊙)
between 1.5 <z<3 must be a result of gas accretion based on the observed major and
minor merger histories and timescales. Similar results were found by Kaviraj et al.
(2013b).
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Figure 1.4 The evolution of the accretion rate onto galaxies in a cosmological sim-
ulation from different accretion modes. The cold mode dominates the gas accretion
onto galaxies at high redshift, and very closely mimics the SFRD. The shape and
peak of the cold accretion rate resembles that of the observed cosmic SFRD in Figure
1.3. Although this simulation is old, and lacks an appropriate feedback model (such
as winds and outflows from SNe and stars), later simulations with more appropriate
wind models still retain the dominance of the cold mode and its overall similarity to
the observed cosmic SFRD (Oppenheimer & Dave´, 2008; Oppenheimer et al., 2010,
Roberts et al. in preparation). (Figure: Keresˇ et al. (2009))
However, there are several tantalizing measurements from spectroscopy of high-
redshift galaxies that suggest this process occurs. Giavalisco et al. (2011) found
evidence of cold accreting gas onto an over density of SFGs at z∼1.6, where the
chemical abundances in the gas was found to be less chemically enriched than the
galaxies in the over density. This observation provided the first piece of evidence that
this process may occur. Other detections of this intergalactic pristine gas may be
Lyman-α blobs (LABs), which are clouds of Hydrogen observed in emission (fluores-
cence) and have been observed to have no galaxy counterpart but may be elongated
and filamentary in morphology, and sometimes seen oriented so as to feed a galaxy
at the same redshift, yet extends far beyond the virial radius of the nearby galaxy
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(e.g. Dijkstra & Loeb, 2009; Cantalupo et al., 2014). Nevertheless, solid proof of cold
accretion at work, fueling the majority of SF in high-redshift galaxies, has yet to be
found, preventing a complete understanding of the stellar mass buildup in galaxies.
1.3 Linking progenitor and descendent populations over cos-
mic time
As outlined in the previous sections, there remain many observational and theoret-
ical challenges to a complete understanding of the evolution of the Hubble Sequence,
and in particular the formation of massive ETGs. Although galacto-archaeology to
some extent has reconstructed rough star-formation histories for ETGs, i.e. that
their stellar populations formed on a rapid timescale at z>2 (e.g. Renzini, 2006, and
references therein), the signatures of quenching mechanisms which halt their SF no
longer exist. All that remains are massive, spheroidal, passively evolving remnants,
with evidence that the quenching of SF occurred at z∼2 and must be related to the
stellar mass of the galaxies (see Figure 1.2). What mass-related process could have
shut down the SF?
After Gyr of passive evolution, and little to no remaining evidence of what hap-
pened to these galaxies, the most promising avenue to reconstruct their quenching
is to identify their progenitors at z>2, during the time when they must have been
building up their stars, and around the time this SF will soon quench. Studies of
their progenitors are an opportunity to catch both the stellar buildup in action, to
find out why they formed stars so rapidly, and also the physics of quenching and why
massive SFGs must shut down SF.
1.3.1 The star-forming progenitors of ETGs
There are not yet unambiguous identification of SF progenitors, but suitable pop-
ulations at high-redshift can be studied in order to better constrain those which are
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consistent in their properties. Over the last decade, populations of ULIRGs have
been identified at z>2 which form stars prodigiously in short bursts, making them
appealing candidates for progenitors of ETGs. Like their rare local counterparts, they
have higher than normal SFRs, their SF proceeds obscured by dust, and the majority
of their luminosity is emitted at IR wavelengths. At high redshifts, ULIRGs are much
more common, contributing up to 20% of the cosmic SFRD (Bouwens et al., 2009)
and up to 50% at z∼>2 (Le Floc’h et al., 2005; Murphy et al., 2011). Sub-millimeter
galaxies (SMGs), a rare and particularly extreme subclass of high-redshift ULIRG
named for their brightness at sub-millimeter wavelengths, are highly dust-obscured
galaxies with large cold dust contents (e.g. Pope et al., 2006), powered by very high
SF rates (Blain et al. 2002). This has led to the suggestion that these are very
massive objects undergoing gas-rich major mergers (e.g. Tacconi et al., 2008; Pope
et al., 2008), and are the evolutionary progenitors of massive ETGs in local cluster
centers (e.g. Lilly et al., 1999). The gas kinematics, morphologies, and presence of
multiple kinematically distinct components in SMGs argue strongly in favor of their
origin as gas-rich mergers (e.g. Tacconi et al., 2008; Alaghband-Zadeh et al., 2012;
Mene´ndez-Delmestre et al., 2013). In addition, the observed properties of SMGs
are well reproduced in simulations of gas-rich mergers (Narayanan et al., 2010), al-
though in some simulations, the properties of SMGs can also be reproduced through
accretion (Dave´ et al., 2010). The true nature of SMGs remains to be determined.
Nevertheless, their inferred high masses and high SFRs which suggest they evolve
over rapid timescales at high redshift makes them an important population of high
redshift galaxies to consider in terms of identifying the SF progenitors of ETGs.
1.3.2 The earliest ETGs in the Universe
With the advent of deep imaging surveys at near-IR wavelengths came the discov-
ery of galaxies at z>1 whose spectral energy distributions (SEDs) are consistent with
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old stellar populations (Franx et al., 2003; Cimatti et al., 2004; Glazebrook et al.,
2004; Daddi et al., 2005; Trujillo et al., 2006; Bundy et al., 2006; Cimatti et al., 2006;
van der Wel et al., 2008; van Dokkum et al., 2008; Fontana et al., 2009; Saracco
et al., 2009; Bezanson et al., 2009; Cassata et al., 2011, 2013). If these high-redshift
quenched galaxies remain quenched to the present day, their stellar populations sim-
ply fading to z∼0, they are excellent candidates as precursors to the massive local
ETGs. However, these high-redshift ETGs have strikingly different properties than
their local counterparts. Although they are already similarly massive to the low red-
shift ETGs (M*>1010M⊙), they are much smaller in size. Nearly all are up to five
times smaller in size than local ETGs (on average re = 0.6kpc; Cassata et al., 2013)
and with similar masses, this corresponds to galaxies that are a factor of 100 higher
in stellar density (Cassata et al., 2013). Figure 1.5 shows the evolution of the number
density of ETGs with age of the Universe, where the ETGs have been split by their
compactness. It is obvious that nearly 100% of the first ETGs are compact, and
”normal” ETGs (normal in terms of their mass and size, relative to local ETGs; Shen
et al., 2003) only emerge later, dominating at z<1 (Cassata et al., 2013). At later
times, the most compact of the ETGs have disappeared. The disappearance of the
compact ETGs is still debated, with plausible explanations being the puffing up of
compact galaxies through minor merging (e.g. Naab et al., 2009; van Dokkum et al.,
2010; Nipoti et al., 2012; Oser et al., 2012; Lo´pez-Sanjuan et al., 2012; Newman et al.,
2012a), or, that at later times ETGs form larger, and in progressively higher numbers
as the Universe evolves (Valentinuzzi et al., 2010a,b; Poggianti et al., 2013; Carollo
et al., 2013). It is even possible these compact ETGs exist and have been mistaken for
unresolved stars from the SDSS (e.g. Damjanov et al., 2013), and future studies will
be necessary to understand what happens to these compact ETGs after they form.
Regardless, the extreme morphology of these ETGs, so soon after they quench SF,
puts very strong constraints on their evolution; the extreme compactness is evidence
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Figure 1.5 The number density evolution of early-type galaxies. Figure reproduced
from (Cassata et al., 2013).
that highly dissipative gaseous processes must be behind their stellar mass assembly.
A dissipative process capable of causing high stellar masses with such compact rem-
nants, meanwhile quenching the SF, is essentially unknown. Gas-rich mergers, such
as those that may give rise to SMGs are often invoked as a mechanism to produce
compact remnants (e.g. Hopkins et al., 2008; Wuyts et al., 2010). Additionally, gas
contents in galaxies (merger progenitors) is known to be much larger at high-redshift
(Tacconi et al., 2008), therefore providing an explanation for why these compact rem-
nants apparently stop forming as the Universe evolves to low-redshift. Cold accretion
may also be capable of forming stars in compact regions, either through processes
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such as disk instabilities (Dekel et al., 2009b; Dekel & Burkert, 2014) or fed directly
through appropriate configurations of cosmic web filaments which can cancel angu-
lar momentum of the accreting gas (Sales et al., 2012; Johansson et al., 2012; Cen,
2014). These compact ETGs at z∼2, whose SFHs and masses appear consistent with
local ETGs, are the most promising candidates for progenitors of local ETGs. To
understand the evolution of ETGs and the physics of quenching of SF, we must first
understand the nature of these very compact galaxies.
1.4 Thesis Overview
The goal of this thesis is to shed light on the evolution of ETGs and the physics
of mass-quenching at high-redshift. In Chapters 2-4, we present the results of three
projects which study samples of plausible progenitors galaxies, each of which ad-
dresses a key aspect of understanding the evolution of ETGs. Here, we summarize
the goals and conclusions of each. In Chapter 2, we first present an investigation into
the clustering of SMGs (Williams et al., 2011a, ApJ, 733, 92). Clustering analysis
can, among other things, place constraints on DMH masses of galaxies, and assuming
ΛCDM cosmology, can be used to link progenitor and descendent galaxy populations.
In this chapter we placed upper limits to the clustering of these extreme galaxies, and
these upper limits indicate that the clustering is too weak to trace the DMHs which
evolve into massive cluster ETGs by z∼0. In Chapter 3, we focus our attention on
the formation of the compact ETGs at z∼2, and study a sample of morphologically
early-type, compact, star-forming Lyman-Break Galaxies (LBGs) at z∼3 (Williams
et al., 2014, ApJ, 780, 1). We found that there exist a sufficient number of these mor-
phologically similar LBG to explain the emergence of compact ETGs simply through
a rapid, internal quenching mechanism. We additionally found using average SEDs
that the stellar populations in these compact LBGs may be older than that of coex-
istent LBG that are normal in terms of mass and size (i.e. not compact). Finally, we
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found that the morphologies of these compact LBG, as well as the compact ETGs at
z∼2, appear inconsistent with the predictions from simulations of gas-rich mergers, at
least to the extent that current simulations describe real gas-rich mergers. In Chapter
4, we study a sub-sample of these compact LBG more closely using rest-frame UV
spectroscopy, to gain a deeper insight into the properties of their stellar populations
and conditions of the interstellar medium (ISM). This study has been submitted to
the ApJ. We found that the young stellar population in compact LBG show indica-
tions of higher metallicity in comparison to non-compact LBG, and that these young
stellar populations produce significant stellar winds. The bulk outflows of the ISM
appear faster and more turbulent, indicating that the ISM in these galaxies is a more
hostile environment for star-forming gas. In Chapter 5, we integrate the findings in
this thesis to provide collective insight into the broader context of galaxy evolution,
as well as highlight the new questions which this thesis has brought to light, and the
future directions which may be taken to answer these new questions, as well as those
still remaining.
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CHAPTER 2
ON THE CLUSTERING OF SUB-MILLIMETER
GALAXIES
2.1 Introduction
High-redshift galaxies which are relatively bright at millimeter and sub-millimeter
wavelengths, and thus detectable by current ground–based instrumentation, have,
over the last decade, come to the forefront of studies of galaxy evolution. Commonly
referred to as sub-millimeter galaxies (SMGs), because the first significant deep sur-
veys have been made at λ = 450 and 850 µm, these sources are thought to be largely
obscured by dust, with star-formation rates of up to 1000M⊙year−1 needed to power
their high rest-frame infrared luminosity of LIR ∼ 1012 − 1013L⊙ (Smail et al., 1997;
Hughes et al., 1998; Barger et al., 1998). It has long been speculated that with such
high luminosity and star formation rates, SMGs should be very massive, strongly
clustered, and trace large-scale structure at high redshift (Blain et al., 2004; Amblard
et al., 2011). If it is conclusively found that SMGs do cluster strongly in space, and
therefore trace massive dark matter halos at high redshift, this will provide additional
evidence that these sources are evolutionarily linked to massive elliptical galaxies of-
ten found in the center of galaxy clusters in the local Universe (Lilly et al., 1999;
Eales et al., 1999). Hence, robust determination of the clustering strength of the
SMGs, at least of those that are commonly detected with current instrumentation,
namely with flux brighter than a few mJy, would have strong implications in theories
of galaxy evolution (van Kampen et al., 2005; Negrello et al., 2007), as it is not well
understood what observable properties of galaxies are characteristic of biased tracers
of the background dark matter distribution.
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Until recently, a secure measurement of SMG clustering has been elusive (Webb
et al., 2003; Blain et al., 2004; Scott et al., 2006; Weiß et al., 2009), in large part
because of the slow mapping speeds of sub-millimeter instruments, whose maps have
been very small in area. Recently, data at 250-500µm from the Herschel Space Tele-
scope, has produced improvements in terms of the area of sub-millimeter maps, al-
lowing clustering measurements to be made with improved statistics (Maddox et al.,
2010; Cooray et al., 2010). The Herschel surveys, however, are biased to low redshift
and low luminosity galaxies as a result of the bluer wavelengths that they cover and
of the negative k-correction; they also still suffer from source confusion despite their
large area. Clustering measurements at longer wavelengths, on the other hand, still
remains uncertain. Sub-millimeter surveys are still limited by large beam size and
shallow survey depths which have prevented robust positions and large sample sizes.
As sub-millimeter maps become larger with higher resolution, and the number of se-
curely detected sources becomes statistically significant, studies of clustering of these
SMGs will surely provide interesting implications for galaxy evolution.
Here we present measures of the angular clustering of SMGs from one of the first
millimeter maps containing a statistically significant number of SMGs. This map
covers a 1 square degree section of the Cosmic Evolution Survey (COSMOS; Scoville
et al., 2007) field using the AzTEC bolometer array, mounted on the Atacama Sub-
millimeter Telescope Experiment (ASTE). The data provide the largest contiguous
map, and the largest galaxy sample, at 1.1 millimeters to date (Aretxaga et al., in
prep). While spectroscopic redshift information on SMGs remains sparse, we have
used various redshift distributions to estimate de-projected spatial clustering for these
galaxies. We assume a cosmology with ΩΛ = 0.7, Ωm = 0.3, and Ho = 100h km s
−1
Mpc−1.
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2.2 Observations
The COSMOS field was mapped with AzTEC on ASTE, a full description and
results will be presented in a separate publication (Aretxaga et al., in prep.). We
imaged a subset of the COSMOS blank field centered at (RA,Dec) = (150.125, 2.23)
with a total area of 1.41 degrees2, totaling 112.6 hours of observing time. With
AzTEC on ASTE, the beam size is 28′′ (full-width half max). For this analysis
we have considered only the region of the map where the coverage was 50% of the
maximum value or higher. This results in a contiguous map of 0.72 degrees2. We
achieve an average noise level of 1.26 mJy/beam, which is very uniform throughout
the area considered, ranging from 1.23 to 1.27 mJy/beam.
Our millimeter sources are selected by searching for peaks above a given signal-
to-noise ratio (S/N) with a window corresponding to the beam size (e.g. Scott et al.,
2008). We find 328 sources with a S/N above 3.0, and 189 sources with a S/N above
3.5, hereafter the 3.0-σ and 3.5-σ catalogs, respectively. The map and source positions
are shown in Figure 2.1.
2.3 Clustering Analysis
2.3.1 Angular Clustering
The angular two-point correlation function, w(θ), measures the excess probability,
above that expected for a random distribution, of finding two galaxies with an angular
separation θ, within a solid angle δΩ. It is defined in terms of the probability δP =
N2[1 + w(θ)]δΩ, where N is the surface density of galaxies (Peebles, 1980). We
measure angular clustering of SMGs in the COSMOS field using the Landy-Szalay
estimator of the angular correlation function (ACF; Landy & Szalay, 1993). This can
be measured as
w(θ) =
DD(θ)− 2DR(θ) +RR(θ)
RR(θ)
,
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Figure 2.1 The 50% coverage region in the AzTEC/COSMOS map. 3.0 to 3.5-σ
sources are circled in black, >3.5-σ sources are circled in white. Circle size corresponds
to one and a half times the beam size.
where DD(θ) is the number of observed galaxy pairs as a function of angular sep-
aration, θ, DR(θ) are the number of cross-pairs between the observed galaxies and
a randomly distributed sample, and RR(θ) is the number of randomly distributed
pairs. The random distributions are generated by inserting randomly positioned sets
of artificial sources into realizations of the noise distribution in our COSMOS map.
The injected sources have a flux distribution based on our best estimate of SMG
number counts from blank field observations (Austermann et al., 2010), but we tuned
the parameters such that the number of significant sources retrieved by our source
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finding algorithm are on average within 2% of the number of detections in the real
map. We generate 100 of these simulations, and we use the random sources selected
above the corresponding S/N threshold from each as random distributions. We have
verified that (on average) the noise peaks in our COSMOS map and sources in the
simulations are unclustered at the angular separations we consider (see Figure 2.2).
We expect our uncertainty to be dominated by small number statistics, but it is
possible that the map properties, such as non-uniformity and beam size, contribute
to our error in measuring the ACF. So rather than assume Poisson errors1 given by
δw(θ) = 1+w(θ)√
DD(θ)
(Landy & Szalay, 1993), which do not take these effects into account,
we also quantify the uncertainty using the simulations. To do this we calculate the
ACF of each of the 100 simulated random catalogs, whose intrinsic ACF we know
(on average we found that simulated sources are unclustered). Thus, the standard
deviation of the ACF of the individual simulated catalogs, σsim(θ), should include
any error in w(θ) related to the properties of the map. This uncertainty is given by
δw(θ) = (1 + w(θ))σsim(θ). We find the uncertainty obtained this way to be smaller
than the Poissonian error for both catalogs, so we have conservatively assumed the
latter.
The difference between the 3.0- and 3.5-σ catalogs from the observed map is a
trade off between a larger catalog of galaxies, and a lower false detection rate of
sources in our observed map. By setting a high S/N threshold for detection we
can achieve negligible false detections, but our number of sources would be small.
We choose to select sources with a lower S/N threshold, while acknowledging that
some fraction of them are not real SMGs. For the 3.5-σ catalog, we expect that
about 9% of the sources are false detections, and for the 3.0-σ catalog, 24% are false
1We found that Poisson errors are sometimes incorrectly used in the literature, as δw(θ) =√
1+w(θ)
DD(θ) . The correct expression is δw(θ) =
1+w(θ)√
DD(θ)
(Landy & Szalay, 1993).
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Figure 2.2 Clustering of random noise realizations in AzTEC maps. Averaged ACF
for the peaks detected at 3.0-σ from the 100 noise realizations (gray circles) and for
the simulated sources detected at 3.0-σ (black diamonds). Errors indicate standard
deviation. Gray horizontal line corresponds to zero clustering. Slight anti-correlation
around the 60” bin is a result of the beamsize; in general more random pairs with
angular separations in this bin will be found since distances between detected sources
are not smaller than twice the beamsize.
detections (Aretxaga et al, in prep.). Including some fraction of randomly positioned
non-galaxies will only serve to dilute our estimate of the clustering. As noise peaks
are inherently unclustered, we can correct for this effect as wobs(θ) = (1− f)2wtrue(θ)
where f is the fraction of false detections included in the catalog. Our ACF estimate,
corrected for dilution by random false detections, is presented in Figure 2.3. We do
not include in the analysis ACF measurements at angular separations smaller than
twice the beam size.
We assume that at the angular separations we are considering, the ACF behaves
as a power law of the form w(θ) = Awθ
−β−IC, where we refer to Aw as the clustering
amplitude. IC refers to the integral constraint correction, which we calculate using
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Figure 2.3 Auto-correlation functions for sub-millimeter galaxies detected with
AzTEC. The lower dot-dashed lines are the best fit power-law to the data, upper
dotted lines are the 68.3% confidence level upper limits. Both power laws shown
assume β = 0.8, and have their corresponding IC subtracted to match what is fit to
the data.
the algorithm of Roche & Eales (1999). The result of a power law fit where the
clustering amplitude and slope β are left as free parameters is poorly constrained,
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Figure 2.4 Power-law fits and errors to the auto-correlation functions. Distributions
in amplitudes for power law fits with slopes fixed to β = 0.8 and 0.6 for 3.0- and 3.5-σ
catalogs, generated by Monte Carlo simulations of the observed ACF. The vertical
lines correspond to the 68.3% (smaller Aw) and 99.5% (larger Aw) limits in each
distribution, and represent the largest clustering strengths allowable by our datasets.
See Table 2.1 for corresponding values.
and the best slope is unphysically steep due to the fact that the measured ACF is
high at the lowest angular scale. So given our large uncertainties, we do not attempt
to constrain both clustering amplitude and slope. Instead, we assume two different
representative values for β. The first, β = 0.8, is observed for massive elliptical
galaxies in large low redshift surveys and is the value typically assumed for massive
galaxies and SMGs at high redshift (Zehavi et al., 2002; Blain et al., 2004). The
second value, β = 0.6, is the shallower slope typically observed for normal ultra-
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violet selected starbursting galaxies at high redshifts such as Lyman-break galaxies
(LBGs), and BX/BM galaxies (Giavalisco & Dickinson, 2001; Porciani & Giavalisco,
2002; Lee et al., 2006; Adelberger et al., 2005), as well as starforming galaxies at
low redshift (Zehavi et al., 2002). Unless otherwise stated, in the text we will quote
results derived using β = 0.8.
In Figure 2.3 we also show the best fitting power laws (assuming β = 0.8) for
each catalog found from a least squares minimization. Due to the large uncertainties,
the best fit amplitudes are poorly constrained and the 1σ upper limits to these best
fit values are large. These upper limits are also shown in Figure 2.3. The case of
zero clustering lies within the 1σ error (defined as ∆χ2 < 1), but as negative values
imply anti-correlation and are considered unphysical, we set zero clustering to be the
lower limit. These best fits, 1-σ upper error, and lower error (as described above)
are Aw = 3.7
+8.2
−3.7 arcsecond
0.8 for the 3.5-σ catalog and Aw = 1.1
+6.7
−1.1 arcsecond
0.8 for
3.0-σ, and are summarized in Table 2.1 along with results assuming β = 0.6.
While this χ2 analysis provides a best fit with confidence intervals, it does not limit
a priori the possible range of values that Aw can assume. We want to explore the
effect on the power law fit if we only consider positive values for Aw, as negative values
are unphysical. To do this we perform Monte Carlo simulations where we generate
5000 Gaussian deviated realizations of the observed ACF. The Gaussian deviates
are generated using the Poisson error on each value of w(θ). We fit each deviated
realization with the same power law form outlined above to produce a distribution
of best fitting clustering amplitudes, Aw. The resulting distributions in Aw, given
assumed values of β, are shown for each catalog in Figure 2.4. For both catalogs, the
most likely values to be measured for Aw is zero, corresponding to the case where
SMGs are unclustered. It must be emphasized that this does not mean that SMGs
such as these are spatially unclustered, only that the strength of their clustering is
below what is robustly detectable from our survey. The peak at zero is merely an
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effect of the likelihood of the χ2 distribution extending into the negative values of
Aw, since Aw is poorly constrained.
Using these distributions shown in Figure 2.4, we set upper limits to the power
law amplitudes which are allowable given our measured ACF for SMGs, so our results
can be compared with previous measurements of SMG clustering. These distributions
are one-sided (because the peak lies at zero, the lowest value we allow for Aw), and
so the distributions can only provide an upper limit. This is in contrast to the χ2
distribution which is two-sided and so provides an upper and lower limit (where
conventionally the 68.3% confidence limits are given by ∆χ2 < 1). The two upper
limits are different from each other in that the 68.3% confidence level upper limit
from the χ2 minimization corresponds to a 15.85% probability of finding a larger
Aw, whereas the one-sided 68.3% confidence level upper limit from the Monte Carlo
simulation corresponds to a 31.7% probability of finding a larger Aw. We find that
using these distributions from the Monte Carlo simulations we can reject power law
models with amplitudes larger than Aw = 2.4 arcsecond
0.8 at the 68.3% confidence
level, and Aw = 7.9 arcsecond
0.8 at the 99.5% confidence level for the 3.0-σ catalog,
and Aw = 5.2 and Aw = 11.5 arcsecond
0.8 at the 68.3% and 99.5% confidence levels,
respectively, for the 3.5-σ catalog. These results are shown as solid and dashed vertical
lines in Figure 2.4 and are summarized in Table 2.1.
2.3.2 Spatial Clustering
To derive the spatial correlation length we have de-projected the angular cor-
relation function using the Limber transformation (Peebles, 1980) and assuming a
redshift distribution for SMGs. Robust measures of this distribution are limited, in
large part because coarse angular resolution of sub-millimeter and millimeter maps
results in large positional uncertainties, making counterpart identification for spectro-
scopic followup difficult. The crude knowledge of the redshift distribution for these
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Table 2.1 Sub-millimeter galaxy clustering results.
S/Na N Sb Fitc β Aw
d ICe ro
f ro
g
[mJy] best upper best upper best upper
limit limit limit
3.5σ 189 4.2 χ2ν 0.8 3.7 11.9 .015 10.0 19.2 9.6 18.4
0.6 1.2 4.4 .018 9.5 21.4 9.0 20.4
68.3% 0.8 5.2 12.1 11.6
0.6 1.8 12.2 11.7
99.5% 0.8 11.5 18.8 18.1
0.6 4.3 21.1 20.1
3.0σ 328 3.7 χ2ν 0.8 1.1 7.8 .004 5.1 15.2 4.7 14.6
0.6 0.3 2.9 .004 4.0 16.5 3.8 15.7
68.3% 0.8 2.4 7.9 7.6
0.6 0.7 6.8 6.5
99.5% 0.8 7.9 15.3 14.7
0.6 2.8 16.1 15.4
aSignal to noise limit of the sources used
bFlux limit at 1.1 mm of the catalog
cFor the reduced χ2 fit, best fitting results are listed with the corresponding upper limit where
∆χ2ν > 1. In the case of the Monte Carlo results (indicated by 68.3% or 99.5%), values are percentage
of confidence level upper limit in the acceptable value of amplitude Aw, given the SMG catalog.
dBest fits and upper limits to Aw (in arcseconds
β). Lower limits in all cases are zero as explained in
the text.
eIC values correspond to the best fit power-law.
fCorrelation length in units h−1Mpc, given our assumption of redshift distribution of Chapman et al.
(2005)
gUsing redshift distribution of Chapin et al. (2009)
galaxies provide an additional source of systematic error in the derivation of the
spatial clustering. Here we discuss results obtained by assuming two redshift distri-
butions which are believed to be representative of SMGs detected in the same range
of far–IR wavelengths as the ones considered here. The most widely used is the distri-
bution of Chapman et al. (2005), compiled from a set of 75 spectroscopic redshifts for
850µm-selected SMGs with optical counterparts identified using deep interferometric
radio continuum imaging. This redshift distribution is known to be biased towards
low redshifts due to the requirement of a radio detected counterpart, so we use the
version of this distribution which has been corrected for the radio bias. The corrected
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Table 2.2 Sub-millimeter galaxy clustering and flux limits.
Na ro ± δro λ Sν S850µm beam size Reference
[ h−1Mpc] [µm] [mJy] [mJy] [arcseconds]
27 12.8± 7.0 850 3.0 3.0 14.5 Webb et al. 2003
47 6.9± 2.1 850 5.0 5.0 14.5 Blain et al. 2004
51 31 a 850 5.0 5.0 14.5 Scott et al. 2006
126 13± 6 870 4.6 4.8b 19.2 Weiss et al. 2009
1633 7− 11 350 36 7.3b 17 Maddox et al. 2010
189 <11-12c 1100 4.2 6.7b 28 This study
328 <6-8c 1100 3.7 5.9b 28 This study
aNumber of sources used in the analysis
bOnly angular clustering was published by Scott et al. (2006), we transform their power-law result
and errors for their sources above S/N of 3.5, using the redshift distribution of Chapman et al. (2005)
cFlux density translated assuming Sν ∝ ν1.8
dWe have quoted our 68.3% confidence level upper limits for comparison.
distribution is well described by a Gaussian peaking at z = 2.3 and a spread of 1.2,
ranging from 1 < z < 3.5. Using this distribution, we find that the 68.3% confidence
level upper limit of consistent correlation lengths for SMGs are ∼< 6-8 h−1Mpc and
∼< 11-12 h−1Mpc for the 3.0-σ and 3.5-σ catalogs, respectively. Results assuming
the redshift distribution of Chapin et al. (2009) produce similar values, which are
summarized in Table 2.1. The Chapin et al. (2009) redshift distribution is generated
from a combination of spectroscopic and photometric redshifts for 1.1-mm detected
galaxies, so may be more applicable to this study. The distribution differs from that
of Chapman et al. (2005) in that it peaks around z = 2.7 and has a high-redshift
tail to z ∼> 4. We emphasize that these results are upper limits, and therefore the
intrinsic clustering of this set of galaxies are likely to be lower.
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2.4 Discussion
2.4.1 Comparison to other SMG clustering measurements
Before comparing our clustering measures with other works it is important to keep
in mind the limitations inherent in the selection of samples based on an observable
property, such as flux, as opposed to a physical property, such as luminosity or mass.
The term “Sub–Millimeter Galaxies” is often used to indicate a category of galaxies
(population is the term often used in this context) thought to have well specified and
somewhat homogeneous properties. For example, SMGs are commonly interpreted as
massive systems characterized by prodigious star–formation rates powered by major
merger events. While these properties most likely apply to some SMGs of relatively
large far–IR luminosity, it obviously is unreasonable to think that they are generic to
any galaxy that is detectable at some wavelengths around 1 mm. Firstly, we should
remind that galaxies detected at some wavelength with some telescope/instrument
combination do not, generally speaking, span the same range of the far–IR luminos-
ity function or redshift as galaxies from another instrumental configuration observed
at another wavelength in the sub-millimeter/millimeter spectral region. Lumping all
such samples as “SMG” believing that they share very similar properties is misleading.
In other words, the definition of “SMG” as galaxies that are detected at wavelengths
crudely in the range 500 µm to 1 mm at the sensitivity of current survey facilities, does
not result into the selection of common physical properties. It is true that, since cur-
rent ground–based facilities working at the popular 850 µm wavelength have limited
dynamic range in sensitivity, the resulting samples of galaxies at similar redshifts also
have similar far–IR luminosity and thus, presumably, physical properties. But this
is just an “observational accident” that does not apply to other sub–millimeter sur-
veys. In general, galaxies detected at 350 µm with Herschel/SPIRE or at 1.1-mm with
ASTE/AzTEC, even if at the same redshift as those observable with JCMT/SCUBA,
will cover different portion of the far–IR luminosity function, and will generally have
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different physical properties, such as mass, clustering strength, star–formation rate,
etc. (we are not addressing here the different sensitivity and redshift distribution
function of the corresponding samples).
With this caveat in mind, we can try to compare our results with others. We find
that at 1.1mm and down to 1.26 mJy the angular clustering of SMGs in the COSMOS
field is poorly constrained and with our sample size we can only set upper limits to the
correlation length. Our 68.3% confidence level upper limits to the correlation length
from the Monte Carlo simulation are ∼< 6-8 h−1Mpc or ∼< 11-12 h−1Mpc, depending
on flux limit. Generally, our SMG clustering limits are higher for the higher flux limit
(4.2 mJy). The recent prediction from the theoretical model of SMG clustering by
Almeida et al. (2010) for S850µm > 5mJy is ro ∼ 5 h−1Mpc, which is consistent within
the error of our measurements. The S1.1mm > 3.7mJy flux limit of the 3.0-σ sources
roughly translates to S850µm > 5.9mJy, assuming the spectral index suggested by
Chapin et al. (2009) of Sν ∝ ν1.8 between 1.1-mm and 850-µm sources. Our 1.1-mm
sources are likely similar to this simulated galaxy distribution.
In terms of the results of previous studies of SMG clustering, direct comparisons
are difficult to make because of the differing wavelengths and flux limits of each
survey. Poorly quantified redshift distributions in all cases further complicate the
issue when trying to make comparisons. As we found in this paper, the brighter
SMGs show evidence for stronger clustering than the fainter SMGs consistent with
what is expected from galaxy evolution models (e.g. Almeida et al. 2010). A similar
result is also found by Brodwin et al. (2008) based on the clustering of Spitzer-
selected ultra-luminous infrared galaxies. This demonstrates that caution should
be taken when comparing the clustering of different samples of SMGs selected at
different wavelengths down to different depths. If we ignore these effects, a direct
comparison makes our upper limits inconsistent with the results of (Scott et al., 2006),
but consistent with the majority of other previous studies due to large uncertainties
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Figure 2.5 Comparison of correlation lengths for sub-millimeter galaxies. Correlation
lengths and flux limits (translated to 850µm using the spectral index of Chapin et al.
(2009)) from this and previous studies.
which tend to be larger than 20-50 percent in ro (Webb et al., 2003; Blain et al.,
2004; Weiß et al., 2009; Maddox et al., 2010). These comparisons are summarized in
Table 2.2 and Figure 2.5. Our flux limit is generally higher than other studies, when
translated to a common wavelength, so it may be reasonable to assume the AzTEC
sources should be more strongly clustered.
In a recent paper, Amblard et al. (2011) measured the clustering at 250–500µm
from the brightness fluctuations in the power spectrum of Herschel/SPIRE maps after
masking out the bright, detected sources. Assuming we are probing the Raleigh-Jeans
tail of the spectral energy distribution, the average flux density ratio is S1.1mm/S350µm ∼
8 (with a spectral index of 1.8, Chapin et al. 2009). Given the confusion limit of
SPIRE, these fluctuations are probing the clustering of sources down to 350µm fluxes
of a few mJy (Amblard et al. 2011), which translates to only 0.4 mJy and 0.25 mJy at
850µm and 1.1mm, respectively. This limit probes galaxies down to LIR ∼ 3×1011 L⊙
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at z ∼ 2, much fainter than the typical limits of sub-millimeter surveys. It is not
clear which part of the far-IR luminosity function contributes most to the clustering
signal measured by the fluctuations.
While the Amblard et al. (2011) result provides an interesting constraint on the
clustering of fainter sub-millimeter-emitting galaxies, these sources are much more
numerous than typical SMGs (e.g. Smail et al., 2002), and are not expected to evolve
into the most massive elliptical galaxies in the local Universe. The halo masses
derived in Amblard et al. (2011) are more comparable to those of the less extreme
Lyman Break galaxies than the bright, detected SMGs. With larger telescopes such
as the LMT and CCAT, we will be able to individually detect galaxies down to
S1.1mm < 0.1mJy and measure the clustering as a function of luminosity, a strong
test of various galaxy evolution models.
The strength of SMG clustering is an additional test of evolutionary models be-
cause it can discriminate between the various formation mechanisms for SMGs. Dis-
criminating between merging or cold-mode accretion as the dominant mechanism by
which SMGs form at high-redshift is of particular interest, and recent simulations
of each mechanism predict different correlation lengths. The model of Dave´ et al.
(2010), where SMGs are formed by accretion of large amounts of cold gas, predicts
a large correlation length (ro ∼ 10 h−1Mpc) because cold gas accretion should be
most influential in the most massive dark matter halos. Merger driven scenarios on
the other hand predict a more modest range in correlation lengths, between ro = 5-
6 h−1Mpc (Almeida et al., 2010). We are not yet at the point where we can see
distinguishing evidence between the models, but this will also be an important goal
of larger sub-millimeter observatories.
Additionally, due to the large uncertainty in our measurement, our results are also
consistent with measurements of weaker clustering from other types of high-redshift
starforming galaxies such as LBGs and other restframe-UV selected galaxies, BzKs,
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and unresolved sources contributing to the cosmic infrared background (Lee et al.,
2006; Adelberger et al., 2005; Giavalisco & Dickinson, 2001; Hayashi et al., 2007; Viero
et al., 2009). Their minimum halo masses of ∼ 1011-1012M⊙ and correlation lengths
of about r0 ∼ 4-5 h−1Mpc (Lee et al., 2006; Porciani & Giavalisco, 2002; Adelberger
et al., 2005) are consistent with the masses and correlation lengths for both bright
and faint SMGs (Almeida et al., 2010; Amblard et al., 2011). If the underlying sub-
millimeter galaxy population we detected in this study is weakly clustered, as may be
implied by Almeida et al. (2010) and Amblard et al. (2011), it supports our conclusion
from section 2 that the clustering is too weak to be detected with our survey.
2.4.2 Map limitations on measuring clustering
From a practical point of view, an important question to answer is: what char-
acteristics of area and depth should surveys of SMGs have in order to yield robust
measures of clustering. For example, how much area and down to which flux limit,
should a survey with AzTEC reach in order to test the hypothesis that SMGs at the
bright end of the far-IR luminosity function are the progenitors of massive elliptical
galaxies, and should therefore be strongly clustered? In addressing this question, one
needs to take into account the key contributors to the error budget of the measures,
such as 1) the uncertainty in the redshift distribution, since a wide one that covers a
large redshift interval washes out the clustering signal due to projection effects; 2) the
sparse sampling of the underlying SMG population, which determines the shot noise
in the ACF measures; 3) the large beam size of current observations, which prevents
one from measuring the ACF at small angular scales where the signal is strongest.
We have done Monte Carlo simulations to investigate the extent to which these
map properties are affecting our ability to measure SMG clustering. Specifically, we
measure the ACF from realizations of galaxy distributions for which we have defined
the intrinsic clustering, and impose AzTEC-like map properties. The realizations
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are made by generating a log-normal density distribution with an intrinsic ACF, and
Poisson sampling the density field according to the methods outlined in Porciani &
Giavalisco (2002). The resulting realizations are 0.72deg2 in area and contain on the
order of 104 mock galaxies. To match the expected percentage of false detections, we
merge the clustered mock set with a set of random positions, so that they make up
9%, like the 3.5-σ catalog. We then randomly sample points from the realization to
match the observed number density of 3.5-σ sources in the AzTEC map, where the
sampled objects are never closer than one beam size separation, and see how their
ACFs compare with the intrinsic ACF of the realization. We test intrinsic ACFs
which are strongly and weakly clustered according to power-laws of Aw = 2.9 and
Aw = 0.5, respectively, where β = 0.8. These correspond to values of ro ∼ 9 h−1Mpc
and ro ∼ 4 h−1Mpc for our assumed redshift distribution function. We again disregard
ACF measurements for angular separations smaller than twice the beam size. The
purpose of this test is to simulate the ACF we should expect to observe from a map
similar to the AzTEC-COSMOS map, if SMGs are intrinsically strongly or weakly
clustered galaxies.
In Figure 2.6, we show the distributions in the value of w(θ = 100′′) and w(θ =
250′′) from the simulations for each power-law form we tested, after applying the
correction for false detection rate. The distributions of the ACF values are very
broad as should be expected because of the low number of mock galaxies used in
each sample, as well as the fraction of random positions. If the measured values
are corrected for the integral constraint then the peak of the distributions at each
angular separation match well with the intrinsic value. When the distributions are
compared to our observation, there is a very small chance of spuriously finding the
observed value at θ = 100′′ for the 3.5-σ sources, about 3% for the strong case and
0.75% for the weak case. At larger separations the chance increases to 31% and 15%,
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Figure 2.6 Probability distributions for clustering of mock catalogs. Black histogram
shows probability distributions for the ACF at 100 and 250′′ separations from the
mock catalogs. Dashed line is the mean from the mock catalogs, which when corrected
for the IC agrees well with the intrinsic value (blue line). Histograms are roughly
Gaussian, with standard deviation indicated by dot-dashed lines. Solid red is the
observed ACF from the 3.5-σ catalog at those angular separations, with Poisson errors
given by red dot-dashed lines. Each row are results from an intrinsic power-law form
shown in the left panel.
respectively. However, the observed and simulated values for both angular separations
for the strong clustering case are consistent within their errors.
We have fit a power-law to the mock ACFs, assuming a fixed β of 0.6 or 0.8.
The clustering amplitudes we recovered are shown in Figure 2.7, along with the
upper limits we derived from the real AzTEC map. These histograms are essentially
probability distributions for clustering amplitudes that will be measured from 189
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Figure 2.7 The distributions of clustering amplitude of mock catalogs. The distri-
butions are generated by fitting power-laws to ACFs from clustered simulated maps.
Top panel is results from strong intrinsic clustering (Aw = 2.9), and bottom is from
weak clustering (Aw = 0.5), where β = 0.8. Green hatched histograms are Aw distri-
butions when fitting with an assumed β = 0.8, and in gray are assuming β = 0.6. Red
lines are the 68.3% upper limits in Aw from the fit to the ACF of the 3.5-σ AzTEC
sources, assuming β = 0.8 (solid red), and β = 0.6 (dot-dashed red).
sources in the AzTEC map area if the intrinsic population is strongly or weakly
clustered. In none of the cases explored here is it likely that the intrinsic power-law
form will be recovered. The assumed β influences the shape of the distribution, but
the probability always peaks at zero. There is 22% chance that fits assuming β = 0.8
will indicate zero clustering (24% for β = 0.6) even if the intrinsic correlation length
is ro = 9 h
−1Mpc. If the intrinsic value is ro = 4 h
−1Mpc, the percentages increase to
53% and 55% assuming β = 0.8 and 0.6, respectively. Even though the distributions
in Figure 2.6 nicely correspond with the intrinsic value, the power-law distributions
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in Figure 2.7 peak at zero because the large fluctuations in each realization from the
small sample size can cause negative values in the ACF. It is not possible to recover the
intrinsic clustering properties, and it is not possible to differentiate between strong
and weak clustering. The implications this has for millimeter and sub-millimeter
surveys at this resolution and sensitivity, or any survey where such a sparse sampling
of the underlying population is detected, is that the true clustering properties cannot
be recovered.
2.4.3 Predictions for future surveys
Our sensitivity to the clustering signal in this study is determined by two things.
First, the number of sources, which depends on the area mapped and the depth,
must be large enough to overcome the high shot noise stemming from the sparse
sampling of the underlying galaxy distribution by the SMG selection. Second, the
ability to measure small-scale separations between galaxies, which depends on the
beam size. Not surprisingly, we generally found that the probability to recover the
intrinsic ACF increases slightly with decreasing beam size, however the intrinsic value
for a sample size such as ours was still not the most likely to be observed down to a
beam size of 5′′. Increasing the number of detected galaxies, which can be achieved
by increasing survey sensitivity or survey area, provides the largest improvement.
Fortunately, millimeter and sub-millimeter facilities are advancing and future studies
of SMG clustering will benefit from increased sample sizes and improved angular
resolution. Thus the real question becomes, what resolution and survey area will be
necessary to get an accurate measure of SMG clustering? Using the strongly clustered
simulation discussed in the previous paragraph for an ASTE-COSMOS sized map, we
have estimated the limiting galaxy sample size (as a function of beam size) for which
it is possible to recover the intrinsic clustering. A measurement of the clustering is
considered to have recovered the intrinsic value if, after sampling the parent realization
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2000 times and fitting the ACFs, the value of the intrinsic clustering amplitude lies
within the standard deviation of the clustering amplitude distribution. Additionally,
the distribution must satisfy the requirement that the most likely value of clustering
amplitude in the distribution also lies within the standard deviation. This second
condition rejects the types of distributions shown in Figures 2.4 and 2.7. The resulting
’region of robust recovery’ is shown in Figure 2.8. We have added the approximate
positions of previous surveys which have made clustering measurements, assuming the
estimated number density of detected sources in each is constant. These placements
indicate that previously measured ACFs, even the Herschel surveys with large area
[16 square degrees], are still compromised by large beams and low sensitivity. The
previous study by Scott et al (2006), measured from a combination of multiple SCUBA
fields, falls barely within the robust region. However, one caveat of this simulation
is that it assumes a contiguous map region. In this case, the signal to noise of the
ACF measurement, which depends on the number of independent galaxy pairs, DD,
is related to the total number of detected galaxies N by DD = 0.5N(N − 1). For
discontiguous fields, galaxy pairs between fields cannot contribute and so the number
of galaxy pairs is lower, given the same number of detected galaxies. For discontiguous
identical fields, the number of pairs goes down by a factor of F where F is the number
of fields. Thus, measurements made from galaxies in multiple fields will inevitably
have lower signal to noise than a measurement using the same number of galaxies
from a contiguous area.
The region in Figure 2.8 illustrates the difficulties in measuring the angular clus-
tering of bright SMGs such as the S1.1mm > 3.7 mJy samples explored here, but addi-
tionally provides some guidance for future surveys which will aim to robustly measure
the clustering of SMGs. Upcoming surveys with the Large Millimeter Telescope for
example, with its beam size of 6′′, will be able to make robust measurements for these
galaxies with a mapped area of about two square degrees. These future results will
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Figure 2.8 Simulation of survey properties required to robustly detect sub-millimeter
galaxy clustering. Galaxy sample number needed to recover an intrinsic clustering
with power-law form w(θ) = 2.9θ−0.8, as a function of beam size. Area up and left
from the contour line indicates region where values may be recovered. Right-side axis
indicates survey area required at this sensitivity to robustly measure the clustering of
the S1.1mm > 4.2 mJy sources investigated here. Some positions of previous surveys
have been provided where possible, based on the source number density of their
survey.
no doubt provide exciting discoveries about the parent population of sub-millimeter
sources.
2.5 Summary
1. We have measured the angular clustering of SMGs detected at 1.1mm from the
largest contiguous map at that wavelength to date. We have studied sources detected
at 3.5 (3)-σ with flux limits S1.1mm > 4.2(3.7) mJy. The power-law fits are poorly
constrained due to large uncertainties in the ACF.
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2. We have set upper limits to the spatial correlation lengths for these galaxies.
For flux limits S1.1mm > 4.2 mJy, we find r0 ∼< 11-12 h−1Mpc, and for S1.1mm > 3.7
mJy we find r0 ∼< 6-8 h−1Mpc.
3. We have shown that for simulated clustered samples, our map properties,
specifically survey area, depth, beam size, prevent us from accurately measuring
strong clustering (e.g. with r0 ∼ 9 h−1Mpc).
4. We have used these simulations to predict the conditions under which future
surveys may robustly detect clustering. Specifically, to measure clustering galaxies
detected with S1.1mm > 4.2 mJy and mapped to a depth of 1.26 mJy/beam, we will
be able to robustly measure clustering with an area of ∼ 2 square degrees, with the
LMT’s beam size of 6′′.
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CHAPTER 3
THE PROGENITORS OF THE COMPACT EARLY-TYPE
GALAXIES AT HIGH-REDSHIFT
3.1 Introduction
A generic prediction of the standard cosmological paradigm is that small structures
form first while big ones are assembled later by hierarchical merging. Because the
power spectrum is not truncated at any scales relevant to galaxy formation as it
evolves, early massive galaxies are comparatively much rarer than galaxies of the
same mass that assembled later. These later massive galaxies have assembled their
stellar bodies in ways and over time scales that are rather different from the early
ones and thus must generally have different properties. Thus, the discovery of old
and massive galaxies at high redshift that have rather different structural properties
than those of most early type galaxies (ETGs) in the second half of the Hubble
time is interesting because of the possibility it offers to directly explore additional
mechanisms of formation of massive galaxies in general, and of quenching of the star
formation in particular.
Passive galaxies with large stellar mass, e.g. M ∼> 1010 M⊙, have been identified
at redshift as high as z ∼ 3, ≈ 16% of the current age of the Universe. A striking
characteristic of these young members of the population of “ETGs” is that they are
often of very small size, up to ∼ 5 times smaller than galaxies of comparable mass
in the local Universe, and hence have very high stellar density, up to two orders
of magnitude higher than local counterparts (see, for example, Daddi et al., 2005;
Trujillo et al., 2006; Bundy et al., 2006; Cimatti et al., 2006; van der Wel et al., 2008;
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van Dokkum et al., 2008; Saracco et al., 2009; Bezanson et al., 2009; Damjanov et al.,
2009; Williams et al., 2010; van Dokkum et al., 2010; Saracco et al., 2010; Cassata
et al., 2011; Weinzirl et al., 2011; Guo et al., 2012a; Ryan et al., 2012; Cassata et al.,
2013).
In fact, at z ∼ 1.6 the population of ETGs is dominated by the compact ones,
with more than ∼> 80% of them having size smaller than the lower 1σ of local ETGs
of the same mass (Cassata et al., 2011, 2013). In the local Universe, these compact
ETGs seem to be exceedingly rare, although there is still ongoing debate on whether
this apparent paucity is real or is due to bias in local surveys, such as the SDSS
(Bournaud et al., 2007; Hopkins et al., 2009a; Taylor et al., 2010; McLure et al., 2013;
Ragone-Figueroa & Granato, 2011; Oogi & Habe, 2012; Nipoti et al., 2012)
Given this apparent spectacular evolution, it is no surprise that a lot of effort went
into exploring the possible evolutionary mechanisms that have driven it. For example,
it has been suggested that individual compact ellipticals might form extended stellar
halos either by in-situ star formation or by dry merging and accretion (Naab et al.,
2007; van Dokkum et al., 2010; Whitaker et al., 2010; Nipoti et al., 2012; Oser et al.,
2012). In particular it has also been proposed that interactions and repeated minor
merging events, even if they do not increase the stellar mass by a large amount, can
energize the innermost stellar orbits and “puff up” the compact galaxies (Newman
et al., 2012a). Concurrently, the size evolution of the population of ETGs as a whole
can also be driven by the addition of new members coming from the late quenching
of massive, large galaxies (Valentinuzzi et al., 2010a,b; Cassata et al., 2011; Newman
et al., 2012a; Poggianti et al., 2013; Carollo et al., 2013). In fact, from the analysis of
the evolution of ETGs of different stellar densities as a function of redshift, Cassata
et al. (2013) conclude that the addition of new, larger, ETGs is required to explain
the overall increase in their numbers from z ∼ 1 to the present (Ilbert et al., 2010;
Pozzetti et al., 2010). In any case, it is important to realize that an accurate census
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of compact galaxies in the local Universe is still missing, since the SDSS samples
are very likely biased against such systems (Scranton et al., 2002; Valentinuzzi et al.,
2010a; Cassata et al., 2013; Carollo et al., 2013) and also because the descendants
of the compact galaxies might not be easily recognized in the local Universe if they
became the core of systems that developed extended stellar halos (e.g. Kormendy
et al. (2009); Nipoti et al. (2012); Huang et al. (2013c)).
Regardless of the problem of their subsequent evolution, however, it seems clear
that compact ETGs were very abundant at high redshift, and in fact largely dominate
the population of passive galaxies at redshift z ∼ 1.2–2.8 (Cassata et al. 2013), at least
at large mass (M > 1010 M⊙). This raises the question of how such massive systems
could form in such a relatively short time. There are indications that whatever process
is responsible for quenching star formation in massive galaxies, it is largely controlled
by the star formation rate, with more actively star–forming galaxies being more likely
to quench (e.g. Peng et al., 2010, 2012), and that more compact systems are more
likely to quench more effectively than those with more diffuse mass distribution (Bell
et al., 2012). But even before they quench, the problem of how massive galaxies with
such high stellar density could form, and why they dominate the population of massive
passive galaxies at high redshift, is interesting because it seems to imply a specific
formation mechanism different from other galaxies. Is the physics that shuts off star-
formation in high-redshift galaxies producing only compact remnants as a by-product?
Or, does it preferentially affect those galaxies with high stellar densities? One popular
mechanism to both shut off the star formation in a galaxy and also produce spheroidal
morphologies are major mergers (Barnes, 1992; Hernquist, 1992, 1993; Springel et al.,
2005). Evidence of this mechanism is seen in the local Universe (Sanders et al.,
1988; Sanders & Mirabel, 1996), and evidence of merging has been observed out to
high redshift (Lotz et al., 2008; Robaina et al., 2010; Kartaltepe et al., 2010, 2012).
During a merging event, however, a substantial fraction of the pre–existing stars of
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the merging galaxies are dispersed to larger radii, and its difficult to produce compact
remnants unless the progenitors themselves are also very compact, and in any case
the fraction of stars scattered to large radii is not negligible (Ostriker, 1980; Naab
et al., 2007, 2009). Gas rich mergers may produce remnants with a very compact
core through in-situ star-formation thanks to the highly dissipative nature of the gas
(Khochfar & Silk, 2006; Hopkins et al., 2008; Wuyts et al., 2010; Bournaud et al.,
2011), but the pre-existing stars are still dispersed to large radii, and the gas fractions
must be high (e.g. ∼> 60–70%) in order to produce a large fraction of the stellar mass
in a compact remnant (Hopkins et al., 2008, 2009b; Wuyts et al., 2010). While it
is possible that current data have not yet probed the low surface brightness regions
surrounding compact ETGs to the sensitivity required to to rule out evidence of
major merger activity, tidal debris, or dispersed stars, there is some general evidence
that these galaxies are truly compact in size, with no diffuse or extended structure
surrounding them (van Dokkum et al., 2008; Szomoru et al., 2012; Bezanson et al.,
2009). There is still much debate on the role of major merging in the buildup of the
stellar mass of massive galaxies in general, regardless if compact or not, (Bell et al.,
2006; Robaina et al., 2010; Genel et al., 2010; Williams et al., 2011b; Lo´pez-Sanjuan
et al., 2012; Conselice et al., 2013) and in particular for morphologically selected
spheroidal galaxies (Bundy et al., 2007, 2009; Kaviraj et al., 2013a,b).
Theoretical work have shown that violent disk instability (VDI; Dekel et al.,
2009a), driven by intense accretion of cold gas from the cosmic web (Birnboim &
Dekel, 2003; Keresˇ et al., 2005, 2009; Dekel & Birnboim, 2006; Dekel et al., 2009b),
can lead to the formation of compact massive galaxies. The gas-rich disks are Toomre
unstable, with large-scale transient perturbations and massive bound clumps. The
mutual interactions between these perturbations exert torques that drive angular-
momentum out and mass in, in the form of clump migration and gas inflow in the
inter-clump disc medium (Bournaud et al., 2011; Dekel et al., 2013; Forbes et al.,
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2013). As long as the inflow rate is more rapid than the star-formation rate in the
disk, the inflow to the center is gas rich, and the product is compact (Dekel & Burk-
ert, in preparation). The induced central starburst can eventually lead to quenching,
by gas consumption into stars (Diamond-Stanic et al., 2012), by outflows driven by
stellar or AGN feedback (Springel et al., 2005), or by morphological quenching (Mar-
tig et al., 2009). The star formation quenching may also be related to the shutting
off of cold gas supply. Theory, confirmed by simulations, predict that after z ∼ 2, for
dark matter halos with masses of ∼ 1012M⊙ and above, the incoming gas is heated
by a virial shock that can be supported because of the long cooling times (Dekel &
Birnboim, 2006).
The extent to which these processes affect the formation of compact ETGs at z > 2
remains unconstrained. Thus, progress is likely to come from the identification and
empirical studies of their progenitors before and while they quench, namely while they
are still in the star–forming phase and when they shut it down. Some have proposed
potential progenitors based on matching the stellar mass and the volume density of
the ETGs with those of star–forming galaxies together with assumptions of possible
evolutionary paths (Whitaker et al., 2012; Barro et al., 2013; Patel et al., 2013; Ste-
fanon et al., 2013). Stefanon et al. (2013) in particular have identified progenitors of
the most massive compact ETGs (M> 1011 M⊙) among the most massive (M> 10
10.6
M⊙) galaxies at z>3 by projecting their observed stellar masses and SFRs assuming
various SFHs. But whether or not the morphological properties, star–formation rate
and stellar mass of the more general population of putative progenitors were consis-
tent with the compactness of their descendants among all passive galaxies at z∼2 and
their specific star formation rate have not been considered in detail, something we
set to do here.
In this paper, we try to answer the following question. Since we do not know
of any physical mechanism capable to transform a non compact stellar system into
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a compact one, do star–forming galaxies exist at suitably high redshifts (i.e. such
that there is time for quenching) that are plausible progenitors of the compact and
massive ETG, namely that are compact themselves and with stellar mass and star–
formation rate such to plausibly explain their descendants at 〈z〉 ∼ 1.6? To answer
this question, we identify star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 3 that, if they quench, can
reproduce both the mass and the stellar density, and hence size, of the observed
compact galaxies at 〈z〉 ∼ 1.6. In other words, we try to see if we can identify
the progenitors based on the evolutionary consistency assuming only that 1) the
star–forming galaxies quench early enough to be passive at z ∼ 1.6 and 2) that no
(unknown) physical mechanism transform non-compact stellar systems into compact
ones. With a sample of plausible progenitors, we then can compare their properties
to those of other star–forming galaxies that are not plausible progenitors and see if
there are differences that might offer some insight into the formation of the ETGs.
We present the sample, and its selection, in sections 2 and 3. In section 4, we study
the properties of these plausible progenitors, and compare them with the rest of the
normal star-forming galaxy population at z > 3, and we investigate the distribution
of stellar populations of different ages in the galaxies. In section 5 we discuss the
implications of our results for the evolution of compact ETGs, in the context of the
evolutionary drivers and quenching mechanisms affecting these galaxies. Throughout
this paper we assume a cosmology with ΩΛ = 0.7, Ωm = 0.3, and Ho = 70km s
−1
Mpc−1.
3.2 Data
3.2.1 Multi-wavelength Imaging and Photometry
In this paper we use data from the Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey
(GOODS; Giavalisco et al., 2004), and 4-epoch depth observations with HST/WFC3
from the Cosmic Assembly Near-infrared Deep Extragalactic Legacy Survey (CAN-
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DELS). This covers 113 square arc-minutes of the GOODS-South field, which in-
cludes the CANDELS Deep region (Grogin et al., 2011; Koekemoer et al., 2011) and
the early release science (ERS) (Windhorst et al., 2011). The H-band images in the
4-epoch deep and ERS regions reach 1-σ fluctuations of 26.6 and 26.3 AB arcsec−2,
respectively.
In total we make use of panchromatic photometry in GOODS-South, including
U–band data from the Visible Multiobject Spectrograph (VIMOS) on the Very Large
Telescope (VLT; Nonino et al., 2009), HST/ACS B,V,i,z-band, HST/WFC3 J, H-
band, VLT/ISAAC Ks photometry (Retzlaff et al., 2010), and Spitzer/IRAC 3.6,
4.5, and 5.7 µm imaging (M. Dickinson et al., in preparation), Spitzer/MIPS 24µm
imaging (M. Dickinson et al., in preparation), and GOODS-Herschel/PACS 100µm
imaging (Elbaz et al., 2011).
We measure photometry (in IRAC channels and blue-ward) for galaxies in the
4-epoch CANDELS data using the object template-fitting method (TFIT; Laidler
et al., 2007) software package, which allows us to construct spectral energy distribu-
tions (SEDs) with mixed-resolution datasets. All details about the construction of
the multi-wavelength photometry constructed using TFIT is discussed in Guo et al.
(2013).
3.2.2 LBG sample selection
The colors and ages of the high-redshift ETGs are such that they should be star-
forming at z ∼ 3 (Daddi et al., 2005; Kaviraj et al., 2013a; Onodera et al., 2012).
Therefore we select star-forming galaxies at redshift z ∼ 3 from the ACS z-band
imaging using the Lyman-break color selection (Steidel & Hamilton, 1993; Giavalisco,
2002), including z-band detections with z ∼> 26.5 (AB magnitudes). The ACS z-band
is ∼ 90% complete down to 26.5 for galaxies with size less than 0.3 arcseconds in
half-light radius (Huang et al., 2013a). Our U–band dropout selection criteria are
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(UV IMOS −B435) ≥ 0.85 + 0.5× (B435 − z850) ∧
(UV IMOS −B435) ≥ 1.4 ∧B435 − z850 ≤ 4,
where ∧ refers to the logical ”and” operator. We additionally require signal to
noise of at least 3 in the B435 and z850 bands to ensure robust color measurements. We
calibrate our U–band dropout selection using redshifted, continuously star-forming
stellar population synthesis models of Bruzual & Charlot (2003) with varying values
of dust extinction, following Calzetti et al. (2000). The LBG selection, with these
varying stellar population models, are shown in Figure 3.1, and includes 943 objects.
We additionally remove from the LBG sample those galaxies without unique WFC3
H-band detections (36% of the original sample), and those with photometric redshifts
less than 2 (an additional 14%), to ensure only the most robust sample of z>3 galaxies
are used in the following analysis. Our final sample of LBGs includes 517 galaxies,
180 are H < 25, and all of which have z≤ 26.5. As we shall see later, a sample of
candidate progenitors of compact massive early–type galaxies will be selected among
the most compact LBG which, given the sensitivity of the GOODS images, is ∼> 85-
90% complete down to z≤ 26.5. The redshift distribution for H < 25 LBGs is shown
in Figure 3.2 .
3.2.3 Measuring physical properties of LBGs
We measure photometric redshifts and stellar masses for our sample of LBGs
by fitting stellar population synthesis models to their observed SEDs. Photometric
redshifts are derived using PEGASE 2.0 (Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange, 1997), where we
integrate the probability distribution function of redshift to derive the photometric
redshift. 20% of our LBGs have spectroscopically confirmed redshifts (Cristiani et al.,
2000; Le Fe`vre et al., 2004; Szokoly et al., 2004; Vanzella et al., 2005; Mignoli et al.,
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Figure 3.1 The Lyman-break galaxy color selection. Generic LBG SED tracks (see
text) plotted with varying E(B-V).
2005; Ravikumar et al., 2007; Vanzella et al., 2008; Kurk et al., 2009; Popesso et al.,
2009, Stern et al. in prep). Using these photometric redshifts (or spectroscopic where
available), stellar masses are derived through fitting the stellar population synthesis
models of Bruzual (2007) with a Salpeter initial mass function, as described in Guo
et al. (2012a). The models also use the Calzetti dust extinction law (Calzetti et al.,
2000) and the Madau (1995) cosmic opacity, and a number of star–formation histories
including exponentially decreasing (τ -models with varying time scale τ), constant,
and two-component (delay) models comprised of linearly increasing and exponentially
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Figure 3.2 Redshift distribution for H < 25 Lyman-break galaxies.
decreasing components (e.g. Lee et al., 2010). While we found that there generally is
good quantitative agreement between the stellar mass derived using these three star
formation histories, we ended up adopting the exponentially declining or constant
star–formation history that minimizes the χ2.
We measure SFRs of our LBGs using the observed slope of the rest–frame ultra-
violet (UV) SED, i.e. we do not use the SFR derived from the SED fitting procedure.
We make use of the correlation between the dust obscuration and the slope of the
rest–frame UV SED of starburst galaxies (Meurer et al., 1999) to derive the dust-
corrected UV luminosity, and subsequently the dust-corrected UV SFR using the
conversion factor by Madau et al. (1998).
Morphological measurements in the H-band (restframe-optical at z ∼ 3) of our
LBGs are performed using the GALFIT package (Peng et al., 2002). Nearby objects
are masked using segmentation maps produced by SExtractor in the same config-
uration as that used for the initial source detection. We fit light profiles using a
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Sersic model. We use a PSF constructed from an average of unsaturated stars. To
ensure robust morphological measurements, we remove galaxies from our sample if
GALFIT indicated the morphological measurement was questionable, namely such
that we could not confidently rule out that they were stars, or the signal to noise in
the H-band photometry was less than 15. Previous investigations of GALFIT mea-
surements with low signal to noise data indicate that a signal to noise of at least 10
is required to produce unbiased measurements (Ravindranath et al., 2006; Trujillo
et al., 2007; Cimatti et al., 2008). These criteria remove 5% of our LBG sample, 2
LBGs on the basis of GALFIT error, and 8 LBGs on the basis of low signal-to-noise
in the H-band.
Our study uses a measure of circularized half-light radius, defined as Re = re
√
b/a
where re is the length of the semi-major axis in arc-seconds, and b/a is the axis ratio
of the galaxy. All measurements of circularized half-light radius are converted to kpc
using the photometric redshift of the object (or spectroscopic redshift if available).
The uncertainty on the physical size of each galaxy is taken to be 20% of the mea-
surement, based on the simulations by Cassata et al. (2011), as the error returned by
GALFIT does not include systematic errors.
3.3 Identification of plausible progenitors of compact ETGs
Our goal in this section is to see if among star–forming galaxies at redshift z ∼ 3,
e.g. U–band dropout LBGs, there are some that are plausible progenitors of the
compact ETGs at 〈z〉 ∼ 1.6.
The redshift range between z ∼ 3 and 1.6 encompasses about 2 Gyr, so essentially
every LBG at z ∼ 3 that quenches its star formation soon and quickly enough after
the epoch of the observation will satisfy our definition of “passive galaxy”. But
while quenching is an obvious necessary condition to be classified as passive, it is not
sufficient, as not every quenched star-forming galaxy will have 1) the stellar mass, 2)
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the specific star–formation rate, and 3) the stellar density of the compact, massive and
passive galaxies that we are considering here, i.e. those selected using the criteria by
Cassata et al. (2013) Thus, to identify the likely progenitors of this specific group of
galaxies, let’s first exactly define what we mean by massive, passive, compact galaxies.
We use the same criteria adopted by Cassata et al. (2011, 2013) to define their
sample. Specifically, galaxies were selected to be in the redshift range 1.2 < z < 2.8 by
means of photometric redshift (or spectroscopic ones when available), and for having
stellar mass M∗ > 1010 M⊙, and specific star–formation rate log10(sSFR) < −2
Gyr−1. In the case of the ETGs sample, both stellar mass and sSFR have been
estimated from SED fitting to stellar population synthesis models, assuming the star
formation history as an exponentially declining one, which is appropriate for the case
of galaxies that are completing the cessation of their star formation activity. We note
that our requirement of passivity is a relatively stringent one, with the sSFR limit
being about 1/10 of the current value of the Milky Way. Recent selections of passive
galaxies in the literature use sSFR thresholds which are an order of magnitude or even
higher than our criteria (e.g. Barro et al., 2013). This is required, in our opinion,
to clearly distinguish a passive galaxy, like present–day ellipticals, from relatively
low–level but continuous star formation, such as that of massive disks, since the
star–formation history of these two types of galaxies are very different.
Compact galaxies are defined in terms of their size and stellar mass, hence average
stellar–mass surface density within the effective (half-light) radius re, namely Σ50 =
0.5M∗
pir2
e
. To be classified as compact, passive galaxies of given mass must have stellar–
mass surface density larger than the value that exceeds the 1−σ scatter of the stellar
mass - size relationship for local (z = 0) ETGs of the same mass (thus, by definition
≈ 17% of local ETGs are compact). Ultra–compact galaxies are those that are 0.4
dex smaller than the 1 − σ value. In terms of projected density, the local mass–size
relationship is roughly parallel to the line of constant Σ50, so that the above definitions
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translate into the following conditions: Σ50 ∼> 3× 109 M⊙ kpc−2 for compact galaxies
and Σ50 ∼> 1.2× 1010 M⊙ kpc−2 for ultra–compact ones (see Cassata et al. 2011). We
adopt these more general classifications in the remainder of this study.
The sample by Cassata et al. (2013) includes a total of 107 ETGs with stellar mass
M > 1010 M⊙ in the range 1.2 < z < 2.8, with average redshift z¯ = 1.6, of which 76
are compact according to the above definition, 42 of which are also ultra–compact,
and the remaining 31 are normal ETGs, i.e. within the 1−σ scatter in the mass–size
relationship observed at z = 0. At high redshift ultra–compact galaxies appear to
dominate the population of massive passive galaxies. Of the 21 galaxies of this sample
that have z ≥ 2, 4 are normal, 3 are compact and 14 are ultra–compact, suggesting
that compact and ultra–compact galaxies dominate the population of passive galaxies
at high redshift and thus were the first to become passive.
3.3.1 Consistent Star-Formation Histories
As the mass-size distributions of galaxies in the top panel of Figure 3.3 show, the
stellar masses of the LBGs are significantly smaller than that of the passive ones.
Can then the progenitors of the compact ETGs be found among them? The LBGs
are star–forming galaxies and thus continue to increase their stellar mass until they
quench. Thus, the question can be reformulated as whether there is enough time
between z ∼ 3 and z ∼ 1.6 for the LBGs to cessate their star–formation activity,
reach a sSFR low enough to satisfy the definition of passivity given above, and build
up enough stellar mass to reproduce the distribution of the ETGs. In the Appendix
we discuss possible quenching paths that the LBGs need to follow to be classified as
passive at z ∼ 1.6 according to our definition. To summarize, from the knowledge of
the stellar mass and the star–formation rate of the individual galaxies at the time of
the observation, and assuming a functional form for the star-formation history during
the quenching phase, we can predict the final stellar mass and sSFR of the former
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LBG once they have quenched. This calculation shows that there are indeed plausible
quenching scenarios that could evolve some of the LBGs in our sample into passive
galaxies as defined above. Since the quenching phase is believed to be fairly rapid
(e.g. Peng et al., 2012), in the calculation we model it with a decreasing exponential
function exp(−t/τ), with the time–scale τ equal to 100 Myr for all galaxies. This
timescale was estimated using the sound–crossing time in compact galaxies (we used
vs = 20 km s
−1 for the sound speed in the ISM of LBGs, as discussed in more detail
in the Appendix). We also assumed that the declined phase of the SFR began at the
time of observation, i.e. tq = tobs.
As discussed in the Appendix, the time difference between z ∼ 3 and z ∼ 1.6
is sufficiently large that from the point of view of the selection of the candidate
progenitors, these are conservative assumptions since both a later quenching time tq
and a longer τ would still result in galaxies that are passive according to our criterion
while yielding larger stellar mass and hence increases the number of candidates.
3.3.2 Progenitor Morphologies
But just comparing the two stellar mass distributions of descendants and candidate
progenitors (after they have finished forming stars) is not sufficient to set up physically
motivated selection criteria. A key property to consider when trying to identify the
progenitors of the compact ETGs is the morphology of these systems, and specifically
their very high stellar density. The question we are posing is: can star–forming
galaxies at z ∼ 3 with any morphology be the progenitors of the compact passive
ones? Or only galaxies with certain morphology can evolve into such systems, either
via merging or via in–situ star formation?
Based on N–body simulations of binary merging events, Wuyts et al. (2010)
suggested that the compact ETGs progenitors are to be searched for among star–
forming galaxies that are compact themselves and also have large gas fractions, i.e.
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fgas ∼> 60%. These progenitors in turn can form most of the stellar mass of the fi-
nal descendant in a highly concentrated merger–triggered burst. Barro et al. (2013)
also argue that a powerful nuclear starburst in a merger remnant producing most of
the stellar mass of the remnant itself will result in a galaxy that, once passive, will
resemble the compact ones. As we will discuss later, however, it is reasonable to be-
lieve that, whether most of the final stellar mass is formed during a merger–induced
nuclear burst or in–situ star formation, the progenitors must be compact themselves,
and must have stellar densities comparable to or higher than the descendants, and
with similar stellar mass profiles. In other words, it is not reasonable to expect that
star–forming galaxies at z > 2 whose light profile is more diffuse than the z ∼ 1.6
compact passive ones can be their progenitors, even if most of the stellar mass of
the final descendant is produced after the epoch of observation in a compact region.
This is true both for the case of a single galaxy that forms stars and quenches star
formation, in situ, or for galaxies that merge.
The physical reason is that an existing diffuse stellar component cannot be shrunk
into a compact one and it cannot be hidden from observations either, regardless if
a new, more massive compact stellar component is subsequently created (note that
mergers puff up compact structures into diffuse ones, not vice versa). To first order, if
a diffuse component is observed in the CANDELS H–band images in a star–forming
galaxy at z ∼ 3, the same diffuse component will also be observed in the same image
if the same galaxy were placed at z ∼ 1.6 after quenching its star formation activity.
This is in part because of the lower redshift and in part because of the increase in
stellar mass between the time when the galaxy is observed and when the quenching
process is complete.
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Figure 3.3 The size-mass relation for Lyman-break galaxies, and high-redshift early-
type galaxies. Top panel: Observed size-mass relationship of LBGs (black crosses),
compared with that of the compact ETG sample of Cassata et al. (2013), along with
ETG mass selection (solid orange line) and compactness selection (orange dashed
line). Blue dot-dashed line indicates the local mass-size relation of ETGs from SDSS
(Cassata et al., 2013). Bottom panel: Same as top panel, with additional points
indicating the projected mass-size distribution of LBGs after they satisfy the condition
of passivity, namely log10sSFR < −2 Gyr−1 (purple and red points). Stellar mass
of LBGs increases according to the assumed SFH and no size evolution (i.e. each
projected purple and red point has a corresponding black cross at the same half-
light radius. See text for details). Candidate ETG progenitors are selected from this
sample (red) as those LBGs whose projected mass puts them in the compact ETG
selection window.
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3.3.3 Progenitor Selection
Given that the quenching phase is not instantaneous, candidate progenitors must
have 1) smaller stellar mass than the passive ones, but star–formation rate such that
after they quench the final stellar mass density reproduces that of the passive ones;
2) morphology and size similar to that of the ETGs, since the ongoing formation of
stars does not change the dynamics of the pre–existing stellar orbits and hence the
appearance of the galaxies. Here we will explore a scenario where these progenitors,
therefore, essentially evolve at constant size by converting gas into stars while their
stellar mass and density increases, therefore maintaining the compact light profile
observed in the compact ETG.
It is important to understand that we are not postulating that all galaxies that
satisfy the two general requirements above will evolve by growing their stellar mass
at essentially constant size. On average, galaxies evolve by growing their stellar mass
and enlarging their size, as shown by the existence of a mass–size relationship and
the overall size evolution of star–forming galaxies (e.g. Ferguson et al., 2004; Hathi
et al., 2008b; Nagy et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2013a). But not all galaxies must do so,
or must all follow the same mass–size growth path, as evidenced by the scatter in the
mass–size relationship itself. Nor are we saying that those LBG that satisfy the two
points above quench their star formation after the epoch of observation and appear
passive (as per our definition) at 〈z〉 ∼ 1.6. What we are saying is that if LBGs at
z ∼ 3 include progenitors of the compact ETGs at 〈z〉 ∼ 1.6, then the morphological
properties of the latter imply that the former must grow in mass at essentially constant
size, as well as have stellar mass and SFR such that under general assumptions about
their star–formation history subsequent to the epoch of observation, they quench and
are passive at the epoch when the compact ETG are observed.
To identify such LBGs, if they exist, we must model the quenching of their star
formation activity. Thus, we need to assume 1) the time when they begin quenching,
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and 2) how they quench, i.e. the form of the declining star formation history. The
quenching phase can start at any time after the epoch of observation of the LBG, or
even slightly before, since a galaxy in the early phase of declining star formation would
still be classified as a “Lyman–break galaxy” as long as this phase is not too advanced.
The details of star-formation history of galaxies during the quenching phase are not
known (Lee et al., 2011), and there are suggestions that star-forming galaxies can have
bursty and chaotic SFHs (Lee et al., 2012). Therefore a simple function such as an
exponential decay is almost certainly an over–simplification, especially on short time
scales. If the goal is to model the formation of ETGs, however, all that is relevant is
that the star–formation rate overall decreases on a relatively long time scale, namely
long compared to the time scale of rapid bursts (i.e. a few 107 yr), since their red
colors (at the time of observation), high masses, and very low sSFRs imply that they
must have been actively star forming at least 1 Gyr earlier (Onodera et al., 2012).
Previous studies investigating the SFHs of the compact ETGs, have supported this
interpretation (Cimatti et al., 2008; Saracco et al., 2011, 2012; Kaviraj et al., 2013a;
Daddi et al., 2005)
It is important to keep in mind that the decaying exponential function that we
used to model the quenching phase of the LBG’s star–forming activity has nothing to
do with the function adopted to describe their star–formation history up to the time
of the observation. The latter is used to model the assembly of the galaxies that we
observe and only to estimate their stellar mass at the time of observation (recall that
we tested both an exponentially declining and a delayed increasing function when
measuring the observed stellar mass, with similar results). To describe the SFH of
the quenching phase, which begins at or after the time of observation, we use only the
exponentially declining SFH with τ = 100Myr as described in the Appendix, and this
is used to estimate the additional stellar mass produced after the time of observation
and during the quenching phase (we do not make an attempt to incorporate mass
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Figure 3.4 The distribution of observed and projected stellar masses of Lyman-break
galaxies. Projected stellar masses are calculated using the assumed SFH outlined in
the text, for the candidate LBG sample (top panel) and non-candidate LBGs (bottom
panel). For comparison, the mass distributions of all compact ETGs, and also the
ultra-compact sub-sample are shown in black and grey, respectively
loss from stars). This stellar mass is then added to the mass of the LBG formed up
to the time of observation to derive the projected mass distribution of the candidate
progenitors of the compact ETGs and compare with the observed one for compact
ETGs (see Figures 3.3 and 3.4). In any case, the combination of the time when
they start quenching and the duration of the quenching phase must be such that by
redshift ∼ 1.6 the galaxies would be observed as passive, according to the criteria
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discussed above, and that the stellar mass distribution must reproduce that of the
compact ETGs.
Thus, once we assume the starting time of the quenching phase and the time
scale τ (e.g. the limiting case of the sound–crossing time, τ ≈ 100 Myr), from the
measured (photometric) redshift, SFR and stellar mass of the LBG, we can estimate
the redshift at which the galaxy will satisfy the condition for passivity, as well as its
stellar mass at that time. Additionally, from the measured size of the LBG, and under
the assumption that the galaxy evolves at constant size, we can estimate the stellar
density when the galaxy is passive and see whether or not it matches the projected
stellar density of the compact ETGs, i.e. Σ50 > 3x10
9M⊙kpc
−2.
We present our compact progenitor selection in Figure 3.3, which in the top panel
shows the mass-size relationship for the LBGs as observed, and also the Cassata et al.
(2013) ETG sample and its selection criteria. In the bottom panel, we additionally
plot where the same LBGs will lie in the mass-size diagram assuming their projected
stellar mass, meaning, their expected mass after they satisfy the condition of passivity,
namely sSFR < −2 Gyr−1. Each LBG accumulates stellar mass according to its
observed SFR and assumed SFH. The distribution of final projected mass compared
to the observed mass is shown in Figure 3.5, and it should be noted that a large
fraction of the projected final mass of most galaxies must be extrapolated using the
observed SFR and assumed SFH. Those 44 LBGs with projected properties which
meet our compact ETG selection criteria are our sample of candidate compact ETG
progenitors. The rest of the LBGs (136), which end up either less massive or with
lower stellar density, are non-candidates. We additionally note in this Figure the
existence of 11 LBGs from our sample who are already compact in stellar density, as
observed, at z ∼ 3.
As might be expected, the candidate plausible progenitors tend to have higher
SFRs than the non-candidates. This trend can be seen in the SFR-M* relation for
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the two samples, which is shown in Figure 3.6. There is one galaxy in the candidate
sample for which we have estimated a rather large SFR (∼104). We have investigated
the SED of this galaxy for any signature of AGN, and found that it is not detected
at 24µm, nor does it have an X-ray detection in the Chandra 4Ms image. This
galaxy appears to simply be one of the redder galaxies in our candidate LBG sample,
hence its high SFR. Even if our dereddening procedure overestimates the SFR of
this object, which we think is quite likely, this galaxy will regardless end up in the
candidate sample due to its high stellar mass and compact size already placing it in the
candidate selection window. Its exclusion, or inclusion, does not significantly change
the results presented in the following sections. We also note that the candidates do
not differ in their observed mass distribution from the non-candidates. This can be
further seen in their color-mass diagram for the samples considered here, shown in
Figure 3.7. We additionally present in Figure 3.7 the rest-frame U-V vs V-J color-
color diagram, showing the colors of the three samples of star-forming and passive
galaxies. The color distributions are important for understanding inherent differences
in the two samples of LBGs, as we will show in Section 4.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Properties of compact progenitors
3.4.1.1 SEDs
As mentioned in section 2, we have fit stellar population synthesis models (Bruzual,
2007) to each galaxy. The best fitting SED template to each galaxy, found as ex-
plained in Section 2, has been used to generate an average SED template for can-
didate and non-candidate samples. We restrained ourselves to those LBGs in both
samples which have spectroscopically confirmed redshifts (∼ 25% of all LBGs, ∼ 44%
of candidates, ∼ 18% of non-candidates), as this will minimize the diluting effects
of including objects with only photometric redshifts which have larger uncertainties.
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Figure 3.5 The distribution of projected stellar mass (calculated with the assumed
SFH outlined in the text), as a function of observed stellar mass, for the candidate
LBG sample (red diamonds) and non-candidate LBGs (blue squares). The dot-dashed
line indicates the ETG mass selection. Non-candidate LBGs which lie above this line
are too extended to be selected as progenitors, and below this line non-candidates do
not meet the mass selection.
We have also derived average empirical SEDs directly from the observed photometry,
k-corrected to common restframe wavelength using the best fit templates. The errors
on the average empirical SED are estimated using the following procedure. With each
galaxy’s observed photometry, we produce a Gaussian deviate of each photometric
measurement, given that point’s photometric error. We then re-calculate the average
empirical SED. We do this procedure 10,000 times, and the standard deviation of the
average empirical SEDs of the gaussian deviates is the error on the average.
These two measures of the average SEDs for the two samples of spectroscopic
LBGs are shown in the top panel of Figure 3.8. We have chosen to normalize the
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Figure 3.6 Star-formation rate vs. stellar mass for Lyman-break galaxies. Bottom
panel shows the distribution for candidate LBGs (red), non-candidate LBGs (blue)
and compared with all LBGs selected from Figure 1 (gray) including H > 25 objects.
Top Panel: sSFR vs Mass for the same galaxies.
average SEDs at 5000A, the vicinity of the observed Ks-band, so as to emphasize
differences in the UV and optical parts of the SED. At redshift ∼ 3, there are four
prominent emission lines characteristic of star-forming galaxies which may enter the
Ks band (or also the H-band, Hα,Hβ,OII, and OIII), and in fact in a large fraction of
our galaxies we do see an enhancement of the flux density in the Ks and/or H-band,
relative to the best fitting SED template. Therefore, we choose to normalize by the
value of the best fitting template at 5000A, rather than bias the normalization high
by using the observed flux density in the Ks band.
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Figure 3.7 Restframe color-color diagrams for Lyman-break galaxies and high-redshift
early-type galaxies. Top panel: Restframe U-V vs V-J colors of the high-redshift ETG
sample of Cassata et al. (2013, red points), compared to those of the candidate (or-
ange) and non-candidate (blue) LBG samples. Dashed line indicates the red sequence
in UVJ color space as defined by Williams et al. (2011b). Bottom panel: U-V color
vs stellar mass diagram for the same galaxies. The candidate LBG sample tends to
have redder U-V color distribution, while occupying a similar range in V-J to the
non-candidates. Their stellar mass distributions are roughly similar.
The excess flux density of these contaminated photometric points with respect to
other photometric points, and also the best-fit SED, suggests the photometry of some
galaxies is affected by the presence of emission lines. We investigate the extent to
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which these lines may affect the average SEDs in the bottom panel of Figure 3.8 by
repeating the analysis after removing the individual affected photometric point from
the galaxy’s observed SED if one of the four lines listed above enters any bandpass
at greater than 1% the maximum transmittance of the band. The result of this test
is shown in the bottom panel of Figure 3.8. It is clear that removing contaminated
photometry brings the points in the average empirical SED that are based on the
observed Ks and H-band photometry into better agreement with the average SED
template. The difference between the SEDs of the compact candidates and non-
candidates is still clear when removing the affected photometry.
The results shown in Figure 3.8 indicate that on average, the compact candi-
dates with spectroscopic redshifts have a redder restframe-UV SED than the non-
candidates, but an otherwise apparently identical optical one. There are two expla-
nations for a redder UV slope: an older population of stars (for example, a more
evolved burst of star-formation), or, a larger amount of dust obscuration (on aver-
age). The effects of age or dust on galaxy SEDs are generally degenerate and are
notorious for confusing the measurement of physical properties of galaxies. However,
we argue here that the flatness and consistency of the average SEDs of candidates
and non-candidates red-ward of 4000A argues in favor of the interpretation that the
difference is due to a difference in average stellar ages (since peak of SF activity), and
not average dust properties.
Figure 3.9 illustrates how the UV and optical parts of Bruzual & Charlot (2003)
SED templates of star–forming galaxies vary with varying age, varying dust obscura-
tion, and varying both age and tau for constant t/τ (t/τ ∝ sSFR). The model SEDs
are normalized in the same way as the observed data, and the averages for candidates
and non-candidates are included for comparison. Varying dust does not reproduce
well the difference in composite SEDs, because of the similarities in the optical part
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Figure 3.8 Composite spectral energy distributions for Lyman-break galaxies. Top
panel: composite SED templates (lines) and composite of observed SEDs (circles) for
the candidates (red) and non-candidates (blue) with spectroscopic redshifts. Observed
photometry for the individual candidates and non-candidates with spectroscopic red-
shifts are also shown for candidates (salmon) and non-candidates (light blue). Bottom
panel: same as the top panel, except photometric points which may be affected by
emission lines have been excluded from the composite.
of the SEDs of both candidate and non-candidate samples. Varying age is a better
description of the observed trends.
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A better look at the photometric differences between candidates and non-candidates
and how they may vary with trends in age and dust can be seen in Figure 3.10, which
shows the observed V-z and IRAC channels 1-3 colors of LBGs. This compares colors
blue-ward of the 4000A break with colors red-ward, which are the key features of
the differing average SEDs. There is overlap in color distributions of the candidates
and non-candidate samples, but the mean of the candidates are offset red-ward in
V-z from the non-candidates, but not offset red-ward in IRAC colors. The same
color distribution is present among the LBGs which have photometric redshifts (bot-
tom panel), indicating this difference in color persists among the entire LBG sample.
Tracks of a sample Bruzual & Charlot (2003) template SED with varying age and one
with varying dust obscuration show that varying age changes V-z color but not IRAC
colors, while varying dust changes both colors. This is consistent with, although does
not prove, a difference in the average stellar age (since peak of the starburst) between
the two samples, with the candidate ETG progenitors appearing older than non-
candidates. We note that similar trends are also seen in the U-V vs V-J color-color
diagram presented in Figure 3.7, where candidates tend to be redder in U-V, but do
not appear redder in V-J color, than the non-candidates. Although the dispersion in
colors between candidates and non-candidates in Figure 3.10 overlap, we note that
the difference in average SEDs are significant, as determined by the more robustly
determined errorbars from the simulations presented in in Figure 3.8.
3.4.1.2 Infrared Properties
Here we present further investigation of the potential contribution of dust to
the redder restframe-UV SED of the candidates as compared to that of the non-
candidates, using the Spitzer/MIPS 24µm (Magnelli et al., 2011, Dickinson et al in
prep) and Herschel/PACS 100µm data (Elbaz et al., 2011; Lutz et al., 2011). The 3σ
detection limit of the 24µm catalog is 20 µJy, and for the 100µm catalog (based on
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prior information of the 24µm catalog) is 0.8 mJy (Elbaz et al., 2011). Generally the
LBGs have a low detection rate (< 8%) at both 24µm, and 100µm. Of the candidates,
4% are within 1 arc-second of a 24µm detection, and 2% are within 1 arc-second of
a 100µm detection. Of the non-candidates, 8% are within 1 arc-second of a 24µm
detection, and 3% are within 1 arc-second of a 100µm detection.
Although the detection rate is low, we checked to see if these galaxies should have
infrared fluxes above the detection limits of those surveys, given the amount of dust
obscuration that can be inferred from their measured UV-corrected SFRs. To see if
our LBGs should be detected given this estimated amount of dust-obscured SF, we
first estimate the infrared luminosity (LIR(total)=L(8-1000µm) from the amount of
obscured SFR in each galaxy. The obscured SFR is derived from the UV-corrected
SFR and the UV-uncorrected (i.e. measured directly from the restframe-UV SED)
SFR. To estimate the expected flux densities at 24 and 100-µm, we use the infrared
template of Chary & Elbaz (2001) whose total infrared luminosity best matches that
estimated for each LBG, convolved with each bandpass. We find that less than 3(2)%
of the non-candidates are expected to be detected at 24(100)µm, and less than 7(7)%
of the candidates would be detected. We also test the inferred flux densities using
the updated templates of Elbaz et al. (2011) for main sequence galaxies, and find
comparable results. These are generally consistent with our findings listed above for
the actual number of LBGs with infrared counterparts.
Since the overwhelming majority of these LBGs are below the detection limit of
the Spitzer/MIPS and Herschel/PACS surveys, we study the average dust properties
with a stacking analysis. Because the detection rate within a 1 arc-second search
radius is so low, we adopt the following procedure for both wavelengths to carry out
the stacking. For objects which are within one arc-second of a detection, we use a
42x42 pixel image [50x50 arc-seconds] from the real observed 24µm or 100µm image.
For objects which are not detected (more than 90%) we use a 42x42 pixel image from
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the residual map at 24µm or 100µm, where the flux from formally detected objects
has been removed using the PSF, following the methods of Magnelli et al. (2011)
at 24µm, and Elbaz et al. (2011) at 100µm. The residual maps thus includes low-
level infrared emission from non-detected sources, and also noise, but no flux from
neighboring detections. Using the residual map for non-detections minimizes the flux
of nearby bright, but unrelated, infrared sources contaminating the LBG stacked flux.
We then stack the images of the candidates and non-candidates using a weighted
averaging based on the rms maps in the case of the 24µm stack and the weight
maps in the case of the 100µm maps. Stacked fluxes are determined by performing
aperture photometry on the stacked images, and the published aperture corrections
from Engelbracht et al. (2007) and the Herschel/PACS technical documentation. The
uncertainty on the stacked fluxes for candidates and non-candidates are determined
by the following procedure. We repeat the above stacking for the same number of
random positions in the maps as galaxies in the candidate and non-candidate samples.
We generate 1000 sets of these random stacks, and use the standard deviation of the
stacked fluxes of these random positions as the uncertainties of each sample’s stacked
flux.
The results from the stacking analysis are shown in Figure 3.11. We find that can-
didates and non-candidates have statistically indistinguishable, and non-significant
stacked flux at 100µm. For candidates we find F (100µm)stack = 50± 169µJy and for
non-candidates we find F (100µm)stack = −15 ± 87µJy. The candidates have no sig-
nificant stacked emission at 24µm, while the non-candidates do have some significant
stacked flux. For candidates we find F (24µm)stack = 3±3µJy, and for non-candidates
we find F (24µm)stack = 9± 2µJy, an approximately 4σ detection. This supports our
hypothesis that the candidates are redder because of older ages rather than dust,
because the candidates do not show evidence of higher dust emission, and in any
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case, the non-candidates on average appear to have more dust emission than the
candidates.
3.4.1.3 X-ray stacking
Of particular importance to studies of star-forming and compact galaxies, a class
to which our candidate LBG sample belongs, is the contribution of an active galactic
nucleus (AGN). Some galaxies whose flux is dominated by that of an AGN may in
effect appear compact in terms of bolometric output, but are not in fact compact in
terms of their stellar density. Rather, they may simply be out-shined by the AGN.
X-ray detections amongst our two LBG samples thus play an important role in under-
standing the contribution (if any) to contamination in our sample from bolometrically
dominating AGN.
To assess the fraction of AGN present among the candidate sample, relative to the
LBG sample as a whole, we have matched the LBG samples to x-ray detections from
the 4 Ms observations with the Chandra X-ray Observatory (Xue et al., 2011). The
overwhelming majority of the LBGs are not detected in the 4 Ms observations, with
the exception of 3 sources from the non-candidate sample. Similarly low detection
rates for LBGs have been found by Hathi et al. (2013). Nevertheless, since the non-
compact sample is larger than the compact one we cannot infer anything about the
X-ray emission frequency in the two samples. We further assess differences in X-ray
properties between the two samples using stacking of the 4 Ms imaging. In both
the candidate and non-candidate samples, the X-ray stack showed no statistically
significant X-ray emission, with an upper limit on X-ray luminosity of 1043 erg/sec.
This result suggests that our candidate sample is not contaminated by AGN any more
than the non-candidates.
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Figure 3.9 Comparison of normalized SEDs for various exponentially declining SFHs
with various age, tau, and dust. Top panel: Model with τ =100Myr, E(B-V) = 0,
varying age of the burst. Middle panel: Model with τ =100Myr and age = 100Myr,
varying E(B-V). Bottom panel: Model with E(B-V) = 0, varying both age and τ
such that the ratio remains constant. Composite SEDs of candidates (red) and non-
candidates (blue) are included. Varying dust does not reproduce well the variation
of the UV, while keeping the optical-NIR part flat.
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Observed colors of spectroscopic LBGs
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Observed colors of photometric LBGs
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Figure 3.10 Observed color-color diagrams for Lyman-break galaxies. Candidates are
shown in red and non-candidates are in blue, for the spectroscopic sample (left) and
photometric sample (right). Large solid points and their error bars represent the mean
and standard deviations, respectively, of the candidates (red) and non-candidates
(blue). Over-plotted are the colors of the Bruzual & Charlot (2003) models from
Figure 3.9, with τ = 100Myr at z∼ 3, for varying age from 100-700 Myr (orange) and
varying E(B-V) from 0 to 0.7 (purple).
3.4.2 The UV and Optical Morphology and Size of The LBG samples
In this section, we study the morphology and size of the young and old stellar
populations of the galaxies in each sample. The aims of this analysis are 1) to explore
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Figure 3.11 Stacked 24µm and 100µm emission from Lyman-break galaxies. Top
panel: the stacked Herschel/PACS 100µm image, at the positions of the candidate
LBGs (left) and non-candidates (right). No significant stacked emission is present
in either sample. Bottom panel: The stacked Spitzer/MIPS 24µm image, at the
positions of the candidate LBGs (left) and non-candidates (right).
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faint surface-brightness features (e.g. Hathi et al., 2008a) and 2) to study if there are
morphological differences in the two samples that can help us assess if their merging
histories differ.
Since our objects are faint (H<25), and because we are interested in low surface-
brightness features which may be too faint to observe on an individual galaxy basis, we
study the average distribution of the stellar populations by stacking the two samples.
We stack the HST/WFC3 H band, which is in rest-frame optical at z ∼ 3 and
therefore probes the older stellar population. We also stack the HST/ACS (z band)
images, which is at the rest-frame UV and therefore probes the young stars and star-
forming regions. To produce the stacked images, we generate images in each band,
in which we have masked out any neighboring galaxy which is not also selected as a
U–band dropout by our color selection. To mask the emission from these interlopers,
we use the corresponding segmentation map from the sextractor detection process in
each band. The images are then shifted so that each image is centered at the position
of the peak of the H-band emission. To perform the stack, we do an inverse–variance
weighted mean of each pixel, using the map rms plus poisson noise to compute the
weights. This weighting scheme ensures that possible non-azimuthally symmetric low–
surface brightness structures will be preserved in the final stack. We then measure
average structural properties of the galaxies using GALFIT, and make azimuthally
averaged light profiles using the IRAF function ellipse.
As mentioned in section 4.1, given their redshift distribution, many of the LBGs
may have optical emission lines entering the H-band (primarily the [OII]λ3727, but
also H-β), and this may bias the H-band light distribution towards the star-forming
regions and therefore would not trace the older stars. The J-band is largely unaffected
by these emission lines. We therefore compare the H-band stacks and J-band stacks
to check for discrepancies, which may indicate contamination from this line emission.
The light profiles for the H-band and J-band, for candidates and non-candidates,
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is shown in Figure 3.12. This figure shows that the H-band and J-band stacks, on
average, have very similar profiles for each sample, showing that any contamination
to the H-band from emission lines is negligible.
In Figure 3.13, we compare the average, peak-flux normalized H-band light profiles
for the candidates and non-candidates. We additionally repeat the stacking using the
Cassata et al. (2013) compact ETG sample between 1.2 < z < 2.8, where we mask
out all neighboring galaxies prior to stacking. This comparison between compact can-
didates (red) and non-candidates (blue) in this figure essentially reflects our selection
criteria: candidates must be compact (thus have smaller radii) and tend to be more
star-forming, resulting in a higher peak surface brightness than non-candidates. (Due
to the flux normalization in Figure 3.13, the peaks are coincident, but this fact can be
seen from the absolute difference between peak and normalized noise level, and is also
visible by comparing the un-normalized peak flux for candidates and non-candidates
in the two panels of Figure 3.12). We include in Figure 3.13 the stacked average
light profile of ultra-compact, compact, and non-compact ETGs as defined in Section
3 from the Cassata et al. (2013) sample, which compares the peak-flux-normalized
shape of the light profiles. The figure shows that not only do the ultra-compact ETG
sample and our LBG candidate sample have, on average, the same half–light radius
(due to the way they have been selected), but also nearly identically steep light pro-
file overall. This presentation with the peak-flux normalization highlights the actual
similarity in steepness of the light profiles. It is important to note here that simply
comparing Sersic parameters does not adequately highlight the similarity because of
the covariance of half-light radius and sersic index. Finally, we note that the average
light profile of all the samples considered here shows no evidence of excess flux above
a sersic profile, a signature which could imply the presence of tidal debris from recent
merging.
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Figure 3.12 Stacked near-infrared light profiles of Lyman-break galaxies. J-band
and H-band stacked light profiles for Non-candidates (top) and candidates (bottom).
Points connected with solid lines indicate observed light profiles, and dot-dashed lines
are the best-fit Sersic profiles as measured by GALFIT. Vertical lines indicate effective
radius of each GALFIT model. Generally the structural properties in the two bands
are very similar, suggesting that if emission lines from SF regions are entering the
H-band bandpass, it is not significantly biasing our measure of the distribution of the
old stellar populations.
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Figure 3.13 Comparison of light profiles of Lyman-break galaxies with early-type
galaxies. Normalized light profiles (points) from the H-band stacks of candidates
(red), non-candidates (blue) along with the those of the three classes of ETG samples
of Cassata et al. (2013). The three compactness classes are as defined in Section 3:
non-compact (dark green), compact (green), and ultra-compact (orange). Best fitting
sersic profiles to the stacks measured by GALFIT are dashed lines, and measured half-
light radius represented by vertical line, and sersic index as indicated in the legend.
As mentioned previously, of particular importance to understanding the mech-
anism by which these galaxies build up their stellar mass over time is the relative
spatial distribution of young and old stars. In Figure 3.14, we compare the average
stacked light profiles of the restframe UV (z-band) with the restframe optical (H-
band) for our candidates and non-candidates. In this Figure, the differing PSFs have
been fully taken into account by GALFIT when estimating the sersic parameters,
and are plotted after convolution with their respective PSFs. In both candidates and
non-candidates, it is clear that the UV flux is more centrally concentrated than the
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optical flux, as indicated by the fact that the UV half-light radius of each is smaller
than that of the optical, lending support to our assumption in section 3 that these
galaxies gain stellar mass through centralized, in situ star-formation, rather than in
the outskirts for example, and therefore may build the stellar masses of galaxies at
constant (or modestly increasing) size, consistent with the evolutionary path we as-
sume in Figure 3.3 (for a similar discussion on how galaxies grow in mass and size
see also Ownsworth et al. (2012), who, however, do not consider the case of compact
galaxies as we do here).
3.4.3 Number densities of candidates and real ETGs
If major merging has not been a driving mechanism, then the co-moving number
densities of our candidate progenitors and that of the compact ETGs should be com-
parable. In the literature, co-moving number densities have been used as arguments
favoring massive dusty starbursts, such as ultra-luminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs)
and sub-millimeter galaxies (SMGs), as being the progenitors of local massive ellip-
ticals in the centers of galaxy clusters (Swinbank et al., 2006; Daddi et al., 2009).
These galaxies are relatively rare (n ∼ 10−5 Mpc−3, Scott et al. (2002); Chapman
et al. (2005)) like the high-redshift ETGs (n ∼ 5.5(±0.8)x10−5 for non-compact ETGs
and n ∼ 1.3(±0.1)x10−4 for compact ETGs, Cassata et al. (2013)). See Table 4.1 for
a comparison of number densities. Due to their extreme nature, SMGs and ULIRGs
may be capable of forming the requisite stellar mass at high-redshift (Lilly et al.,
1999), as well as have sufficient gas content to produce compact remnants (Tacconi
et al., 2008, 2006). (We will discuss the similarities between SMGs and compact
ETGs further in section 5.2.) Evolutionary scenarios for SMGs can in principle be
tested using galaxy clustering (e.g. Hickox et al., 2012), however current samples of
high-redshift compact ETGs is prohibitively small for this measure and comparison.
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Larger samples utilizing the full CANDELS survey data may contain enough compact
ETGs for this purpose in the future.
For now, co-moving number densities provide a first order consistency check. It
is important to keep in mind, however, that an accurate comparison of the spatial
abundances of the two populations would require not just quantifying the effective
amount of major merging that takes place both before and after the star–forming
galaxies quench, but also the fact the LBG selection does not recover all the star–
forming galaxies at z ∼ 3 (e.g. Guo et al., 2012a; Marchesini et al., 2010; Muzzin
et al., 2013). In any case, if our sample of compact candidates truly contains the
progenitors of compact ETGs, of which the majority grow their stellar mass in–situ
(i.e. steady growth independent of merging) and evolve, by quenching, into compact
ETGs, then the co-moving number densities of compact candidate LBGs must at least
be large enough to account for the observed number densities of compact ETGs. We
measure the co-moving number density of our LBG samples by directly integrating
the redshift distribution to get the cosmological volume sampled by the galaxies:
V olume =
∫
N(z)dV (z)
dz
dz∫
N(z)dz
where N(z) is the redshift distribution of each LBG sample. We then use this to get
the observed number density of LBGs in each sample:
n =
Ntot
V olume
(3.1)
where Ntot are the number of LBGs in each sample. The co-moving number density
of the Cassata et al. (2013) compact ETGs (stellar density > 3x109 M⊙kpc
−2) is
1.3(±0.1)x10−4 Mpc−3 between 1.2 < z < 2.8. Co-moving number densities of other
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samples of compact ETGs from other samples have similar values within this redshift
and mass range (Barro et al., 2013; Patel et al., 2013).
We find that our candidate compact ETG progenitors have a co-moving volume
density of 1.2x10−4 ± 0.2 Mpc−3, consistent within the uncertainty with the volume
density of the Cassata et al. (2013) sample. More specifically, the compact candidate
sample can account for ∼92% of the compact ETGs by number density found at lower
redshifts. Although within the uncertainty this can account for all detected compact
ETGs, this does not account for the destruction of compact galaxies through merging
or rejuvenation of star-formation between z ∼ 3 and z ∼ 1.6. In section 4.4, we
will discuss a fraction of compact z∼3 galaxies that we find are missed by our LBG
selection criteria, and how this fraction affects the above estimate of number density.
3.4.4 Compact progenitors missed by the LBG color selection
We have chosen to use the LBG color selection for our sample in the above analysis,
because of its efficiency, lack of interloper contamination (with U–band dropouts
the only modest source of contamination is that by galactic stars, which are easily
identified in the HST images and removed) and it is largely model independent (see
Giavalisco, 2002). It also avoids the potential bias due to the degeneracy between
dust obscuration and age, which could result in including galaxies with low specific
star–formation rate among the progenitors.
In any case, a more general search for candidate progenitors can be done using
a sample selection based on photometric redshifts and subsequent SED fitting to
spectral libraries to derive stellar mass. In fact, a fraction of z ∼ 3 galaxies with
spectroscopic redshifts are missed by our color selection, primarily due to the fact
that they reside in crowded fields where their TFIT photometry may be affected
by nearby U–band detected galaxies, causing them to be excluded from our sample
of U–band dropouts. Therefore, we briefly present again here our main results for
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Figure 3.14 Near-infrared and optical light profiles of Lyman-break galaxies. z-band
and H-band stacked light profiles for Non-candidates (top) and candidates (bottom).
Points connected with solid lines indicate observed light profiles, and dot-dashed
lines are the best-fit Sersic profiles as measured by GALFIT, convolved with the
appropriate PSF in each band. Vertical lines indicate effective radius of each GALFIT
model.
candidates and non-candidates selected in an identical way as the LBG candidates
and non-candidates, but this time from all galaxies with photometric or spectroscopic
redshifts between 3 < z < 4. We will call this sample our SED-selected sample.
Generally, the SED-selected samples are larger, with the number of non-candidates
increasing by 45% and the number of candidates almost doubling, with an increase
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by 95%. Not surprisingly, there is some significant overlap between the LBG and
SED-selected samples. Of the 136 LBG-selected non-candidates, 113 are in the SED-
selected non-candidates. Of the 44 LBG-selected candidates, 42 of them are in the
SED-selected candidates. (The two LBGs not present in the SED sample are galaxies
with photometric redshifts between 2 <z< 3 discussed in section 3). Therefore we
stress these are not independent samples, and therefore this is not an independent
test of our results. Rather, adding the results from the SED-selected sample serves to
augment our analysis with an increased sample size that is not biased by the fact that
the LBG selection selects galaxies on the basis of their UV emission, and therefore
cannot be too dusty. We additionally note that while the LBG samples studied in
section 4 have similar 24µm detection rates (< 8%), the SED-selected non-candidates
remain with a low-IR detection (6%) and the SED-selected candidates jump to a 20%
IR detection rate.
Table 3.1 Co-moving volume density [cubic Mpc] of high-redshift galaxies
Galaxy Type Notes Volume density
Sub-millimeter Galaxiesa as observed 1 x 10−5
Sub-millimeter Galaxiesa incl. duty cycle 1-3 x 10−4
ULIRGsa as observed 7.5 x 10−5
Ultra-compact ETGsa 1.2 < z < 2.8 7.4(±1.1) x 10−5
Compact ETGsa 1.2 < z < 2.8 1.3(±0.1) x 10−4
Non-compact ETGsa 1.2 < z < 2.8 5.5(±0.9) x 10−5
Compact candidate LBGsa 3 < z < 4 1.2(±0.2) x 10−4
Non-candidate LBGsa 3 < z < 4 3.7(±0.3) x 10−4
All H < 25 LBGs a 3 < z < 4 5.1(±0.4) x 10−4
a Scott et al. (e.g. 2002)
b Chapman et al. (2005); Swinbank et al. (2006)
c Magnelli et al. (e.g. 2011)
d Cassata et al. (2013)
e This study
We present in Figure 3.15 the same analysis of average SEDs presented in section
4.1, this time using the SED-selected candidate and non-candidate samples. The top
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panel shows that candidates are redder, in both the restframe-UV and the optical
parts of the spectrum, suggesting a dustier average SED. This is no doubt reflecting
the increased fraction of IR detections among the candidates using the SED-selection.
However since the number of IR detections in each sample is still a small fraction of
the total, we have repeated the analysis without including the IR-detected galaxies.
The bottom panel shows this comparison of non-IR detected candidates and non-
candidates, and shows the same signature of older stellar ages that was seen for the
LBG sample in Figure 3.8. This figure, combined with the results of section 4, are
evidence that 3 < z < 4 galaxies which are selected to be compact in stellar density
on average have a redder SED that is best explained by an aging stellar burst. This
supports our key result found for the LBGs in Section 4, namely that there is a
correlation between the compactness of galaxies, and the average age of their forming
stellar populations, the sense being that more compact galaxies have older forming
populations, i.e. the starburst is older.
This SED-selected sample of compact candidates has a larger co-moving number
density of 2.6x10−4 ± 0.3 Mpc−3, compared to 1.2x10−4 Mpc−3 for the LBG-selected
compact candidates. This number density of SED-selected compact candidates (which
includes 95% of the LBG candidates) is a factor of ∼2 larger than the compact ETGs.
3.5 Discussion
The key point of this paper is the identification of physically motivated candidate
progenitors of the massive, compact ETGs observed at z ∼> 1.2. Both individual
images and very deep stacks show that the light profile of the massive compact ETGs
does not have any diffuse light in excess of their extremely compact core, which is
approximated by a steep Sersic profile with typical parameters n = 3.6 and re =
1.2 kpc. Simulations show that merging events rearrange the stellar mass profile
of the merging partners in a way that the profile of the merger remnant is more
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diffuse than that of the initial partners (e.g. Lotz et al., 2010; Wuyts et al., 2010).
Dissipative processes in a wet merger might channel gas to a nuclear region and
produce a massive, compact component in a starburst episode, however the pre-
existing diffuse component would remain visible and none is observed. This implies
that star–forming progenitors of the compact ETGs must be at least as compact
themselves, and thus we hypothesized that their progenitors may be found among
compact star-forming galaxies at higher redshifts.
We looked for such progenitors and found some plausible candidates among LBG
at z ∼ 3. The candidate progenitors have been chosen to have similar size and
morphology to the ETGs at z ∼> 1.2, and mass and star formation rate such that
after they quench their star–formation activity and would be classified as “passive”,
e.g. according the definition given by Cassata et al. (2011, 2013), their stellar mass
and projected stellar density are in line with the analogous properties of the ETGs.
It is important to understand that the selection of the candidate progenitors depends
only mildly on the details of the assumed time evolution of the quenching phase
of the LBGs; much more important parameters in determining if a given LBG is a
candidate progenitor or not are its physical size, its star–formation rate and, to a lesser
extent, its stellar mass at the time of observation, i.e. at z ∼> 3. All of the observed
z ∼> 1.2 massive passive galaxies with stellar mass M > 1010 M⊙ can be accounted
for with progenitors selected from LBG; we found that a factor of 2 more candidate
progenitors are found if more general selection criteria for star–forming galaxies are
adopted. With the addition of these new candidates, the evolutionary constraints
between these two populations is relaxed somewhat; up to half of them may merge
and increase size, rejuvenate their star-formation or fail to quench, and there are
still sufficient compact candidates to account for the formation of compact ETGs.
The recent study by Stefanon et al. (2013), following a similar methodology to that
presented here, found relatively few galaxies (5) which may be considered progenitors
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of compact ETGs, (although with higher mass limits of M> 1011 M⊙ for ETGs, and
initial z>3 star-forming samples with 1010.6 > M > 1011). Their conclusion for these
more massive samples differs from ours, in that a significant fraction of progenitors of
these more massive compact ETGs must be created between 2 < z < 3 (they suggest
through merging). Their sample is considered compact according to our criteria, and
therefore likely overlaps with our sample on the massive end. We note that we do
find a similar number (9) of SED-selected massive (M> 1010.6 M⊙) galaxies that are
already compact at z>3. To quantify any differences in the buildup of high-redshift
ETGs as a function of stellar mass, for example if merging must contribute to the
massive end as suggested by Stefanon et al. (2013), relative to the more general ETG
samples studied here where merging is not required, it will be necessary to study
larger samples including other CANDELS fields in the future.
We subsequently studied the properties of the candidate progenitors and com-
pared them to those of the non-candidate LBG. The most remarkable difference is
that the candidate progenitors have significantly redder rest–frame far–UV colors than
the non-candidates but essentially identical optical SED. The mid–IR properties of
both types of galaxies show that larger dust obscuration of the candidates vs. the
non candidates is unlikely to be responsible for the difference. If anything, the non–
candidates have larger dust luminosity given their activity of star formation. This
forces us to conclude that the redder UV is explained by an older burst (or period) of
star formation, namely the phase of star formation of the candidates has progressed
more toward quenching it. This is consistent with the general finding that a com-
pact stellar morphology is the best predictor of passivity, i.e. early star–formation
quenching, among massive galaxies at z > 1 (e.g. Bell et al., 2012).
The fact that position of the candidate progenitors on the main sequence is higher
than that of the non–candidates is particularly interesting in the context of the discus-
sion of the main sequence of galaxies presented in Renzini (2009). The arguments pre-
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Figure 3.15 Composite spectral energy distributions for z∼3 galaxies. Average SEDs,
as calculated in Figure 3.8, for candidates and non-candidates selected based on spec-
troscopic redshifts rather than LBG color selection. Top panel shows all candidates
and non-candidates, and bottom panel shows the same sample with 24µm detected
galaxies removed. Removing the small fraction of IR detected galaxies shows the same
result as that from the LBG selection, indicating older ages among the candidates.
sented there suggest that galaxies on the main sequence with above average SFR must
quench rapidly and early, resulting in a generally shorter lifetime of star-formation.
It is therefore interesting that not only do we find that our candidate sample follows
such an elevated distribution of star-formation rates on the main sequence relative to
the non-candidates, as seen in Figure 3.6, but we also find that they appear to show
signs their star-formation will shut down. Qualitatively speaking, the candidates are
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consistent with this scenario outlined in Renzini (2009) for a more rapid evolution for
galaxies which follow the main sequence with higher SFRs.
The rest–frame UV and optical morphology of both the ETGs and of the LBG
candidate progenitors show the lack of any diffuse component in excess of the very
compact main body of the galaxies. This is observed both in individual galaxies and in
deep stacks. Additionally, LBG candidate progenitors and ultra-compact ETGs show
similarly steep profiles (see Figure 3.13). The fact that star formation is observed to
take place only in very compact regions in the LBG progenitor candidates and that
no “halo” stars (down to a limit of ∼29 magnitudes per square arcsec), i.e. no stellar
component in excess of the steep light profile of the compact body of the galaxies,
are observed in the passive ones is consistent with our suggestion that the growth of
stellar mass in these galaxies takes place at essentially constant size, i.e. the stellar
density increases with the stellar mass. In turn this is indicative that star formation
takes place in these systems via a highly dissipative accretion of gas. We speculate
in the following sections that this might be consistent with some ideas on how cold
accretion proceeds in massive galaxies (e.g. Dekel et al., 2009a,b; Oser et al., 2010;
Sales et al., 2012; Johansson et al., 2012).
3.5.1 In-situ star-formation from accretionary mechanisms
The existence and the spatial abundance of compact candidate progenitors shows
that there are sufficient ordinary star-forming galaxies with small size and large stel-
lar mass and star–formation rate that can evolve through in situ star-formation to
form compact ETGs, without having to invoke special mechanisms that in a relatively
short timescale can both quench a star-forming galaxy, while at the same time change
its morphology into a compact one, e.g. gas-rich mergers with differential dust obscu-
ration to hide the extended halos (see Wuyts et al., 2010), to explain the emergence
of compact ETGs. Rather, simple secular evolution through in situ star-formation
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is sufficient, provided a quenching mechanism exists that can sufficiently remove the
cold gas supply rapidly from these galaxies. We discuss various arguments in favor of
this scenario below.
3.5.2 Comparison to Ultra-luminous infrared galaxies and submillimeter
galaxies
ULIRGs and SMGs are often identified as the progenitors of local ETGs, as well
as the compact ETGs at high-redshift, based on number densities (Daddi et al., 2009;
Swinbank et al., 2006), velocity-size relations (Bouche´ et al., 2007), consistency with
the Faber-Jackson relation (Faber & Jackson, 1976) for local ellipticals (Swinbank
et al., 2006), and clustering (Blain et al., 2004; Brodwin et al., 2008; Hickox et al.,
2012) (although see Williams et al., 2011a, for the limitations of SMG clustering
measurements). The connection between these IR-luminous galaxies and ETGs is
based primarily on the high SFRs and stellar masses that are typical of ULIRGs and
SMGs, which are capable of producing the requisite stellar mass of compact ETGs in
short timescales. Since these galaxies are commonly believed to be the result of major
mergers, the quenching of star-formation and morphological transformations can be
easily tied to the merger. However, studying the stellar distributions of these galaxies
is difficult due to their large dust obscurations. This means only small numbers of
SMGs have been mapped with HST at near-IR wavelengths to measure the spatial
extent of the bulk of the stellar mass. The results from near-IR mapping indicates
the morphologies of SMGs are rather heterogeneous, including SMGs that are large
and irregular with multiple components, (Smail et al., 2004; Swinbank et al., 2006;
Tacconi et al., 2008), dominant components which are disk-like (Targett et al., 2011,
2013), and are on average larger in size than compact ETGs (Swinbank et al., 2010;
Mosleh et al., 2011; Targett et al., 2011, 2013; Bussmann et al., 2012). Similar results
have been found for ULIRGs (Kartaltepe et al., 2012). While a large fraction of
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these objects appear to be gas-rich mergers (Tacconi et al., 2008; Kartaltepe et al.,
2012), collectively these studies suggest SMGs and ULIRGs display a large variety
of morphologies and sizes, and as a population are not similar in morphology to
compact ETGs. While the SMG or ULIRG merger phase is likely a plausible avenue
for quenching massive galaxies (e.g. Hopkins et al., 2006), its unclear how the average
SMG can decrease in half-light radius by a factor of 2 or more after the star-formation
has been quenched in order to form a compact ETG with the average properties of
the Cassata et al. (2011, 2013) samples.
3.5.3 Formation of compact star-forming galaxies
The more ordinary LBGs are generally smaller in radius compared to star–forming
galaxies at lower redshift with similar mass (Ferguson et al., 2004; Nagy et al., 2011;
Law et al., 2012b), but are larger than the compact ETGs, as seen in Figure 3.3.
Despite this, our sample of compact candidate progenitors make up the low end of
the size distribution of z ∼ 3 LBGs. How do such small but massive galaxies form?
According to major merger simulations (see e.g. Hopkins et al., 2008; Wuyts et al.,
2010), with mass ratio from unity to 1 : 10, compact star-forming remnants may
result from merging of galaxies with very large gas fractions, e.g. larger than ∼ 40%.
A compact remnant is formed when a sizable mass of new stars is formed at the
center of the new structure by the highly dissipative gas. However, an extended
stellar halo made by the older stellar populations will remain. Partners that are
compact at the onset of the merging event, as well as a continuous accretion of gas
as the merging progresses, increase the mass fraction of the remnant in the compact
structure relative to that in the halo. But according to the simulations, however, a
sizable fraction of the stellar mass of the remnant will be found in the halo, in general
disagreement with observations of compact ETGs (some have resorted to hide the
extended halo with dust obscuration to bring the simulations in better agreement
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with the observations (see e.g. Wuyts et al., 2010)). In a simplified sense, gas–rich
mergers produce two spatially segregated stellar populations: a centralized starburst,
embedded in an extended older population.
In fact, a key feature of gas rich merger remnants seen generally among simula-
tions is the need for a two-component fit to the light profile: a centrally steeper one to
account for the starburst component and a shallower more extended one to account
for the remnant stellar component (Hopkins et al., 2008; Wuyts et al., 2010; Bour-
naud et al., 2011). When fitting single sersic profiles to simulated gas-rich mergers,
Wuyts et al. (2010) find that the segregation of older and younger stellar populations,
primarily driven by the combination of light excess of the dispersed older stellar pop-
ulations at large radii and central cusp from the starburst, causes the sersic fits to
be better approximated with large values of sersic index, n. As a result, they find
the following distribution of sersic indices and effective radii from gas-rich merger
simulations: Merger remnants are best fit by cuspy high sersic index fits (n > 10),
along with large radii (driven by the extended component) too large to be consis-
tent with compact ETGs (Wuyts et al., 2010, their Figure 12b). Compared with
observed properties of the ETG sample of van Dokkum et al. (2008), there appears
to be some disagreement between the observed measures, and those measured from
gas-rich merger simulations.
For comparison, we have constructed a similar plot (Figures 3.16 and 3.17) showing
the distribution of sersic indices, as a function of effective radius for the candidate
sample and also the ETGs of Cassata et al. (2013). We additionally plot the measured
properties from the H-band stacks for the candidate sample and compact ETGs shown
in Figure 3.13, as the stacks are more sensitive to the presence (if any) of extended
low-surface brightness structures that would increase effective radius. These measures
of the light profiles of compact ETGs represent an improvement in sample size, and
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in the case of the stacks, sensitivity to deviations from a sersic profile and low surface-
brightness features, relative to the comparison made with van Dokkum et al. (2008).
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Figure 3.16 Distribution of sersic index and effective radius for Lyman-break galaxies.
Top Panel: Distribution for candidates (blue) and compact ETGs (red). Measured
values from the stacked images are shown in diamonds. Black and grey crosses rep-
resent the measurements of simulated gas-rich merger remnants and isolated mergers
(isolated in the sense that the simulations do not include continuous gas inflow),
respectively, from Wuyts et al. (2010), their Figure 12b].
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Figure 3.17 Distribution of sersic index and effective radius for early-type galaxies.
Top Panel: Same as Figure 3.16 with the Cassata et al. (2013) sample, split according
to the compactness criteria. Bottom Panel: The distribution of effective radii of the
Wuyts et al. (2010) models presented above (black and grey), as modeled by sersic
profiles, along with direct measures of half-mass radii, half-light radii of the stellar
component, and half-light radii after incorporating dust attenuation.
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The distribution of our measures also do not coincide with the simulated gas-rich
merger measures, in that our galaxies are well-fit by single sersic profiles, and do
not show cuspy centers or extended light at large radii. We also see no evidence
of these features in any of our stacks, with all light profiles being well fit by single
sersic profiles with n ∼2-4, down to the noise limit in our stacks, and in general
agreement with the distribution of measurements from individual galaxies. To the
extent that the simulations represent real gas-rich mergers, our data of compact ETGs
and compact candidates (including both individual sersic fits as well as those of the
stacks) appear inconsistent with the simulations. We note that the distribution of
radii of the models in the top panels of Figures 3.16 and 3.17 is mainly driven by the
fact that sersic models are poor fits to the merger simulations. However, the actual
simulated half-mass and half-light radii, without any assumption on the shape of the
light profile, are still in agreement with the observations. This can be seen more
clearly in the bottom panel, which shows that typical half-mass and half-light radii of
the simulations are of order ∼1 kpc. Therefore, we cannot rule out gas-rich merging
based on this analysis.
Major mergers are additionally characterized by tidal tails, debris, and other gen-
eral disruptions of pre-existing galaxy components. The timescales for dissipating
these tidal features can be very long (1 Gyr), with longer timescales correlating with
larger gas fractions (Lotz et al., 2010). Therefore if gas-rich mergers are the primary
producer of compact star-forming galaxies at high-redshift, these features should still
be present around our compact candidate sample. Since the stellar mass in tidal
debris may make up a small fraction of total stellar mass (especially in the case of
tidal debris) we estimate here exactly how much stellar mass in extended distribu-
tions our stacks account for, given the depth of the stack. This thus provides an
upper limit to the amount of residual stellar mass that can be lurking undetected
around our galaxy samples. To estimate this, we take advantage of the relationship
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between our measured total H-band magnitude and total stellar mass, shown in the
top panel of Figure 3.18. This figure shows that the two are strongly correlated, for
all three samples (candidate LBGs, non-candidate LBGs, and compact ETGs) con-
sidered here, albeit with large scatter in the case of the total quantities for LBGs
(top panel). Nevertheless we can translate this relationship to magnitude per unit
area and stellar mass per unit area, to relate surface brightness with surface density
of stellar mass. This relationship (for both samples of galaxies together) is shown in
the bottom panel of Figure 3.18. Given the depths of our stacks, which go down to ∼
29 magnitudes per square arcsec, we estimate that the stacks are sensitive to surface
densities of at least 106 M⊙-kpc
−2. This implies that, if our candidate galaxy samples
are compact because of major mergers, the progenitor(s) (i.e. the non-dissipational
old stellar component) must contain less than this surface density of old stars in tidal
debris or extended stellar halos.
Wuyts et al. (2010) present the range of surface brightness profiles of the extended
stellar halos of gas-rich merger remnants, which are more extended than observed
compact ETGs (their Figure 13). We present in Figure 3.19 a comparison of these
simulated merger remnants, along with the intrinsic sersic profile (i.e. unconvolved
with the PSF) fit to the stacks of the LBG samples (top panel) as well as the ETG
samples (bottom panel). We find that in all cases the intrinsic shape of the com-
pact samples (candidate LBGs, compact and ultra-compact ETGs) do not match the
extended distributions of the simulated merger remnants. While the absolute nor-
malization of the observed light profiles should depend on galaxy flux, distance, and
mass, and are not necessarily expected to match the simulations in magnitude, the
steepness and shape of the profiles on large scales (i.e. 1 <R< 10 kpc) do not agree,
independent of this normalization. In other words, the light profile of the compact
galaxies is very often too steep relative to the extended distributions of the simu-
lated merger remnants, suggesting that if this extended stellar halo were present in
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Figure 3.18 The correlation between H-band magnitude and stellar mass. Top panel:
The correlation between the measured total H-band magnitude and total stellar mass
for LBGs (black) and ETGs (grey). Linear fits to the two samples individually are
shown in the same colors. A linear fit to all points together is shown in blue. Bottom
panel: The correlation between the surface densities of these two quantities.
our samples, we would have detected it. This is in agreement with the comparisons
made in Wuyts et al. (2010) to the observed ETGs of van Dokkum et al. (2008) and
Szomoru et al. (2010), and we show that similar conclusions can be drawn for our
candidate LBG sample. The extended stellar halo characteristic of simulated gas-rich
merger remnants appears to be absent from our observed light profiles for compact
galaxies. The steepness of the light profiles of these galaxies set important constraints
that any mechanism of compact ETG creation must satisfy, and we have argued here
that this excludes large disky galaxies with shallower profiles from being compact
ETG progenitors.
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3.5.4 Speculation on a possible scenario for the formation of the compact
ETGs and compact galaxies in general
The above discussion proposes that gas-rich major merging of galaxies with a
sizable stellar component, i.e. observable in the HST CANDELS images, is not the
mechanism responsible for the formation of the massive, compact ETG observed at
〈z〉 = 1.6. We suggest that a more natural explanation of our observations may be
that the star-formation in these compact galaxies is being driven primarily by ac-
cretion of cold gas, which efficiently forms stars centrally rather than forming stars
in an extended disk. The exact details of how the gas accretes have been discussed
elsewhere by means of simulations and analytical calculations. It has been suggested
that the main physical mechanism is one where the cold gas dissipates angular mo-
mentum in a compact disk (Danovich et al., 2012), and as more gas accretes the disk
develops VDI (Dekel et al., 2009a) that are very effective in driving the gas further
down the bottom of the potential well, giving rise to a very compact structure. Direct
cold mode accretion (CMA) of the cold gas into the compact structure is also another
mechanism (Birnboim & Dekel, 2003; Keresˇ et al., 2005; Dekel & Birnboim, 2006) that
can give rise to very compact star–forming galaxies (Johansson et al., 2012). Both
the VDI and the CMA predict the formation of very compact star–forming galax-
ies, with the VDI-driven wet inflow predicting a mixture of a perturbed disk and a
rotating compact bulge. It is important to keep in mind that current spectroscopic
observations of both compact star–forming galaxies and passive galaxies (Onodera
et al., 2012) at z ∼ 2 do not have sufficient spatial resolution to distinguish between
a compact disk and a spheroid (especially a rotating one), the kinematical signature
of both structures simply being that of broadened emission and absorption lines. Re-
gardless of the details of how the cold gas is funneled into very compact regions, the
morphology of compact galaxies seem to require a highly dissipative mechanism for
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the assembly of their stellar mass as opposed to the merger of sub–galactic structures
with a sizable pre-existing stellar component.
Star formation in the compact galaxies is then subsequently quenched and they
evolve passively since then. Recent studies have shown that star-formation can be
quenched solely due to feedback from the highly concentrated stellar distribution.
Two examples are stellar winds driven by intense starbursts (Rupke et al., 2005;
Tremonti et al., 2007; Heckman et al., 2011), and internal ram pressure on dust
grains (Murray et al., 2005). In fact these feedback mechanisms imprint a maximum
possible surface density of star-formation (Eddington limited) (Murray et al., 2005;
Thompson et al., 2005; Hopkins et al., 2010a), and evidence of this has been seen in
extremely rare compact starbursts at lower redshifts (Diamond-Stanic et al., 2012).
Other studies have shown that at high redshift compactness is the most sensitive
statistical predictor of passivity among massive galaxies Bell et al. (2012), a fact
which is in broad general agreement with the fact that compact and ultra–compact
galaxies dominate the population of passive galaxies at z > 2, and with the finding
that we have reported here that compact star–forming galaxies appear to have more
evolved bursts compared to non–compact ones.
In conclusion, we speculate here that the high-redshift compact ETGs are the
direct descendants of compact, star-forming galaxies, which themselves are compact
because their star-formation is primarily driven by the accretion of cold gas to the
central regions of the galaxy. Their star-formation is quenched due to their compact-
ness because of stellar feedback (e.g. Diamond-Stanic et al., 2012), halo quenching
(in the most massive cases) (Dekel & Birnboim, 2006; Keresˇ et al., 2005; Birnboim &
Dekel, 2003), or some combination of both, and evolve passively after. If they undergo
merging and or accretion their compactness is altered and they may end up forming a
more diffuse light profile, and if compact star–forming galaxies do not form anymore,
then the number of compact passive galaxies keeps decreasing with cosmic time (see
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Figure 3.19 Comparison of observed light profiles with those of simulated gas-rich
mergers. Top panel: Intrinsic light profiles from the Wuyts et al. (2010) simulated
gas-rich merger remnants (median and 100th percentile distributions), compared with
the observed (points) and intrinsic (i.e. not convolved with PSF, lines) sersic profiles
of our LBG samples. Bottom panel: The same as top panel, with the three samples
of ETGs from Cassata et al. (2013)
Cassata et al. 2013). This scenario is generally supported by the distribution of
stellar populations we present in Figure 3.13, as well as studies of the main drivers of
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high-redshift star-formation (Conselice et al., 2013). With this study we have shown
there are sufficient galaxies to supply the observed abundance of compact ETGs this
way, and that it is not implausible that compact ETGs may be the descendants of
compact star-forming LBGs.
The high-redshift ETG sample of Cassata et al. (2011, 2013) also contain some
fraction of ETGs which are non-compact, (i.e. of size similar to local ellipticals).
At the highest redshifts (z>1.5) the fraction is tiny, but the number density of non-
compact ETGs increases dramatically to the present (Cassata et al., 2011, 2013).
Detailed high-resolution studies of local ellipticals have shown they are best described
by multiple morphological components (Kormendy et al., 2009), even up to three and
four sersic components (Huang et al., 2013c), suggesting episodic periods of structural
buildup. Other studies have proposed that the compact ETGs are the cores of local
ellipticals, with stellar mass buildup occurring in an ’inside-out’ fashion (Bezanson
et al., 2009; Hopkins et al., 2009a; van Dokkum et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2013c).
What is clear is that the sizes of ETGs increase dramatically over time, in part
because newly-formed ETGs appear with progressively larger sizes as the Universe
evolves (Cassata et al., 2011, 2013). We suggest that these ’non-compact’ z>1 ETGs
may form from an independent evolutionary track to the compact ETGs, with non-
compact ETGs the result of high-redshift (major) merging activity.
At z∼>1, the number density of non-compact ETGs in the Cassata et al. (2013)
sample steadily increases with time, and has increased sufficiently to make up half of
all M > 1010 M⊙ ETGs by z∼1. Incidentally, the number density of galaxies which
are likely to be gas-rich mergers is similar to that of non-compact ETGs at z>1.2 (see
Table 4.1). With a constant merger rate with redshift, and assuming each merger
quenches the star-formation (at least for the next Gyr or two before another merger
rejuvenates star-formation), qualitatively it is plausible that this steady increase in
non-compact ETGs could be explained by a constant supply of mergers per unit
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time. In fact, at z<1, during the buildup of these non-compact ETGs, primarily dry
mergers are found to account for both the assembly of the massive end (M>1011M⊙)
of the red sequence (van der Wel et al., 2009a; Robaina et al., 2010), as well as explain
their morphologies as measured at low-redshift (van der Wel et al., 2009b). Direct
comparison of number densities to assess whether or not the actual number densities
of mergers is sufficient to explain the increase in non-compact ETGs at z>1 will need
to await accurate counts of mergers out to higher redshifts.
3.6 Summary
We have demonstrated the existence of a significant population of compact LBGs,
which have consistent star-formation histories, stellar mass densities, and co-moving
volume densities with high-redshift compact ETGs (the sample of Cassata et al.,
2013). We find that:
• These candidate progenitors of compact ETGs show distinct SED properties
from the non-candidates, consistent with an older burst of SF, i.e. the burst
appears to show evidence of fading.
• Stacking from infrared images are consistent with this interpretation, and favor
an older burst over an increased contribution from dust.
• The average x-ray properties of the compact and non-compact ones are consis-
tent with each other. One interpretation is AGN activity has not influenced the
selection of the candidates.
• Structural properties of candidates and compact ETGs differ from predictions
of gas-rich merger simulations, suggesting this is not the dominant mechanism
producing compact star-forming galaxies and compact ETGs at high-redshift.
• We suggest the compact ETGs are formed primarily through the quenching of
compact star-forming galaxies whose in-situ star-formation is driven by cold
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accretion from the IGM, via VDI and CMA. We speculate that merger driven
evolution may contribute to the non-compact ETG population at high-redshift.
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CHAPTER 4
THE INTERSTELLAR MEDIUM AND FEEDBACK IN
PROGENITORS OF THE COMPACT PASSIVE
GALAXIES AT Z∼2
4.1 Introduction
The quenching of star-formation is a major event in the evolution of passively
evolving galaxies; on rapid timescales, the star–formation ends over the full vol-
ume of the galaxy (Renzini, 2006), dust and cold gas contents are removed, and
the UV/optical SED evolves from blue to red. The combination of these processes
give rise to the well known Hubble sequence, and galaxies appear to follow these char-
acteristics even 10 Gyr ago (Franx et al., 2008; Kriek et al., 2009a; Toft et al., 2009;
Wuyts et al., 2011; Cameron et al., 2011; Szomoru et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012;
Lee et al., 2013a). Yet, star-formation quenching remains one of the most poorly un-
derstood physical processes affecting galaxies at any epoch in the Universe’s history.
While there is abundant evidence that both the baryonic and halo masses, and also
the environment of galaxies correlate with the cessation of star-formation (Kauffmann
et al., 2003, 2004; Baldry et al., 2004; Hogg et al., 2004; Blanton et al., 2005; Thomas
et al., 2005; Peng et al., 2010, 2012; Woo et al., 2013; Tal et al., 2014), there is a stark
lack of understanding of the physical processes that underpin these observed trends,
and how the fuel for star-formation, cold gas, in galaxies is affected.
Deep surveys such as the Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey (GOODS;
Giavalisco et al., 2004) and the Cosmic Assembly Near-infrared Deep Extragalactic
Legacy Survey (CANDELS; Grogin et al., 2011; Koekemoer et al., 2011) have, over
the last decade, revealed a population of massive, quenched galaxies, very early in the
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Universe’s history ( z∼2; e.g. Franx et al., 2003; Cimatti et al., 2004; Glazebrook et al.,
2004; Daddi et al., 2005; Trujillo et al., 2006; Bundy et al., 2006; Cimatti et al., 2006;
van der Wel et al., 2008; van Dokkum et al., 2008; Fontana et al., 2009; Saracco et al.,
2009; Bezanson et al., 2009; Cassata et al., 2011, 2013). Their spectra, colors and spe-
cific star-formation rates (sSFR) imply star-formation must have been quenched for
at least ∼ 1 Gyr prior to observation (Kriek et al., 2006, 2009b; Onodera et al., 2012;
Kaviraj et al., 2013a; Gobat et al., 2012; van de Sande et al., 2013; Whitaker et al.,
2013). The remarkable thing about these quenched galaxies (besides the fact that
they have already assembled such high stellar mass and also quenched star-formation
only ∼2 Gyr after the Big Bang), is that they are significantly more compact relative
to local passive galaxies (e.g. Daddi et al., 2005; Zirm et al., 2007; Toft et al., 2007;
van Dokkum et al., 2008; Damjanov et al., 2009; Buitrago et al., 2008; Muzzin et al.,
2009; van Dokkum et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2013b; Davari et al., 2014). Nearly all
(> 80%) quenched galaxies at z>1.5 are more compact in stellar density than the
lower 1σ of passive galaxies at z∼0 (ΣM∗ > 3 × 109 M⊙kpc−2; Cassata et al., 2011,
2013). More than 70% are ultra-compact (ΣM∗ >1.2x10
10 M⊙kpc
−2). Very few local
analogs to such galaxies exist (Trujillo et al., 2009; Taylor et al., 2010; Shih & Stock-
ton, 2011, although see Poggianti et al., 2013; Stockton et al., 2014; Trujillo et al.,
2014), and even intermediate redshift passive galaxies appear structurally different
(Hsu et al., 2014; Damjanov et al., 2014). Observations indicate this compactness is
real, with large dynamical masses measured from velocity dispersions (van Dokkum
et al., 2009; Cappellari et al., 2009; Newman et al., 2010; van de Sande et al., 2011;
Toft et al., 2012; Bezanson et al., 2013; Belli et al., 2014), and deep high-resolution
near-IR HST images and stacks confirming the small sizes (van Dokkum et al., 2008;
Szomoru et al., 2012; Williams et al., 2014). Such high masses and steep light profiles
suggest that highly dissipative gaseous processes must have been behind the stellar
mass assembly.
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These galaxies pose extreme challenges to simulations of galaxy formation. Sim-
ulated gas-rich mergers fail to reproduce the steep light profiles of these galaxies
(Wuyts et al., 2010; Williams et al., 2014), primarily because the stellar components
in the merger progenitors cannot effectively dissipate angular momentum (Hopkins
et al., 2008, 2013). Furthermore, observed starburst galaxies which are thought to
be gas-rich mergers due to their extreme star-formation rates (SFR), dust contents,
and irregular morphologies, appear morphologically distinct from the compact pas-
sive galaxies (CPGs), due to their extended half-light radii and clumpy morphology
(Swinbank et al., 2010; Mosleh et al., 2011; Targett et al., 2011, 2013; Bussmann
et al., 2012; Kartaltepe et al., 2012; Guo et al., 2012b, Giavalisco et al., in prepara-
tion). Transforming these extended starbursts into compact passive galaxies would
require significant changes in morphology and gravitational potential within 1 Gyr,
and it is unclear what mechanism would be capable of this. Alternatively, it has been
argued that accretion of gas from the IGM (e.g. Birnboim & Dekel, 2003; Keresˇ et al.,
2005; Dekel & Birnboim, 2006) can produce compact galaxies through the dissipation
of angular momentum, e.g. through disk instabilities (Dekel et al., 2009b; Bournaud
et al., 2011; Dekel et al., 2013). These gaseous disks may be large (e.g. Re ∼6-8
kpc Dekel et al., 2009b; Tacconi et al., 2010, 2013), and therefore the star-formation
timescale in the accreted gas must be larger than the gas dissipation timescale in
order to leave a negligible stellar halo (Dekel & Burkert, 2014). Direct accretion of
gas from the IGM, however, could deposit onto galaxies through filamentary config-
urations such that angular momentum is largely canceled, allowing star formation to
proceed in very compact regions of galaxies (Sales et al., 2012; Johansson et al., 2012;
Cen, 2014). In this case massive compact galaxies would mark the sites of galaxy for-
mation by cold accretion at high redshift. The disappearance of these objects, either
star–forming (e.g. van der Wel et al., 2014) or passive (Cassata et al., 2011, 2013;
Damjanov et al., 2014) at low redshift is consistent with the idea that cold accretion
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is shut down at z ∼< 2 (Keresˇ et al., 2005; Dekel & Birnboim, 2006; Keresˇ et al.,
2009). The fact that these massive and compact galaxies dominate the population
of quenched galaxies at high redshift (Cassata et al., 2011, 2013) strongly suggests
a physical connection between very high stellar density and the effective and rapid
cessation of star formation. Indeed, quiescence is observed to be highly correlated
with compact morphologies (Bell et al., 2012; Cheung et al., 2012). This hypothe-
sis is consistent with the observation that equally compact galaxies which still form
stars virtually disappear from the Universe by z<1, and has prompted analyses of
compact star-forming galaxies (SFG) as progenitors of these CPGs based on a diver-
sity of selection criteria (Patel et al., 2013; Barro et al., 2013; Stefanon et al., 2013;
Williams et al., 2014). To what extent these studies overlap in their sample selections
is unclear, and detailed analysis of the light profiles of the samples is necessary to un-
derstand if their stellar distributions are indeed consistent with that of the descendent
CPGs. The high fraction of AGN detection in some samples (∼50%; e.g. Barro et al.,
2013) makes it unclear whether it is the AGN in the galaxy which is responsible for
the quenching, or the compactness of the stellar distribution. Diamond-Stanic et al.
(2012), although studying compact SFGs at lower redshifts, find quenching is likely
in compact SFGs without the necessity of AGN.
The implied evolutionary connection between compact SFGs and CPGs illustrates
the need to study the properties of compact SFGs in detail. A recent study by Nelson
et al. (2014) provided evidence for this evolutionary connection, with the discovery of a
massive, compact SFG whose morphology, mass, and (gas) velocity dispersion match
that of the CPGs, without indication of AGN activity. Recently, Williams et al.
(2014) identified plausible “candidate” progenitors of these CPGs among compact
Lyman-Break Galaxies (LBGs) at z∼3.4, based on their morphological similarity, and
also their stellar masses and SFRs, such that they would be capable of matching the
selection criteria of CPGs by the time the Universe evolves to z∼1.5. Their co-moving
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number density is similar to those of the CPGs, consistent with the suggestion that
massive compact LBGs can evolve into the first quiescent systems, and the intensely
star-forming, but much larger, sub-millimeter galaxies (e.g. Toft et al., 2014) are not
the only avenue to such early quenching (Stark et al., 2009; Williams et al., 2014).
These candidate progenitors are generally small in radius, and deep stacks show
steep and compact stellar distributions, very similar to those of the CPG at z∼2.
Furthermore, their rest-frame UV SED appears redder compared to more normal
SFGs (in terms of mass and size), while having consistent colors at rest frame optical-
near IR (Williams et al., 2014). This shows that the redder UV indicated a more
evolved stellar population than other LBGs.
These trends give rise to a number of unanswered questions. Could the dense
stellar distribution in CPGs have formed through some dissipative gaseous process,
such as accretion of cold gas from the intergalactic medium (Birnboim & Dekel, 2003;
Keresˇ et al., 2005; Dekel & Birnboim, 2006; Sales et al., 2012; Johansson et al., 2012;
Cen, 2014)? What differentiates these compact galaxies such that they are so small
and dense relative to the rest of SFGs at early epochs? What is the physical process
that quenches their star-formation so early, and is it directly related to stellar density?
Therefore, it is imperative to search for evidence (if any) that the physical conditions
in these compact galaxies are particularly hostile to continued star-formation.
The phenomenology of feedback in SFGs has been extensively documented (e.g.
Shapley et al., 2003; Martin, 2005; Tremonti et al., 2007; Weiner et al., 2009; Martin
& Bouche´, 2009; Rubin et al., 2010; Steidel et al., 2010; Genzel et al., 2011; Heck-
man et al., 2011; Newman et al., 2012b; Rubin et al., 2013; Fo¨rster Schreiber et al.,
2014, among others). However, how feedback depends on various properties (e.g.
SFR, stellar density, surface density of star–formation) remains to be fully empiri-
cally understood. Feedback in the form of bulk outflows is observed ubiquitously in
high-redshift SFGs, and high-velocity outflows have been observed in very compact
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starbursts, presumably due to the high surface densities of star-formation (Diamond-
Stanic et al., 2012).
Recently, Law et al. (2012a) studied the correlations between rest-frame optical
morphology of galaxies, and their UV spectroscopic properties. The authors found
that smaller galaxies (Re <2 kpc) are more likely to exhibit both Lyα in emission and
faster outflows (as probed by the centroid of interstellar absorption lines) than larger
galaxies. The interpretation is that the feedback in larger galaxies is less effective in
energizing the ISM gas, thus increasing the optical depth of gas at rest with respect
to the galaxy, bringing absorption line centroids closer to the systemic velocity and
diminishing the ability for Lyα to escape (Law et al., 2012a).
Motivated additionally by these recent findings that galaxy morphology correlates
with spectroscopic properties such as outflow velocity, with this study we aim to char-
acterize the nature of the quenching mechanism(s) affecting compact galaxies. This
study presents a comparative analysis of spectroscopy of “candidate” star-forming
progenitors of CPGs, compared with the properties of normal SFGs at the same
epoch. In Section 4.2, we present the LBG samples at z ∼ 3.4 and their spectroscopy,
in Section 4.3 we present the results of this comparative analysis, and in Section 4.4,
we discuss the implications of our findings in the context of star-formation quench-
ing at high-redshift. Throughout this paper we assume a cosmology with ΩΛ = 0.7,
Ωm = 0.3, and Ho = 70km s
−1 Mpc−1.
4.2 Data
4.2.1 The LBG samples
The galaxies discussed here are the LBG samples at z∼3.4 presented in Williams
et al. (2014). These LBGs are z-band selected from the the Great Observatories Ori-
gins Deep Survey (GOODS; Giavalisco et al., 2004), and are found over an area of 113
arcmin2 from the GOODS-South field HST/WFC3 imaging from CANDELS (Grogin
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et al., 2011; Koekemoer et al., 2011). Through simulations we established our sample
is 90% complete with z≤26.5 for galaxies of <0.3” half-light radius (Huang et al.,
2013a). We measure multi-wavelength photometry using the object template-fitting
method (TFIT; Laidler et al., 2007) software, which includes U–band imaging from
the Visible Multiobject Spectrograph (VIMOS) on the Very Large Telescope (VLT;
Nonino et al., 2009), HST/ACS B,V,i,z-band, HST/WFC3 J, H-band, VLT/ISAAC
Ks photometry (Retzlaff et al., 2010), and Spitzer/IRAC 3.6, 4.5, and 5.7 µm imag-
ing (M. Dickinson et al., in preparation). The details of the construction of multi-
wavelength photometry are discussed in Guo et al. (2013). Measurements of galaxy
properties for the LBG samples using the multi-wavelength photometry is described
in Guo et al. (2012a); Williams et al. (2014). We use GALFIT (Peng et al., 2002)
to fit Sersic models to the WFC3 H-band images of the galaxies (rest–frame 3600
A˚at z∼3.4) from which we measure half-light radii (the sample are bright, H<25,
which ensures robust morphological measurements). A detailed description of these
measurements and also the selection of the LBG samples are presented in sections 2
and 3 of Williams et al. (2014), and we briefly outline the procedure here.
This sample of LBGs was split into plausible “candidate” progenitors of CPGs,
and “non-candidate” LBGs as described in Williams et al. (2014). The selection of
candidate progenitors is based on evidence that any star-forming progenitors must
also be compact, since merging and accretion tend to increase the sizes of galaxies (e.g.
Hopkins et al., 2008). Therefore to identify candidate progenitors, we require that
they be of similar size and morphology as the CPGs, and also have high enough SFR
that if they quench soon after observation they will meet the CPG selection criteria
(Cassata et al., 2013). It is impossible to know the future star-formation histories
of galaxies; however, CPGs have strong constraints on their star-formation histories
(SFH), because their low sSFRs implies they must have quenched star-formation
>1Gyr prior to the epoch of observation (Kriek et al., 2006, 2009b; Onodera et al.,
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2012; Kaviraj et al., 2013a; Gobat et al., 2012; van de Sande et al., 2013; Whitaker
et al., 2013). Therefore, we assumed a projected (future) star-formation history for all
galaxies (exponentially declining with τ=100Myr so that all galaxies would be passive
according to the sSFR criteria of Cassata et al., 2011, 2013) with the observed initial
SFR, and estimated how much stellar mass would be accumulated from the time of
observation until the epoch of CPGs, which we took to be< z >=1.6. We additionally
assumed no growth in size. Those LBGs which would meet the CPG selection of
Cassata et al. (2011, 2013) are considered candidate progenitors (from now on referred
to as candidates). The candidate selection is primarily based on SFR and size, and to
a lesser extent, the stellar mass. In other words, candidates tend to be more compact
and a milder tendency to higher SFR. The combination of these two characteristics
means that candidates have higher surface density of SFR (ΣSFR; see Figure 4.1 for the
properties of the subset of candidates and non-candidates with spectroscopy studied
in this paper). The average SFRs, stellar masses, and circularized half-light radii, for
candidates (non-candidates) in the spectroscopic sample are 520 (170) M⊙yr
−1, 9.8
(9.6) log10M⊙, and 0.9 (1.9) kpc.
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Figure 4.1 Properties of Lyman-break galaxies with rest-frame UV spectroscopy. Pho-
tometric and morphological properties of both good quality spectroscopic samples of
candidates (red) and non-candidates (dark blue). In light blue (dot-dashed lines) are
plotted the distributions of non-candidates once low-mass galaxies are removed, as
discussed in the text. The mean masses of red and light blue samples are the same.
Histograms: The stellar mass distributions are very similar, while candidates exhibit
higher SFRs and smaller half-light radii. As a result, the candidates have higher
surface densities of star-formation (top right panel). Bottom right: candidates are
more compact (i.e. smaller in size at a given stellar mass).
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Figure 4.2 Color composite images of Lyman-break galaxies with spectroscopy. Color
composites from the ACS and WFC3 filters, of candidates (top) and non-candidates
(bottom). Images are 2 arc seconds on a side.
4.2.2 Spectroscopy
We use spectra in GOODS-South obtained at the European Southern Observa-
tory’s Very Large Telescope (ESO/VLT) as part of the GOODS spectroscopy program
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with FORS2 (Vanzella et al., 2005, 2006, 2008), VIMOS (Popesso et al., 2009), and
the Galaxy Mass Assembly Ultra-deep Spectroscopic Survey with FORS2 (GMASS;
Kurk et al., 2009, 2013). At z∼3.4, these optical spectra probe the rest frame UV
spectrum of the LBGs, a spectral region rich with diagnostics of the physical state
of the ISM. The spectral resolution of these surveys varies between R∼250-1000, cor-
responding to velocity resolutions of 300-1200 km s−1. The majority (60%) of the
spectra we use in our analysis have R∼660-1000 (velocity resolution 300-450 km s−1).
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Figure 4.3 Calibration of the method to measure systemic redshifts from UV spectra.
Left Panel: Velocity offset between the midpoint method of deriving the systemic
redshift (as described in the text) and the actual systemic velocity from NIR spec-
troscopy, for individual galaxy spectra. Right Panel: Distribution of velocity offsets
when individual midpoint-derived redshifts are averaged (black), which has a mean ve-
locity offset of -42 (solid line) and a standard deviation of 283 km s−1(dashed lines).
In grey are the same measurements when Lyα is excluded from the measurement,
whose distribution has a larger mean offset of -193, and standard deviation of 190
km s−1. In red is the same when measured using the method of Adelberger et al.
(2005), which has a mean offset of 165 km s−1with standard deviation of 260 km s−1.
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The scientific goal of the surveys above were to identify the redshifts of large
samples (tens of thousands) of galaxies at z >1, and while there are often multiple
identifiable emission or absorption lines, generally the spectra do not have adequate
signal-to-noise ratio for detailed studies of the galaxy properties on an individual ba-
sis. In the following sections we therefore study the average properties using stacked
spectra to maximize signal to noise. We visually inspected each of them, retaining
only those of high quality for our final spectroscopic sample. This quality screening is
qualitative, including visual identification of absorption and emission lines at the cata-
logued redshift, and also to some extent taking into account the quality flag published
by each survey, whose redshifts may have been estimated using cross-correlations with
galaxy templates rather than obvious lines. We additionally require “good” spectra
to have identifiable features which we use to estimate systemic redshifts (see next
paragraph). Our final ”good” quality spectroscopy sample includes 12 candidate pro-
genitors and 20 non-candidates (27% and 15% of the original samples from Williams
et al. (2014), respectively). The total exposure time in the stacks of each are ∼103
and ∼98 hours, respectively.
4.2.3 Systemic Redshifts
The catalogued redshifts that are published in the spectroscopic surveys were typ-
ically measured using spectral lines which are either resonant lines (Lyα) or strong
interstellar lines which may be heavily affected by outflows (for example Si II, Si IV
and C IV). Therefore these redshifts are unlikely to be systemic (tracing the exact
redshift of the galaxy) but rather reflect the redshift of the galaxy, modulated by ad-
ditional velocities due to the kinematic properties of the ISM. Interstellar absorption
lines are often observed blue shifted with respect to the rest transition wavelength
due to large-scale outflows in the ISM of high-redshift galaxies. Lyα emission is
often observed redshifted, since when redshifted out of resonance Lyα photons may
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travel freely, and therefore the Lyαmay also reflect the properties of outflows (Shapley
et al., 2003; Hansen & Oh, 2006; Verhamme et al., 2008; Schaerer & Verhamme, 2008;
Vanzella et al., 2009; Steidel et al., 2010; Kulas et al., 2012). Lines which trace the
systemic redshift, for example photospheric lines which originate in the atmospheres
of stars, are generally too faint to be detected in our spectra.
In this section, we document our procedure to estimate systemic redshifts using
the UV spectroscopy. We also quantify our expected uncertainty in the systemic
redshifts using a subset of galaxies for which systemic redshifts have been published
based on rest-frame optical nebular emission lines, using NIR spectra. These NIR
spectra and systemic redshifts come from Keck/MOSFIRE (Holden et al., 2014) and
the Assessing the Mass-Abundence redshift[-Z] Evolution (AMAZE) survey (Maiolino
et al., 2008) with VLT/SINFONI. We use a comparison of 15 UV spectra of LBGs
with published NIR-derived redshifts.
Previous studies have published methods to derive systemic redshifts from rest-
frame UV spectroscopy, when no systemic lines are available (e.g. Adelberger et al.,
2005; Steidel et al., 2010). In particular, Adelberger et al. (2005) have used a large
sample of LBG at z∼3 with near-IR spectra to estimate systemic redshifts from the
UV lines only, for the case where only Lyα is present, both ISM lines and Lyα are
detected, and when only ISM lines are detected. This method is based primarily
on the observed offsets in velocity between the various UV lines and NIR observed
nebular emission lines. These velocity offsets are direct measurements of outflow
velocities in the ISM, and therefore these conversions from UV-line redshifts to esti-
mated systemic redshifts will reflect the average outflowing ISM properties of their
LBG samples. This means, by using their conversion, we artificially imprint the av-
erage outflow properties of their LBG samples on our two galaxy samples, and as we
are interested in studying outflow velocities, we approach this method with caution.
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We seek the best method to derive systemic redshifts from our samples, without any
assumptions about the properties of the outflowing ISM.
Our individual spectra often exhibit emission lines immediately redward of broad
interstellar absorption, a potential indication of P-Cygni profiles. These are most
often seen in C IVλλ1548,1550 and Lyα, but are also observed in other absorption
lines (e.g. C IIλ1334, Si IIλ1526; see Snow et al., 1994). Under ideal circumstances
this transition between the blue shifted absorption component and redshifted emission
component in the P-Cygni profile is at rest with respect to the stars. This may not
strictly be true, since ISM absorption may erode the emission component. However,
we test how the redshift measured by this transition between the two components in
various elemental species relates to the NIR-derived systemic redshift where available.
We measure these redshifts using a method based on the midpoint between the
centroid wavelengths of emission and absorption components. We measure the wave-
length of the midpoint between centroids for each observed feature, assuming this
“midpoint” wavelength to be at rest with respect to the galaxy, and measure its
redshift. The left panel of Figure 4.3 shows the velocity offset between the predicted
systemic redshift from the most common individual features (e.g. Lyα, Si IIλ1260, O I
/ Si IIλ1303, C IIλ1334, Si IIλ1526, C IV λλ1548,1550) compared with the systemic
redshift of the galaxy measured from the NIR. We supplement these measurements
with measurements from the Keck/HIRES spectrum of D6 (N. Reddy, C. Steidel,
personal communication; Shapley et al., 2003; Steidel et al., 2010), whose systemic
redshift has been derived from NIR spectroscopy (Pettini et al., 1998). We find that
Lyα is the poorest estimator of systemic redshift among our LBG sample, not sur-
prising since the resonant nature of the escape of Lyα photons from a galaxy may
mean its transition point is not at rest, and also due to the complication of identifying
the absorption component due to the Lyα forest. The measure from the Lyα in the
HIRES spectrum of D6 may be better due to the more accurate identification of the
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P-Cygni absorption component. We also find that transitions of Si II may be poor
estimators, possibly due to confusion between P-Cygni emission (if it exists) with
fluorescent emission Si II* (if present), which exists at slightly longer wavelengths
than would be expected of P-Cygni emission. C IV appears to be a good estimator.
The midpoint derived redshift from C IV is relatively accurate, with the mean sys-
temic redshift centered at zero and never deviating more than 500 km s−1from the rest
transition, and is the most frequently observed in our spectra of all features tested
here.
In the right panel of Figure 4.3, we show how the combined information of all avail-
able transitions in individual spectra (i.e. the average redshift from each available
midpoint) compares with the NIR-derived systemic redshift. The average redshift
appears to agree remarkably well with the NIR-derived one. The mean of the distri-
bution of velocity offsets between midpoint-derived redshifts and systemic redshfits
is -42 km s−1, with standard deviation of 283 km s−1. No galaxy deviates larger than
490km s−1. Since Lyα is the most deviant in the left panel, we repeat the distribution
of velocity offsets with the Lyα midpoint redshift removed from the average. We find
that although removing Lyα tightens the distribution to 190 km s−1, the offset from
0 increases to a mean offset of -193 km s−1. We therefore conclude that we do not
gain a closer estimate to systemic by excluding the Lyα, and it should be included
where available.
In addition to testing the midpoint between emission and absorption, we also
tested using the transition point between where the emission and absorption compo-
nents meet the continuum level, and found that this continuum transition point did
not trace systemic as accurately as the midpoint, and this may be due to the difficulty
in accurately measuring the continuum level in noisy spectra.
For comparison, we have additionally computed systemic redshifts estimated using
the Adelberger et al. (2005) method for comparison with the observed NIR redshifts.
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These are also plotted in red in the right panel of Figure 4.3, and find that the
Adelberger et al. (2005) have a mean offset of 165 km s−1, with a standard deviation
of 260 km s−1. This average offset is larger than that derived using the mid-point
method with a similar distribution width, and results in multiple galaxies with offsets
larger than 550 km s−1.
Therefore, in the remainder of our analysis, we estimate systemic redshifts based
on the midpoint method we have outlined here, which we have characterized to be
a tracer of systemic with an expected uncertainty of ∼280 km s−1. Since the main
purpose of this paper is to study the relative properties of candidate progenitors,
compared to ordinary LBGs, it is therefore very important to use a uniform way to
estimate redshift from all galaxies studied here, independent of any assumptions on
the properties of outflows in the ISM (e.g. Adelberger et al., 2005; Steidel et al., 2010).
Although individual outflow velocities may not be accurate to more than this velocity
uncertainty, we choose this option rather than mixing redshift estimators for differ-
ent galaxies, which could smear away differences between the samples. Importantly,
however, we found that the results of this paper remain if we instead adopt either
the Adelberger et al. (2005) method, or, if we combine the mid-point method with
the NIR-derived redshift where available when producing the stacks. We found that
all qualitative comparisons of the stacks are independent of the choice of the above
methods used to convert spectra to the rest frame, and we would reach the same
conclusions were we to adopt any of them.
4.2.4 Stacking Procedure
We stack our two samples of galaxies using the following procedure. We first
individually de-redshift each spectrum using the estimate of systemic redshift from the
mid-point of P-Cygni-like profiles discussed above. We then normalize each spectrum
using the median value of the continuum measured between rest frame 1400 < λ <
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1500A˚. Finally, we stack using the scombine package in IRAF, where we rebinned to
a common dispersion (dλ = 0.6A˚ pixel−1, rest frame), and performed a 3σ clipping
during the stack (although we note that the clipping minimally affected the resulting
stack, indicating that there are few significant outliers in terms of the features within
our samples). Our final stacks are presented in the top panel of Figure 4.4. The
bottom panel shows the spectral ratio (candidate stack divided by non-candidate
stack). The ratio should be unity for identical features between the two samples, and
therefore large deviations from this indicate features which differ. An indication of
significance of the spectral differences can be see in the pink region, which is defined
by unity plus or minus the combined (in quadrature) sample standard deviations of
candidates and non-candidates. These standard deviations are estimated as follows.
We repeat the stacks of each sample using jackknife resampling, each time removing
one spectrum and stacking the rest. The final sample error on each spectral point is
then the standard deviation of the jackknifed stacks. We then combine in quadrature
the standard deviations of candidates and non-candidates around unity to make the
pink region. We note that the combined region redward of 1250A˚ is remarkably
uniform, indicating the variation in those spectral features from galaxy to galaxy is
relatively small. In contrast, the pink region near Lyα is much larger, indicating
a diversity of Lyα properties among our samples. The differences in stacked Lyα
between the candidates and non-candidates, along with error bars indicating the
standard deviation of each stack, can be seen in Figure 4.5.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Sample Properties
In the composite spectrum shown in Figure 4.4 there are many features that are
generically visible among LBGs at z∼3-4 (e.g. Shapley et al., 2003; Jones et al., 2012).
There are a variety of high and low ionization lines visible in absorption. First, by
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comparing the rest-wavelength of these lines (dotted lines) it is obvious that both
candidates and non-candidates exhibit outflows, as indicated by the blue shifts in
absorption troughs relative to the rest wavelength. In particular, Si II, C II, Si IV,C IV
, and Fe II are visible in both spectra. We also see He II in emission, detected in
the candidates. The UV spectral slope is redder for candidates than non-candidates,
similar to the redder UV observed photometrically in Williams et al. (2014). Both of
the samples show strong Lyα in emission (although it extends beyond the range shown
in Figure 4.4 to emphasize the weaker features in other parts of the UV spectrum, we
show Lyα individually in Figure 4.5). The candidates exhibit stronger absorption in
Lyα , and their Lyα emission is also more redshifted. As these are stacks and therefore
represents the average properties of galaxies selected according to our criteria, we do
not focus on specific quantities from each stack. Rather, in the following sections, we
will focus on comparing the spectral properties in a relative way.
Because of this relative comparison, it is necessary to test if mass differences be-
tween the two samples could produce the relative differences we observe. For example,
it is possible that the kinematic properties of the absorbing gas may be a function
of luminosity or mass. Additionally, if the mass-metallicity relation persists to z>3
(e.g. Maiolino et al., 2008), samples which are offset from each other in mass may be
more likely to show offsets in metallicity. Both Steidel et al. (2010) and Lee et al.
(2013b) have found that velocity offsets between interstellar absorption lines and the
systemic redshifts of galaxies are dependent on the baryonic mass of the galaxy. In
the top left panel of Figure 4.1, the non-candidate sample has a larger low-mass tail
than the candidates, although their overall mass range and high-mass distribution
are very similar. To explore the dependence of any of our main conclusions on this
low mass tail, we repeat the non-candidate stack with a subsample of non-candidates
which are more similar to candidates in mass, such that the average mass of the dis-
tributions match. We remove all non-candidates whose log10 M
∗ < 9.6, resulting in a
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Figure 4.4 Stacked spectra of Lyman-break galaxies. Top panel: Stacks of good qual-
ity spectra for candidates (red), all non-candidates (dark blue), and bright and mas-
sive non-candidates (light blue) as described in the text. The rest frame wavelengths
of various observed interstellar lines are identified with the dashed lines. Bottom
panel: spectral ratio of the two stacks (i.e. candidate stack divided by non-candidate
stack). Various features which differ between the two samples are highlighted by the
ratio, which would be unity for identical features. Pink region indicates unity plus
or minus the sample standard deviations of the two samples added in quadrature.
Shaded regions indicate two features which depend on metallicity in rest frame UV
spectra that will be discussed in section 4.4.3.
sample of non-candidates with the same average stellar mass as the candidate sample,
〈Mstar/M⊙〉 ∼ 9.8. This high-mass sample includes 14 of the 20 non-candidates. Due
to the smaller number of non-candidates which meet this criteria in mass, the noise in
the stack is larger. The second (lighter) blue distributions in each panel of Figure 4.1
shows the sample differences when excluding these lowest mass galaxies. The stack of
the high-mass sample compared with the full sample of non-candidates is presented in
Figure 4.6. We find a slight increase in the equivalent width of some of the interstellar
absorption lines (e.g. Si IVλ1393), and a decrease in Lyα emission strength. But,
importantly, the comparison with the candidate stack remain unchanged, and thus
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Figure 4.5 Zoom in of the stacks (candidates in red and non-candidates in blue)
presented in Figure 4.4 around Lyα.
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Figure 4.6 Stacked spectra of high-mass Lyman-break galaxies. Stack of all non-
candidates as in shown in Figure 4.4 (black), and the stack of the high-mass sample
of non-candidates (blue). Interstellar absorption line properties of the high-mass stack
are very similar to that of the full sample. The major differences are a decrease in
Lyα emission and redder far-UV slope in the high-mass sample.
the main results of this study reported in the next sections would remain unchanged
if we used measurements made with this stack instead of the full one.
Our results are independent of any offsets in their mass distributions, and rather
reflect intrinsic differences between the candidates and non-candidates.
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Figure 4.7 Zoom-ins of bserved interstellar absorption lines in the stacked spectra.
In red is the candidate stack and in blue is the non-candidate stack in Figure 4.4
(candidate spectra are arbitrarily offset by 0.8 for clarity). Gaussian fits to each line
are shown as black dot-dashed lines. Fitted line centroids are shown as vertical lines
of appropriate color.
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Figure 4.8 Observed interstellar absorption lines, showing high-mass stacks. Same as
Figure 4.7, but instead the blue spectra are from the high-mass non-candidate stack.
The outflow velocities in candidates are larger than both the full non-candidate sample
in Figure 4.7 and high-mass non-candidate samples.
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4.3.2 Kinematic properties
In this section, we focus on the relative kinematic properties of the ISM in the
two samples of galaxies, which can be derived from the following observed interstellar
absorption lines: Si II λ1260, the O I/ Si II λ1303 blend, C II λ1334, Si IV λ1393
and λ1402, Si II λ1526, and Fe IIλ1608. As can be seen in Figure 4.4, the candidates
exhibit stronger absorption in the majority of these lines. Visual inspection of several
lines shows the candidates have larger velocity offsets. Both of these are also true of
the C IV λλ1548,1550 doublet, however due to the asymetric nature of the P-Cygni
profile, which is a combination of stellar absorption and emission, in combination
with further absorption by outflowing material in the ISM, we defer analysis of this
line to the next section.
We fit gaussian profiles to the seven interstellar lines mentioned above, where the
line center, width, continuum level and peak flux density are left as free parameters.
The observed and fitted absorption profiles are shown in Figure 4.7. (For comparison,
the same fits using the high-mass only non-candidate stack is shown in Figure 4.8).
We also calculate equivalent widths of each line by directly integrating the line flux in
the observed stack. We estimate the error on the equivalent width using the standard
deviation of 1000 Monte Carlo simulations generated from simulated stacks produced
from gaussian variates of each point according to the rms values in the continuum
regions around each line, as measured by IRAF.
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Figure 4.9 Comparison of measured outflow velocities from interstellar absorption
lines. Top: equivalent width vs the blueshift of that line’s centroid. Lines from the
candidate spectra are plotted in salmon (low ionization lines) and red (high ioniza-
tion lines), and for non-candidates, cyan (low-ionization) and blue (high ionization).
Bottom: The same data as the left panel, but this time each line property measured
from the non-candidate spectrum is plotted against the corresponding line property
measured from the candidate spectrum. Each point represents a different absorption
line. Equivalent width measures have been arbitrarily multiplied by 70 so as to be
plotted on the same figure, and have units A˚. Shaded region represents the fit from
Martin (2005) for outflow velocity as a function of SFR. Measurements are larger in
the candidate spectrum relative to non-candidates (i.e. lines are more blue shifted,
or higher equivalent width).
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We compare the line centroid relative to the rest wavelength of the line, and the
line equivalent width in Figure 4.9. The top panel of this figure shows the equivalent
width vs blueshift of each individual line fit in Figure 4.7 for both candidates and
non-candidates. In the figure we show low and high ionization lines color coded
separately, although we do not see that there is any trend with ionization state. It is
apparent however that there is a tendency for the absorption lines from the candidate
stack to exhibit a stronger blueshift with respect to the rest wavelength than the
non-candidates. This is indicative that the velocity of the wind is higher on average
among the candidate spectroscopic sample than that of the non-candidates. We show
the blueshift compared with the equivalent width. These lines are saturated (e.g.
Pettini et al., 2002; Shapley et al., 2003), and therefore any increase in equivalent
width is only weakly related to column density of that gas in the ISM. Rather, the
equivalent width is instead an indication of the spread in velocities of the absorbing
gas clouds in the ISM. Therefore, Figure 4.9 indicates that the candidates appear to
have faster outflow velocities and also a larger spread of velocities of its gas clouds in
the ISM, compared with non-candidates.
We also plot in the right panel the same measurements with a different represen-
tation, where each individual line is compared directly between the candidate and
non-candidate stack. In other words, the blue shift of any given line (i.e. Si IIλ1260)
in the candidate stack is compared directly with the blueshift of that same line in the
non-candidate stack. Similarly we compare directly the absolute values of equivalent
width in absorption of any given line (scaled 70 times, to be visible on the same axis
scale as blueshift. Note that the units on equivalent width are in A˚, not km s−1). The
one-to-one line would indicate the exact same blueshift or equivalent width measured
in candidates and non-candidates for any given absorption line. This figure shows
more clearly that in nearly all measurements of blueshift and equivalent width, the
candidates show a larger measurement than the non-candidates, indicating that on
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a line by line basis, as well as globally, candidates exhibit higher velocity winds and
stronger equivalent widths than non-candidates.
Since the candidates on average have higher SFRs than non-candidates, we inves-
tigate how these wind velocities relate to each other in terms of the differences in SFR.
Relations between outflow velocity and SFR have been observed over many orders of
magnitude in galaxy SFR, and Martin (2005) identified a relation between outflow
velocity and SFR, such that V∝SFR0.35. This relation is based on the upper envelope
of the distribution of velocity vs SFR for galaxies at z∼1 (the full distribution stud-
ied there exhibits a lot of scatter on an individual galaxy basis). Other studies have
found similar relationships between SFR and outflow velocity for a variety of galaxy
populations (Weiner et al., 2009; Banerji et al., 2011; Song et al., 2014), (although
still other studies have found that a more significant relationship exists between out-
flow velocity and surface density of star-formation, see a more complete discussion
in Section 4.2). Here, we use the observed relation from Martin (2005) to see if our
observed velocity differences and SFRs are consistent with this relation. The relation
is given by logV =(0.35±0.06)log(SFR)+(1.56±0.13), where V is outflow velocity in
km s−1and SFR is in M⊙yr
−1. We plot this relation in Figure 4.9 (dashed line), where
we use the relation to predict the ratio of the average outflow velocities, given the
average SFRs of the two samples. The grey region outlines the region within the un-
certainties of the fit parameters for this relation (Martin, 2005). We see that most of
the interstellar lines from the two stacks follow this empirical scaling relation between
SFR and outflow velocity for galaxies at lower redshifts. Martin (2005) notes that
although the upper envelope of the velocity-SFR distribution for the lower redshift
sample of galaxies studied there follow this relation, at SFR > 10 the scatter in veloc-
ity at a given SFR is huge, and the slope may in fact be shallower. If such a scaling
relation exists, and is flatter than that suggested by Martin (2005) and Weiner et al.
(2009), the difference in outflow velocities between our two samples may be more
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significant than that expected purely from SFR differences using the scaling relation
of the upper envelope. Regardless, we find that these outflow velocities are consistent
with what is expected given the differences in their SFRs.
These blueshift measurements obviously rely on a robust measurement of systemic
redshift in each galaxy, and as discussed previously, the systemic redshift we measure
is subject to some uncertainty. With these data this is unavoidable. However, it
is possible to get a first order check on our conclusion of the difference in relative
outflow velocities between the two samples by comparing the net offsets in velocity
between the absorption lines and the Lyα. Because Lyα is a resonant line, it is
generally seen redshifted with respect to systemic in high-redshift galaxies, because
Lyα photons which scatter off outflows for example allows the line to redshift out of
resonance (Shapley et al., 2003; Steidel et al., 2011). Indeed, LBGs generically show
a difference in velocity between Lyα and interstellar absorption lines that is smaller
than the difference between rest wavelengths, suggesting Lyα scatters off outflows
in the background of galaxies (i.e. moving away) and interstellar lines absorbed by
outflowing gas in the foreground (i.e moving towards us). Therefore this net velocity
difference reflects the actual outflow velocity independent of the systemic redshift,
with smaller net wavelength difference indicating faster outflows (although we note
that the observed wavelength of Lyα may not trace the exact outflow velocity and
is not systemic). As can be seen in Figure 4.5, both samples exhibit Lyα profiles
which are redshifted, as would be expected if it traces outflowing gas and must be
redshifted out of resonance in order to travel freely. It is clear that the candidate Lyα
profile exhibits a larger redshift, whereas the non-candidates the Lyα profile closer
to the rest wavelength. In Figure 4.10, we plot a histogram of the velocity difference
between the peak wavelength of the Lyα profile, and the Guassian centroid of the
interstellar absorption lines. This figure shows that the net offsets in velocity differ
significantly between the two samples, with the candidates showing larger relative
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Figure 4.10 Velocity offsets between Lyman-alpha and interstellar absorption lines.
Histograms showing the velocity offset between Lyα and each absorption line pre-
sented in Figure 4.9. Candidates (red) show larger velocity offsets, indicative of
overall faster outflows than non-candidates (blue).
velocities between interstellar absorption and Lyα emission, independent of systemic
velocities.
4.3.3 Lyα properties
As is clear from the large jackknifed error bars on the stacks in Figure 4.5, which
reflect the variation among the individual spectra, the LBGs making up both our
samples exhibit a variety of Lyα properties. In the candidate stack, three galaxies
lack Lyα coverage, and of the remaining, about half exhibit Lyα in emission (one weak
detection, two with detected Lyα in excess of the average and two with detected Lyα
below the average). Of the non-candidates, one galaxy lacks Lyα coverage, and 9
show well detected Lyα emission, 4 have weak detections, and 6 are not detected.
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Figure 4.11 Comparison of Lyman-alpha equivalent width with that of the aver-
age equivalent width of low-ionization absorption lines in the ISM. Low-ionization
ISM lines used to define the average equivalent width are Si IIλ1260, OI/SiIIλ1303,
C IIλ1334, and Si IIλ1526. The data are from Shapley et al. (2003, black squares),
and Jones et al. (2012, grey and colored squares), where these points are binned by
properties in the legend (see text for full description). While non-candidates display
properties consistent with the trend of normal LBGs, candidates lie significantly off
the trend, simultaneously displaying strong Lyα and strong interstellar absorption.
Figure adapted from Jones et al. (2012)
To summarize, roughly half of each sample with Lyα spectral coverage has Lyα in
emission and the other half in absorption. This is in good agreement with the global
statistics observed among LBG at z ∼ 3 in general, in which roughly half have Lyα
detected in emission (e.g. Shapley et al., 2003). Thus, although the two samples of
spectra that enter in both stacks are relatively small, we do not believe that small–
number statistics is significantly affecting the average properties of each LBG sample
as represented by the two stacks.
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Since the SFR and overall UV spectra of the two samples are similar, the dif-
ferences between their Lyα lines very likely reflect differences in the coverage and
conditions of neutral Hydrogen in the ISM. As discussed previously, we observe the
candidate Lyα profile to be more redshifted than that of the non-candidates, which
may be reflective of the larger outflow velocities we observed in the previous section.
However, the presence of Lyα emission blue shifted with respect to the rest wave-
length may indicate the escape of Lyα photons through patchy or ionized foreground
ISM (e.g. Heckman et al., 2011) or be an indication of infall (e.g. Kulas et al., 2012).
In this section, we describe our measurement of the equivalent width of the Lyα line,
and present analysis based on this measurement.
In addition to being characterized by redshifted emission, the Lyα line in our
samples, like all galaxies at similar high-redshift, is characterized by asymmetric
profiles, including some blue shifted emission, as well as blue shifted absorption.
Measurement of the intrinsic equivalent width of Lyα at high-redshift is complicated
by additional intervening absorption due to neutral Hydrogen in the circum–galactic
medium of the galaxy and by the Lyα forest. This extrinsic absorption, i.e. not
intrinsic to the galaxy itself, makes defining the blue ward edge and shape of the Lyα
profile highly uncertain. To ensure an equal comparison with previous measures in
the literature, we adopt a similar procedure to that by Shapley et al. (2003); Stark
et al. (2010); Jones et al. (2012) when we measure the equivalent width of the Lyα.
Using the stacked spectrum of z∼3 of Shapley et al. (2003), we have reproduced their
measurement of Lyα equivalent width of 14.3A˚using a continuum level defined by the
mean value between rest wavelengths 1225-1235A˚, and where the bounds for the line
are defined as follows. The red ward edge of the Lyα profiles is defined by where the
flux in the line meets the continuum level, and the blue ward edge is defined to be
as far from the rest wavelength of Lyα as the point where the red side of the profile
hits the continuum, i.e. we use for the blue side of the line the same half–width at
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zero level observed for the red side. We found that this procedure reproduced the
documented equivalent width in Shapley et al. (2003) for their LBG stack within
our error on the equivalent width. We estimate our error on the equivalent width as
described in Section 4.3.2, except we use the jackknifed error on the stack to produce
gaussian variates on the stack, since this error is much larger than the continuum
rms in the vicinity of Lyα. Following this procedure, we find that the candidate
stack is characterized by much stronger Lyα equivalent width (20.8±2.1A˚) than the
non-candidate stack (13.3±0.8A˚). Furthermore, we note that non-candidates exhibit
a larger equivalent width of blue shifted Lyα than the candidates, and makes up a
higher fraction of the total equivalent width in Lyα (about 15%, compared to 7% in
the candidate stack).
We compare our measurement of Lyα equivalent widths to the general trend of
equivalent widths in Lyα and low-ionization interstellar absorption lines found among
z>3 LBGs in Figure 4.11, which is adapted from Jones et al. (2012). The figure shows
that, in general, the Lyα equivalent width correlates with the equivalent width of low-
ionization interstellar absorption lines. The sense of the correlation is that the larger
the equivalent width of low-ionization interstellar absorption lines the smaller the
emission equivalent width of Lyα, or the larger the absorption equivalent width of
Lyα (Shapley et al., 2003; Vanzella et al., 2009; Jones et al., 2012; Berry et al., 2012).
This is generally interpreted to indicate that Lyα is present in galaxies with patchy
neutral covering fraction of gas in the ISM, or clumpy ISM (e.g. Shapley et al., 2003;
Quider et al., 2009; Jones et al., 2012, 2013), since for Lyα to escape the galaxy it
must travel freely without neutral hydrogen in the foreground. Alternatively, Lyα
can escape if it is redshifted out of resonance (e.g. Verhamme et al., 2008; Steidel
et al., 2010).
Figure 4.11 also shows the general relation between the equivalent widths of the
low-ionization ISM lines and Lyαfor z∼4 LBGs that have been split into bins ac-
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cording to each of the following properties; equivalent width of Lyα (WLyα), UV
luminosity (MUV ), stellar mass (M*), UV slope (β), and SExtractor half-light radius
(rh). The cluster of colored points at low Lyα equivalent width are the half of z∼4
galaxies which are each the brightest, more massive, redder UV slope and larger radii.
Jones et al. (2012) note that all trends in Figure 4.11 with galaxy properties listed
above are due to their correlations with either the neutral gas covering fraction, or
the kinematics in the ISM.
The non-candidate stack has interstellar absorption and Lyα emission consistent
with the general trend of z∼3 LBGs. However the candidate stack does not, and
instead has stronger Lyα emission than expected given the large (negative EW) ab-
sorption.
Differences in morphology appear to correlate with this trend, as can be seen
by the purple points in this figure. When split by half-light radius, larger galaxies
make up the low equivalent width of Lyα part of the trend, while small galaxies have
stronger Lyα. Vanzella et al. (2009); Law et al. (2012a) find a relationship between
Lyα and half-light radius, such that smaller galaxies are more likely to have Lyα
in emission (see also Malhotra et al., 2012), although Pentericci et al. (2010) find
no dependence of Lyα properties and UV morphology. Our two samples are not
explicitly split in size, they are roughly split in the mass-size diagram (see Figure
4.1) and therefore comparison in the context of the trend with galaxy size may be
complicated by the overlap in their size distributions. However, if we compare the
candidates to galaxies in the small size bin, the discrepancy between the candidates
and the LBG trend of Lyα and low-ionization lines becomes even larger. Given their
smaller size on average, it might be expected that candidates should exhibit weaker
interstellar absorption than non-candidates (although we note again that the results
of Jones et al. (2012) suggest that other galaxy properties are not the major cause
of the trend in interstellar absorption and Lyα emission). The candidates, however,
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Table 4.1 Equivalent Width Measures
Galaxy Sample Line equivalent width [A˚]
Candidates C IV [abs] -5.2 ± 0.3
C IV [em] 0.9± 0.1
He II 1.9 ± 0.2
Lyα 20.8 ± 2.1
Non-candidates C IV [abs] -3.0 ± 0.2
C IV [em] 0.3 ± 0.1
He II Undetected [rms=0.09]
Lyα 13.3 ± 0.8
are not just smaller, they are denser and have a generally larger stellar mass and
star formation rate such that, if they quench soon after z ∼ 3, they are passively
evolving by z ∼ 2 and have stellar mass M > 1010 M⊙. We will discuss plausible
interpretations of this strong deviation among candidates in Section 4.4.
4.3.4 X-ray properties
In this section, we investigate any evidence in the data that either sample is
affected by AGN activity. In Williams et al. (2014), the X-ray and infrared properties
of the parent samples of candidate and non-candidate LBGs were studied. Only 3
non-candidates were detected in the Chandra 4 Ms data, and X-ray stacking indicated
no statistical difference between the two samples. Additionally stacks in the Spitzer
24µm and Herschel 100µm images indicated no significant average IR emission among
candidates, and a minor (4σ) 24µm detection among non-candidates, i.e. possible
evidence of marginally larger dust obscuration. For the spectroscopic subsamples
studied here, no galaxies are X-ray detected, 3 galaxies are detected in the 24µm
images (2 candidates, 1 non-candidate) and one of those two candidates has a 100µm
detection based on the 24µm position. The high number of non-detections may very
well be due to the fact that fluxes at these wavelengths for z>3 galaxies are below the
detection limits of the survey, rather than indicating a lack of (faint) AGN presence.
To test for this possibility we have repeated the X-ray stacking in the Chandra 4 Ms
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imaging for this subsample of LBGs as in Williams et al. (2014). We find that the
spectroscopic candidates show a very marginal detection in the soft band only, with
only 1.6σ significance. The average luminosity implied is 3.8x1041 erg sec−1cm−2,
too low to be the result of AGN activity. There is no significant detection in the
hard band, suggesting that the soft–band detection, if real, is most likely due to
star formation rather than AGN activity. The non-candidate sample do not show
significant stacked signal in either band.
4.3.5 C IV and He II Properties
Figure 4.12 shows that candidates have larger equivalent width of C IV both in
the absorption and emission components of the P-Cygni profile, as well as He II in
emission. The non-candidate spectrum however, exhibit smaller equivalent widths
in both absorption and emission components of C IV and have no detected He II
in emission. We list the measured equivalent widths for each sample in in Table
4.1. In this section, we present analysis of AGN contribution and constraints on the
properties of their stellar populations based on these two features in the spectra of
the two samples.
4.3.5.1 Emission lines and AGN
The presence of AGN can be identified by broad emission lines, and assessed using
a host of emission line diagnostics (Baldwin et al., 1981; Veilleux & Osterbrock, 1987;
Dopita & Sutherland, 1996; Kewley et al., 2006). Unfortunately without rest frame
optical (observed near-infrared) spectroscopy we miss a large set of potential emission
line probes of AGN. Rest frame UV spectroscopy of narrow-line and broad-line AGN
have been studied among the LBG samples in Steidel et al. (2002); Hainline et al.
(2011). The stacked spectra of these LBGs with AGN differ significantly from either
of our samples, in that they exhibit strong and broad emission in many high ionization
lines including N V N IV ], and C IV and also the low ionization line He II . We detect
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Figure 4.12 C IV and He II properties of the stacked spectra. Zoom-ins ofC IV
and He II visible in candidate (red) and non-candidate (blue) spectra in Figure 4.4.
Errorbars reflect sample standard deviation, as described in section 4.2.4
neither N V nor N IV ]. We detect both C IV and He II in emission in the candidate
spectrum, but their properties are very different from what is observed in AGN. The
C IV emission is clearly a P-Cygni profile and, like He II is commonly observed among
star–forming galaxies and lacks the strong and broad emission characteristic of AGN.
We compute the ratio of the equivalent widths of C IV and He II to compare with
typical AGN values.
We find an equivalent width ratio of C IV to He II of 0.5±0.1, well below the
AGN diagnostic ratio > 1.5 for narrow-line AGN and high-redshift radio galaxies
(McCarthy, 1993; Corbin & Boroson, 1996; Humphrey et al., 2008; Matsuoka et al.,
2009), showing that even if an AGN were present, it would be very weak and in any
case not a significant contributor to the emission lines.
As a comparison, Hainline et al. (2011) find that the equivalent widths of C IV
and He II in a composite spectrum of narrow-line AGN in LBGs at z∼2-3 would
yield a line ratio of ∼2±0.2, well in excess of what we find in the candidate stack.
Their subsample of AGN which have Lyα equivalent width < 63A˚, which is their
subsample of AGN with the weakest emission lines and the lowest C IV/He II ratio,
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is still in excess of what we find, with a ratio equal to 1.5±0.4). Although this may
not be a conclusive rejection of AGN presence in these galaxies, to the best of the
ability of the data we have available, we do not see obvious evidence that either
sample is dominated by AGN activity. Further exploration of this possibility will
be possible with NIR spectroscopy, to access the rest-frame optical emission lines in
these galaxies.
4.3.5.2 Contribution from massive stars and their properties
Both the C IV P-Cygni feature and the He II emission line, which originate from
WR and other massive stars, are specifically related to the stellar metallicity, because
the higher opacity results in increased radiation pressure (Vink & de Koter, 2005).
Additionally, the mass loss rates for WR stars appear to be metallicity dependent,
with higher mass loss rates for increased metallicity (Vink & de Koter, 2005). Thus,
the ratio of WR stars to O type stars correlates with metallicity, in the sense that at
higher metallicity, more O stars evolve through a WR phase because the mass thresh-
old for evolving through the WR phase is lower. At lower metallicity the threshold
for a WR phase is at a much higher mass, and therefore, for a given initial mass
function (IMF), fewer stars will become WR (Maeder, 1991; Meynet, 1995; Crowther
et al., 2002; Gra¨fener & Hamann, 2005; Meynet & Maeder, 2005; Lo´pez-Sa´nchez &
Esteban, 2010). Therefore, an increase in the metallicity of a galaxy increases the
likelihood of observing WR-associated features (Brinchmann et al., 2008b,a).
The presence and luminosity of the He II emission line in the spectra of WR stars
also depends on the metallicity (Crowther & Hadfield, 2006), and in low-metallicity
WR stars, the line may be absent altogether. Brinchmann et al. (2008b) find that in
an (instantaneous) starburst model, the He II emission from O-type stars will increase
until the emission peaks during the WR phase of the stars formed in the burst. In
the case of continuous star-formation, however, the equivalent width of He II will
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eventually plateau at equivalent width ∼1.5A˚until star-formation ceases, provided
the metallicity is at least half solar (Brinchmann et al., 2008b). It is interesting to
note that in Table 4.1 we measure an equivalent width in He II of 1.9±0.3A˚, roughly
consistent with their value. In any case, the presence of the line in the candidate
average spectrum and its absence in that of the non-candidates suggests that the
former have higher metallicity than the latter, in agreement with the relative strength
of the C IV feature.
In the rest of this section, we investigate evidence for metallicity differences using
what indicators we have available in the rest frame UV. Rix et al. (2004) established a
variety of UV metallicity indicators, based on photospheric blends of iron in massive
stars (the 1978A˚ index). Due to the high-redshift of our galaxies and relatively noisy
spectra, we do not have good signal to noise in this spectral region of our stacks.
Other metallicity indices exist based on photospheric blends between 1370-1500A˚
(Leitherer et al., 2001; Rix et al., 2004; Sommariva et al., 2012), in regions of our
stacks with higher signal-to-noise. These indices have been used as metallicity indi-
cators using bright lensed LBGs (Quider et al., 2009, 2010; Dessauges-Zavadsky et al.,
2010), and also on a stack of 75 spectra at z∼2 (Halliday et al., 2008). It is unclear if
with the noisiness of the continuum in our stacks and the redshift uncertainties that
these would provide robust measures of metallicity. However, as mentioned above,
stellar wind lines in the UV are metallicity dependent, and Keel et al. (2004) also
noted the metallicity dependence of the C IV P-Cygni profile properties in obser-
vations, very similar to those in spectral synthesis codes (Rix et al., 2004; Eldridge
& Stanway, 2009), such that both the absorption and emission components increase
their equivalent width with increasing metallicity. Such properties of the winds of
hot massive stars, and their variation with metallicity, have been incorporated into
the Starburst99 library of theoretical UV spectra (Leitherer et al., 1999, 2010).
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Although it is not possible to use the exact equivalent width to estimate the
average metallicity of the galaxies in the stack using these models, we can use them
in a relative way to try to estimate how much more metal rich the candidates may be
than the non-candidates, based on their stellar wind signature. To illustrate further
the dependence on metallicity of both the emission and absorption component of
the C IV P-cygni profile in (purely stellar, excluding interstellar absorption) spectra,
we have calculated the equivalent width of both components in Starburst99 models
of varying metallicity. We have generated models at the five metallicity intervals
available (0.05, 0.2, 0.4, 1, 2 Z⊙) with continuous star-formation at an age of 60
Myr. We convolve the model spectra with a gaussian of FWHM matching that of
our observed VLT spectra, and calculate the equivalent width in both the emission
and absorption components of C IV from each model. To illustrate the variation
in C IV properties between any two models of differing metallicity, we calculate the
equivalent width ratio (i.e. equivalent width of C IV1/ equivalent width of C IV2)
and plot it as a function of metallicity ratio, Z1/Z2 in Figure 4.13. The left panel of
Figure 4.13 shows this for the stellar C IV absorption component from the models
(points), where it is obvious that the equivalent width ratio in stellar absorption is
strongly correlated with the metallicity ratio. The equivalent width ratio is related
to the metallicity ratio as a well-fit power-law. The C IV absorption in our spectra,
however, are a blend of both stellar absorption as in the Starburst99 models, but
also interstellar absorption, and from these data it is impossible to separate the two
components. Therefore, we cannot use the measured C IV absorption as an estimate
of metallicity.
The emission component, however, both in the models and our observed stacks
is indeed stellar in origin. In the right panel of Figure 4.13, we repeat the same
comparison for the emission component. The variation in equivalent width of the
emission component is a bit more complicated than the absorption, but a trend of
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increasing equivalent width with metallicity is still apparent. We measure the ob-
served ratio of equivalent width in the C IV emission in the candidate stack to that of
the non-candidates, and include this as a horizontal line in the right panel of Figure
4.13. The dashed lines represent the propagated errors from the equivalent width
measurements. Although the complicated nature of the equivalent width ratio of
emission as a function of metallicity ratio precludes a robust translation of equivalent
width ratio to value of metallicity ratio (as for example might be possible using the
linear fit to the absorption component), the intersection of the observed ratio with
the relation from the models clearly corresponds to a ratio larger than 1, indicative
that the candidates have larger metallicity than non-candidates.
Although the emission components of C IV are stellar in origin, their equivalent
width may be eroded by interstellar absorption near systemic, and it is impossible to
tell if it preferentially does so in one sample vs the other. Therefore, we see if the
C IV absorption component at least agrees with our conclusion of increased metallicity
after some simple assumptions.
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Figure 4.13 The metallicity dependence of the C IV equivalent width. Metallicity
is related to equivalent width (EW) of C IV, such that equivalent width increases
with increasing metallicity. The relationship between EW of C IV and metallicity
is quantified using Starburst99 models (Leitherer et al. 2010) of varying metallic-
ity generated as described in the text. Top: The relationship between the ratio of
equivalent width in C IV (absorption component) for any two Starburst99 models as
a function of the ratio of the metallicities of those models (points). Diamond points
are the ratio of equivalent width in C IV absorption of two models, as a function of
the metallicity of ratio. The observed ratio in C IV equivalent width of candidates to
non-candidates (stellar absorption component, with approximate ISM contribution
removed), is indicated by the horizontal lines as described in the text. Dotted lines
are propagated equivalent width errors. Right Panel: Same as left panel, but the
equivalent width of C IV is the emission component.
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In both stacks, C IV absorption equivalent width exceeds that of the other ISM
lines on average by a factor of two, indicative of the additional contribution of stellar
absorption. To compare the measured absorption component of C IV equivalent width
from the stacks to the Starburst99 models, we first use the other ISM absorption lines
as proxies for the interstellar component in the absorption of C IV. We do this two
conservative ways. We first subtract an estimate of the contribution to the equivalent
width from interstellar absorption using the largest equivalent width for the high-
ionization line Si IV, which comes from the Si IVλ1393 line in both samples. We
then calculate the equivalent width ratio of candidates to non-candidates, using these
ISM-corrected stellar C IV equivalent widths. This result, with the propagated errors
on the equivalent width measurement, is shown as purple horizontal lines in the left
panel of 4.13. We repeat the ISM-corrected equivalent width ratio using a more
conservative estimate of the ISM contribution, by using the largest equivalent width
of all ISM lines we measure, that of the blend O I/Si IIλ1303 (orange). We find that
in both cases, the ratio of equivalent widths imply that candidates are more metal
enriched relative to non-candidates, by at least a factor of 2, and quite possibly larger,
in agreement with the findings from the emission component.
4.4 Discussion
The observations that we have presented are concordant in showing that 1) the
candidates exhibit more energetic feedback than the non–candidates in the form of
faster and more turbulent outflows; 2) the candidates have more intense Lyα emission
along with strong interstellar absorption, significantly deviating from the general
trend of LBGs, pointing to a distribution of H I that is more conducive to the escape
of Lyα photons than in the non candidates; 3) the candidates have larger metallicity
than the non–candidates. We now discuss these three lines of evidence in more detail.
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4.4.1 Evidence for differences in feedback in the ISM
Figures 4.5 and 4.11 show that on average the candidates exhibit strong, redshifted
Lyα emission, in combination with large equivalent width of interstellar absorption
lines, characteristics which strongly deviate from the overall trend observed in LBGs
at z ∼ 3. Strong Lyα emission may escape a star–forming galaxy if the ISM has
patchy distribution around the production regions, i.e. if there are holes punched in
the neutral medium by ionizing sources, or, if the line is generated in the receding
part of the outflow and is redshifted to an extent that its wavelength is too long for
resonant scattering by the intervening ISM. In this section, we discuss the evidence for
each of these processes in our samples, and the implications they have for energizing
the ISM.
4.4.1.1 Holes in neutral gas and covering fraction
Evidence of holes in the ISM of very compact star–forming galaxies has been
reported by Heckman et al. (2011), who have studied local analogs to LBGs with
high-resolution UV spectroscopy. The authors found that among galaxies that exhibit
significant leakage of Lyα, and also of ionizing radiation, 75% also contain a very
compact star-forming region (identified as a dominant compact object; DCO). The
interpretation is that holes in the ISM, presumably created by feedback in the dense
environment, allow both ionizing and Lyα photons to escape. As a consequence, they
also observed that the stellar continuum partially filled in absorption lines. In these
cases, the Lyα emission is observed as either a single peak Lyα line with significant
flux blueshifted relative to the resonant wavelength of the line, or, as a double–
peaked line with the secondary peak located blue ward of the resonance wavelength.
Between 30 and 75% of the total emission equivalent width of the line is contributed
by wavelengths bluer than resonance. Galaxies with no filled–in interstellar lines and
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no leaking ionizing radiation have no Lyα emission at wavelengths bluer than the
resonance one.
Our candidate sample is similar to that of the DCO, in that their ΣSFR are of
similar order (the DCO have SFR ∼ 101 M⊙yr−1 and radii ∼100pc), and veloci-
ties from ISM line centroids in excess of 700 km s−1. In both stacks, despite being
redshifted relative to the resonance wavelength by several hundred km s−1 we still
observe some Lyα emission at wavelength bluer than the resonance one. However,
we found a lower fraction of the emission equivalent width is contributed by these
blue wavelengths compared to the galaxies in Heckman et al. (2011). Specifically, we
find 7% for the candidates and 15% in the non-candidates, which suggests that the
distribution of H I around the regions of Lyα production has holes.
We do not observe any obvious filling–in of the interstellar lines as observed in the
spectra of the leaking DCOs, although this could be an effect of the lower resolution
of our spectra compared to those by Heckman et al. (2011). In low resolution spectra
such as ours, however, the equivalent width of saturated absorption lines, like the low–
ionization metal lines that we are considering here, does not depend on the column
density of the absorbing trough but on the velocity spread of the individual clouds.
Thus, it is possible that any fill–in of the lines is diluted at our resolution and lost in
the general velocity field of the trough.
Whether or not this difference in Lyα properties between candidates and non-
candidates is due to a difference in the neutral gas covering fraction is difficult to say.
In both samples, the fraction of blue shifted Lyα is uncertain due to the uncertainties
in the systemic redshift estimates. In the case of the candidates, the majority of the
Lyα emission is strongly redshifted, which may indicate that the emergence of the
Lyα flux is modulated significantly by outflows. We will discuss evidence for this
point in depth in Section 4.1.2. Nevertheless, a difference in the H I covering fraction
between our samples is qualitatively consistent with the morphologies shown in Figure
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4.2. This figure illustrates the differences in morphology between our samples with
rest-frame UV (tracing star-forming regions) and optical color (tracing the stellar dis-
tribution) composites. Non-candidates generally appear to be less concentrated, with
more extended and disturbed morphologies, and most importantly often show the
presence of UV flux from unobscured star-forming knots. Meanwhile, the candidate
sample are characterized by smaller half-light radii and steeper Sersic indices (n>2)
(Williams et al., 2014), indicative of dense bulge-like stellar distributions. Thus, it is
worth noting that the differences we observe in the ISM as probed by the Lyα prop-
erties could be related to morphology. Previous studies have found links between
ISM properties, outflows and morphology. Law et al. (2012a) found that larger LBGs
in general may exhibit a decreased gas evacuation efficiency from feedback based on
their measurements of less strongly ionized outflows, and larger optical depth of gas
at the systemic redshift of the galaxies. They also found the largest outflow veloci-
ties from the smallest galaxies. Our results are qualitatively in agreement with this
finding. Furthermore, if the gas distribution traces that of the forming stars, then
the compactness of the candidates may imply that the larger energy density (both
radiation density and density of the outflows) from such compact stellar distributions
has a preferentially larger cross-section with the total ISM distribution (Heckman
et al., 2011), and thus impact on the future activity of star formation, compared to
the patchier more extended distribution non-candidates.
4.4.1.2 Redshifted Lyα
The stronger interstellar absorption of the candidates implies a larger spread of
velocities in the absorbing trough, which in turn suggest that their gas kinematics
is more turbulent than the non–candidates, likely as the result of a more extreme
feedback in their denser environment. This is also in qualitative agreement with the
faster velocity of the outflow of the candidates. The relatively exceptional ISM of
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the candidates is illustrated in Figure 4.11, which shows that while the equivalent
widths of Lyα emission and interstellar line absorption of the non–candidates follow
the general trend observed for LBG at z ∼ 3-4, the candidates markedly deviate from
it because their Lyα emission is too strong given the amount of interstellar absorption.
In fact, given the equivalent width of the interstellar lines of the candidates, their Lyα
should have been observed in absorption had they followed the general trend.
Another evidence that the Lyα emission from the candidates is, on average, sig-
nificantly different from that of the general LBG population is illustrated in Figure
4.14 (adapted from Shapley et al., 2003; Shibuya et al., 2014). This figure shows
another trend characteristic of both LBGs and also Lyman-alpha emitters (LAEs)
at 2<z<3, which is that the velocity offset between Lyα and ISM absorption lines
decreases as the EW of the Lyα increases. Galaxies with stronger Lyα emission ex-
hibit lower velocity offsets, whereas galaxies with Lyα in absorption exhibit the larger
velocity offsets. Other studies find similar trends (Vanzella et al., 2009; Jones et al.,
2012; Song et al., 2014), although Berry et al. (2012) do not find this correlation very
significant on an individual galaxy basis, presumably due to the larger scatter in the
measurements from individual spectra. Our two average spectra show that while the
non–candidates are in very good agreement with this general trend, the candidates
strongly deviate from it, in the sense that their average velocity offset (the mean value
of all lines from Figure 4.10 is ∼970 km s−1) is much larger than that of the other
galaxies given the observed Lyα strength. Again, given the observed velocity spread,
the Lyα of the candidates should have been observed in absorption had the general
trend be followed1. We suggest that winds accelerated to very high speed very close
1We noted in Section 4.2.3 that were we to adopt other methods of deriving systemic redshifts,
we would still arrive at all our main conclusions. This is not entirely true in the case of the Lyα
velocity offset relative to the interstellar absorption lines; using the method of Adelberger et al.
(2005), the mean velocity offset measured from the candidate stack decrease to ∼560 km s−1, and is
identical to non-candidates. This is expected, as this method assumes all our galaxies have the same
average velocity offsets of their galaxy sample, and ignores inherent differences between our two
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Figure 4.14 The relationship between equivalent width of Lyman-alpha and velocity
offset between Lyman-alpha and interstellar absorption lines. As equivalent width of
Lyα decreases the velocity offset increases. The candidates lie significantly off this
trend. In black are data reproduced from Shapley et al. (2003, LBG at z∼3; circles)
and Shibuya et al. (2014, Lyα emitters; LAEs; squares).
to the galactic center, in combination with fast outflows could produce the deviation
from the global trend of LBGs.
The redshifted, high equivalent width Lyα seen among candidates could also be
a result of Lyα scattering off HI in the immediate circumgalactic medium, and in
particular, the outflowing gas. Diffuse Lyα halos have been seen among LBG at z∼3,
regardless of their spectroscopically determined Lyα equivalent width (i.e. emission
or absorption; Steidel et al., 2011). These diffuse halos are faint relative to the
samples. We still detect faster outflows from the ISM lines themselves compared to non-candidates
using the Adelberger method, however, the candidates’ deviation from the overall LBG trend in
Lyα equivalent width and velocity difference is smaller. However, the high equivalent width of Lyα
remains.
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UV continuum emitted by the central galaxy but appear to be generically present,
independent of the morphological properties of LBG. In some cases, the total Lyα
flux from halo regions between 2-4 arc seconds around the galaxies is similar to that
being emitted from the central 2” (see Hayashino et al., 2004). The main driver of
the Lyα emission in the halos is likely the fraction of photons that are able to escape
the central regions (Steidel et al., 2011).
The faintness of these diffuse halos can to some extent be attributed to a decreased
density of the outflowing neutral gas with radius as the outflow increases volume,
and the fact that escaping Lyα photons end up distributed over the much larger
projected area of the halo. A simple model of such outflowing media was outlined in
Steidel et al. (2010), who showed that scattering of Lyα photons off circumgalactic
gas in a high velocity, spherically symmetric outflow with a uniform velocity field
(i.e. independent of galactocentric radius) and a covering fraction which is radially
dependent could explain the redshifted Lyα emission seen in LBGs. In this context,
it is possible that the high-velocity outflowing medium immediately surrounding the
candidate galaxies at small galactoccentric radius could be capable of redshifting the
Lyα we observe. As discussed in Steidel et al. (2011), if strong Lyα is observed in
combination with strong interstellar absorption, the two must be originating from
physically distinct regions, or the Lyα would be modified (e.g. the global trend in
Figure 4.11 seen by Shapley et al., 2003; Jones et al., 2012). It is possible that, due to
the strong outflowing medium in combination with the compact sizes of our galaxies,
that dense, outflowing circumgalactic material at small galactocentric radius may
scatter sufficient Lyα to reproduce the Lyα profiles we observe.
Mapping scattered light from outflowing material outside the ISM of the galaxy
may confirm or reject this interpretation either through narrow band imaging or
spectroscopy (e.g. Steidel et al., 2011; Martin et al., 2013). We conclude based on
this data that the deviations of candidates from the trends of LBGs in terms of their
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Lyα properties and other ISM properties is an indication of fast winds, suggestive
that feedback is very effective in compact LBGs.
4.4.1.3 Implications
Taken all together, the larger outflow velocity of the candidates, their larger ve-
locity field as traced by the strength of the interstellar absorption, the presence of sig-
nificant Lyα emission blue ward of the line resonant wavelength as well as the overall
strength of the Lyα emission lines, delineate a scenario where the ISM of these galax-
ies is subject to a more extreme form of feedback compared to the non–candidates
and the general LBG population. This feedback would accelerate galactic winds to
higher speed at shorter distance from the galaxy center than in non–candidates (so
that the surface brightness of the line remains high and contributes to observed flux)
and create a patchy distribution of neutral hydrogen such that Lyα photons can es-
cape, including those close to the resonance wavelength or even blue ward of it. The
more extreme feedback also produces a generally more turbulent ISM. Since the can-
didates differ from the non–candidates for being more compact, and having higher
surface density of star-formation, their more extreme feedback might be the result of
the denser environments where star formation takes place. We will discuss this point
in depth in Section 4.3.
4.4.2 The origin of faster winds among candidates
In Section 4.3 we presented evidence that the LBG studied here have fast (>400
km s−1) outflows, with systematically faster outflows (line centroids up to ∼800
km s−1) and significantly larger equivalent width seen among candidates. Under-
standing the origin of these outflows is important in the context of star-formation
quenching. The presence of these strong winds in candidates, which are clearly more
powerful than those in more normal SFGs of similar mass at similar epoch, i.e. the
non-candidates, is an indication that the conditions in the ISM of candidates may
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be more hostile to cold gas, and lends support to the hypothesis of Williams et al.
(2014) that the candidates may quench sooner than normal SFGs. In this section, we
discuss the plausible origins for these outflows.
Conventionally AGN have been attributed to the generation of fast (∼1000 km s−1)
winds (Trump et al., 2006; Tremonti et al., 2007; Sturm et al., 2011; Rupke & Veilleux,
2013; Gabor & Bournaud, 2014; Genzel et al., 2014), but see also Coil et al. (2011).
For candidates, the properties of emission lines from our limited data do not indicate
evidence of a detectable AGN. The rest-frame UV spectroscopic properties of AGN
among LBGs at z∼2-3 have been studied by Steidel et al. (2002); Hainline et al.
(2011), and do not share similar properties with our candidate sample. If an AGN
is present but obscured, this could prevent its presence from being detected in the
He II / C IV emission line ratio. In a recent analysis of a compact post-starburst
galaxy from the sample of candidate progenitors of local passive galaxies (Marchesini
et al., 2014), Cemile Marsan et al. (2014) do find evidence of an obscured AGN
using rest frame optical emission lines. Their galaxy, like ours, is not X-ray detected,
and has a similarly small C IV / He II emission line ratio (∼0.8). However, Rupke
et al. (2005); Krug et al. (2010) found that obscured AGN do not launch high-speed
large-scale outflows, and rather only launch local outflows near the central black
hole. Further analysis including restframe-optical spectroscopy will be necessary to
investigate further the presence of AGN and its effect in driving winds in compact
LBGs.
Whether or not star-formation driven (or supernova driven) winds are capable of
halting star-formation on galaxy scales is still a matter of debate. Starburst driven
winds often occur with lower velocities (∼500km s−1, e.g. Fabian, 2012). However,
evidence that star-formation can launch high velocity winds is accumulating, espe-
cially at high SFR surface densities, (Heckman et al., 2011; Diamond-Stanic et al.,
2012; Bradshaw et al., 2013; Sell et al., 2014).
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Our candidates have on average larger SFRs (although overlapping distributions
in SFR), but have distinctly higher surface density of star-formation (see Figure 4.1).
As discussed in Section 4.1, their surface density of SFR are similar to those of the
DCO, whose outflows were determined to be star-formation driven (Overzier et al.,
2009; Heckman et al., 2011). Therefore it is possible that the surface density of
star-formation is related to our detection of differences in outflow velocities. (Nev-
ertheless, as we showed in Section 3, our data is also consistent with the scaling
relation presented in Martin (2005) between velocity and SFR.) Based on conflicting
evidence in the literature, it is unclear if outflow velocities in SFGs are universally
correlated with SFR or SFR surface density (Martin, 2005; Rupke et al., 2005; Erb
et al., 2012; Weiner et al., 2009; Sato et al., 2009; Rubin et al., 2010; Steidel et al.,
2010; Chen et al., 2010; Kornei et al., 2012; Law et al., 2012a; Bordoloi et al., 2013; Lee
et al., 2013b; Song et al., 2014).With this data it is not possible to identify whether
star-formation or surface density of star-formation is more strongly correlated with
outflows in our galaxies.
Our detection of significant populations of massive evolving stars (i.e. the WR
population), which currently affect the ISM with their strong winds, is consistent with
this idea that the outflows we detect are star-formation driven. The feedback from
radiation and winds of the massive stars themselves (while on the main sequence) is
especially significant at high stellar surface densities, leading (Hopkins et al., 2010a)
to conclude that feedback from massive stars sets a limit on stellar surface densities in
galaxies (Σmax ∼1011M⊙kpc−2; similar to that observed in z∼2 ultra-compact passive
galaxies Cassata et al., 2011, 2013). These WR stars are expected to form SNe on
short timescales. It has been shown that SNe from concentrated groups of young
stars, such as that in large star-clusters, may be more effective at evacuating gas
than isolated SNe (e.g. Murray et al., 2011; Nath & Shchekinov, 2013; Sharma et al.,
2014). Therefore, in such compact galaxies as our candidate sample, the compact
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stellar configurations of both the massive stars and SNe could thus be very effective
at evacuating gas, compared to more extended distributions of stars.
4.4.3 Evidence for differences in metallicity
The implication that candidates exhibit higher metallicities may be important
for the efficacy of feedback in the near future (i.e. over the next Gyr) as these
galaxies evolve. If a significant portion of the feedback in these galaxies comes from
a dense concentration of high-mass stars with strong stellar winds affecting a very
concentrated distribution of cold ISM gas, this feedback may increase its impact as
the metallicity of the galaxy continues to increase.
The strength of winds from WR stars in particular, the features of which we
have observed in the candidate sample, is dependent strongly on metallicity (Vink
& de Koter, 2005), with wind velocity and mass loss (and therefore momentum)
increasing with increasing metallicity (e.g. Leitherer et al., 1992; Kudritzki & Puls,
2000; Crowther, 2000; Nugis & Lamers, 2000; Crowther & Hadfield, 2006; Crowther,
2007; Mokiem et al., 2007). Over time, therefore, as more metal enriched young stars
produce stellar winds, the energy deposition to the surrounding dense ISM is expected
to increase.
Although calibrating our metallicity measures onto an absolute scale is not possible
with our data, and therefore it is unclear that candidates are already at metallicities
high enough to be consistent with those of passive galaxies, the suggestion of enhanced
metallicities does provide evidence for a more advanced evolutionary state. It is not
currently possible to differentiate between a scenario where the candidate sample form
stars on a faster timescale and quench earlier, or, form earlier on a similar timescale
(but formed stars longer).
The presence of strong WR features, which arise during relatively short phases
(105 yrs) relative to the much larger timescale probed by the stack, argues for a rel-
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atively continuous star-formation history, perhaps driven by cold accretion, rather
than burst-like star-formation from mergers which could elevate their star-formation
during short periods of time. We argue that that the enhanced metallicity of the
candidates relative to the non–candidates is consistent with the idea that the former
form their stars on a faster timescale than the latter during a period of sustained
dissipative accretion of gas. Direct constraints on this interpretation will be possible
with future NIR spectroscopic observations that would not only allow robust systemic
redshifts to be measured, but also metallicity measurements, including α/Fe abun-
dances, which could directly test our interpretation that these galaxies follow a faster
evolution than normal main sequence galaxies.
4.4.4 Are The Candidates About To Quench Star Formation?
As detailed in Williams et al. (2014), the candidates have been selected based
on their morphology, stellar mass and star–formation rate to reproduce the observed
properties of the CPG at z ∼ 2, assuming that they quench their star formation
activity shortly after the epoch of observation. Is this assumption well posed and is
there any evidence that supports it?
We have provided evidence that the kinematics of the ISM of the candidates shows
that they are subject to a more energetic feedback than the non candidates. The half–
light radius of the candidates is ≈ 2× smaller than the non–candidates, and since
their average stellar mass is the about the same, the stellar density is ≈ 8× higher.
The velocity of the outflows of candidates also is ≈ 2× faster. Thus, the mechanical
energy density of the ISM of the candidates is roughly 32× larger than that of the
non candidates. Since the star–formation rate of the candidate also is larger by about
2×, the radiation energy density contributed by massive stars is also larger by the
same amount.
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The larger energy deposited in the ISM of the candidates is likely to increase its
turbulence, temperature and ionization state, and this is broadly consistent with the
observed Lyα properties, strength of the IS absorption lines and presence of He II
emission. The larger star–formation rate is also likely to result in large metallicity,
which is also consistent with the stronger C IV emission of the candidates. Their larger
star–formation rates would also produce more dust, except that the larger radiation
field and higher ISM temperature are likely to be conducive to destruction of dust
grains more effectively than in the non–candidates, a scenario that is supported by the
far–IR observations which show that dust–reprocessed emission is detected among the
non–candidates but not among candidates, despite their larger SFR (Williams et al.,
2014).
There is no evidence for AGN activity either in the X–ray emission or in the UV
of the candidates (as well as the non-candidates). So, if the quenching has to come
by feedback, then this is likely to be provided by star formation through heating and
removal of gas. The outflow velocity of both candidates and non candidates are very
likely larger than the escape velocity from the regions where the stars are forming,
vesc ∼
√
2GMstar/re ≈ 300 km s−1 for the candidates and ≈ 200 km s−1 for the non
candidates if the dark matter gravity can be neglected within the radius where star
formation is observed. We have no direct information about the mass loading of
the outflows, but if it is roughly proportional to the star formation rate (Heckman
et al., 2011), then over a similar period of time, e.g. from z ∼ 3 to z ∼ 2, the
candidates will have ejected one order of magnitude more gas in ≈ 1/5 of the time
than the non candidates, because their SFR is higher (2.5×), their outflow velocity is
larger (2× )and their size is smaller (2×). Combined with heating the gas to a larger
temperature, this might be sufficient to quench them.
Thus, it seems to us physically motivated to think that the candidates might
quench their star formation rate sooner and in a shorter time scale than the non–
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candidates. This supports the validity of the selection criteria (which was based solely
on morphology, stellar mass and starformation rate) that we adopted to identify them
as progenitors of z ∼ 2 CPGs. Unfortunately, we are not aware of any way at this
time to quantitatively predict, based on the observed properties of the candidates,
e.g. their ≈ 30× energy density relative to the non–candidates, when and how fast
they will quench. Future observations at (sub)millimiter wavelengths of the dust
content and cold gas morphology and kinematcs, e.g. with ALMA, as well as future
refinement of theoretical modeling of feedback, will provide a path to progess.
4.5 Summary
We have presented rest-frame UV spectroscopy of a sample of LBGs which may
be the progenitors of the high-redshift CPGs, compared with that of more normal
LBGs (in terms of the mass-size relation). We find evidence for faster outflows among
these candidate progenitors relative to non-candidate LBGs as traced by blue shifted
interstellar absorption lines. These lines also have higher equivalent widths, indicative
of a higher velocity dispersion among intervening clouds in the ISM. This strong
interstellar absorption is seen in combination with strong, redshifted Lyα which may
be explained by the strong outflows. Analysis of emission lines present in the rest-
frame UV spectrum do not suggest the presence of an AGN, and we conclude that
the outflows are star-formation driven. We see significant features due to massive
stars in candidates, in particular those of metal rich WR stars (C IV and He II ),
and argue that this is evidence that candidates are more metal enriched than normal,
extended LBGs at that epoch. This could be a result of an earlier formation time, or
a more rapid evolutionary timescale. We conclude that these plausible progenitors are
distinct from normal LBGs (at the same mass and epoch) and further investigation
of this sample, in particular with larger samples and NIR spectroscopy, will put
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important constraints on quenching mechanisms affecting compact galaxies at high-
redshift.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The goal of this thesis is to investigate formation scenarios for ETGs, and gain
insight into the physics of star-formation quenching. The analysis presented here
approaches this problem through the identification of their star-forming progenitors
and analysis of their properties. In this section, I present a summary of the results
presented in this thesis. I then discuss the results in the context of the formation
scenario for the first, compact and quenched galaxies, and return to the outstanding
issue of how massive, compact, high-redshift galaxies quench their star-formation. To
conclude this section, I outline some promising future pathways that may answer key
outstanding questions.
5.1 Summary: towards a complete evolutionary picture for
Early-type galaxies
In Chapter 2, we studied the clustering of SMGs, and found not only that these
galaxies cluster less strongly than previously thought, but that their clustering is
weaker than should be expected from the progenitor halos of massive cluster ETGs
at z∼0. Since publication of this study, our autocorrelation length measurement was
confirmed using cross-correlations (Hickox et al., 2012), suggesting that the descen-
dants of SMGs in the local Universe reside in moderate to high-mass groups (log
Mhalo ∼13; see Figure 5.1). Based on the current data, it appears unlikely that SMGs
may be the progenitors of the massive cluster ellipticals, as previously claimed (Lilly
et al., 1999; Eales et al., 1999; Webb et al., 2003; Weiß et al., 2009; Scott et al.,
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Figure 5.1 The evolution of clustering of dark matter halos over cosmic time, traced
by different galaxy types. The DMH mass for a corresponding clustering strength
(as measured by correlation length ro) at all epochs are shown as dotted lines. The
expected evolutionary track of DMHs traced by SMGs is the thick magenta dashed
line. The ro measured from SMGs by Williams et al. (2011a) was confirmed by
Hickox et al. (2012) using cross-correlations, and showed SMGs are unlikely to trace
the progenitor halos of massive cluster elliptical galaxies. Figure: (Hickox et al., 2012)
2006). Which high-redshift galaxies trace the progenitor halos of the most massive
halos in the local Universe remains to be discovered. Perhaps the compact ETG at
z∼2 evolve into the massive cluster ellipticals. We will discuss the evidence for this
in the literature, and how this idea may be tested with future data in Section 5.3.
As discussed extensively in Chapter 3, the morphologies of the old stellar popu-
lations in SMGs are much larger than, and inconsistent with, those of the compact,
quenched ETG at z∼2, suggesting the need for alternative evolutionary pathways to
form these compact galaxies. Motivated by their extreme morphologies, in Chapter
3, we identified a sample of LBGs which are morphologically similar to the compact
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ETGs. The results from this chapter indicated that compact SFGs exist at z∼3 in
sufficient numbers to explain the emergence of the quenched ETGs at z∼2, simply
through a rapid, internal quenching mechanism. Feedback mechanisms were inves-
tigated for a subsample of the compact SFGs in Chapter 4, where we found that
indeed the ISM in these galaxies appeared to suffer more extreme conditions than
normally-sized SFGs at the same epoch, as probed by the absorption of interstellar
gas, and the strong, redshifted emission of Lyα. The feedback processes energizing
the ISM are consistent with being internally driven by star-formation, plausibly winds
from massive stars. Further investigation with near-IR spectroscopy will be required
to fully understand the feedback sources affecting the star-forming gas, and also to
confirm or refute the evidence presented that the compact galaxies are more metal
rich.
Our picture of galaxy formation and evolution remains incomplete. However the
results presented in this thesis indicate that, among the great dispersion of ways in
which galaxies form and evolve, there is strong evidence in favor of yet another forma-
tion scenario for compact galaxies. The properties of these compact galaxies indicate
this process somehow manages to accrete gas onto galaxies in a highly dissipative way,
early in the Universe’s history, such that galaxies build up their stellar mass in very
compact regions. Thus, as a result of this process, the SF in galaxies proceeds rapidly
and efficiently, increasing mass and metal content on short timescales, and due to the
dissipation, the galaxies exhibit high surface densities of SF which may affect the cold
gas and future SF in the galaxies. The detailed physics of this dissipative process,
and its other observational signatures, remain to be investigated, as we will discuss
in Section 5.3.1.
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5.2 Quenching and morphology
The results presented in this thesis motivate some discussion of the role that com-
pact morphology plays in the evolution of ETGs. The fact that the first quenched
galaxies are compact, that their compactness is quite extreme, and that morpho-
logically similar SFGs with high surface densities of SFR are found with consistent
numbers and properties at redshifts prior to the emergence of compact ETGs, may
be telling us something profound about the quenching process. Plausibly, the high
surface density of SF that is required to form compact galaxies plays a major role in
the quenching in these objects.
This hypothesis is not a new idea in terms of the physics of feedback from star–
formation. Meurer et al. (1997) found evidence for a global star-formation intensity
limit out to z∼3 of approximately 45 M⊙kpc−2yr−1, where they hypothesize that
the high surface density of star-formation serves to pressurize the star-forming ISM
gas and generate galactic winds (e.g. Heckman et al., 1990). This limit was found
to exist over several orders of magnitude in size scales, from smaller starbursting
regions within galaxies (∼0.1 kpc) to large massive galaxies (∼10 kpc). The candidate
samples of Chapters 3 and 4 have similarly high surface densities of SF to this limit.
Since publication, outlier populations have been discovered which exhibit much more
extreme surface densities of SFR, orders of magnitude larger than this limit (up to
3000 M⊙kpc
−2yr−1; Diamond-Stanic et al., 2012). This particular sample exhibit very
fast winds without the presence of AGN, and their ISM properties suggest quenching
is imminent (Diamond-Stanic et al., 2012; Sell et al., 2014).
This high surface density of SF naturally results in high stellar densities once SF
has ceased. Hopkins et al. (2010a) have noted an empirically determined upper limit
to stellar surface density (ΣM∗ ∼ 1011M⊙kpc−2) which exist in stellar systems ranging
7 orders of magnitude in stellar mass and 5 orders of magnitude in size, from star
clusters to the cores of massive ETGs. The existence of this limit, as outlined by
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Hopkins et al. (2010a), implies that feedback from massive stars (i.e. their radiation
fields and winds) regulate further growth in such dense systems. Given our findings
in Chapters 3 and 4, this is a plausible explanation for the emergence of the compact
ETGs.
Some SMGs also have similarly high SFR surface densities, although their proper-
ties as a population are often much more diverse. Mene´ndez-Delmestre et al. (2009)
find SMGs with SFR surface densities ∼ 4-20 M⊙kpc−2yr−1, below (but approach-
ing) the limit identified by Meurer et al. (1997), but the star-forming regions in
SMGs is very extended, on scales 2-16 kpc in size (Swinbank et al., 2006; Mene´ndez-
Delmestre et al., 2009, 2013). Their stellar mass densities are thus on average lower
(e.g. 1.5x109M⊙kpc
−2; Targett et al., 2013), a factor of two lower than the z∼2
compact ETG, and factor of 8 lower compared to the ultra-compact ETG.
Extreme SMGs do exist, such as the 80 M⊙kpc
−2yr−1 SMG studied in Hodge et al.
(2013), however, again their morphologies imply they are totally inconsistent with the
compact ETG. Studies of rest-frame optical morphologies of SMGs studied in high-
resolution HST imaging confirm the large extended stellar distributions (Swinbank
et al., 2010; Mosleh et al., 2011; Targett et al., 2011; Bussmann et al., 2012; Targett
et al., 2013). There is no mechanism currently known by which a ∼ 4kpc diameter
massive SMG can shrink its stellar distribution down to ∼1.2kpc, in the very short
span of 1-2 Gyr. It is a much simpler and elegant hypothesis that morphologically
similar galaxies with high surface density of SF are more likely to be progenitors.
Gas-rich mergers such as SMGs and other starburst galaxies do in theory provide a
mechanism to dissipate angular momentum and form compact galaxies, but it appears
that they do not form compact galaxies, since during the epoch of their stellar buildup,
they do not appear compact at all. This very important issue is currently being
investigated in depth using high-resolution imaging and deep stacks of both SMGs
and compact ETGs in Giavalisco et al. (in preparation). If the high SFR surface
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densities found in SMGs will initiate quenching, they perhaps account for the massive,
normal-sized ETGs that begin to dominate later (e.g. Carollo et al., 2013), as seen in
Figure 1.5. This raises (several) important points however, which we outline below,
and must be addressed by future research.
5.3 Future directions
5.3.1 Cold Mode Accretion and the formation of compact galaxies
First, if gas rich mergers do not form galaxies that are consistent with the compact
ETG, how do the compact ETG become so compact? Cold accretion, as described
in Chapter 1, may very well be a plausible mechanism, as this gaseous accretion will
be very dissipative and therefore has an avenue by which to feed stellar buildup in
compact regions. If this is the case, it indicates that the compact ETGs mark the
sites of high-redshift galaxy formation by cold accretion.
Given the current technology, it is unclear how future studies may best test the
idea that these compact systems are tracing sites of cold accretion. This gas should
be pristine, making Lyα the most ideal tracer of this gas, and therefore to be observed
in absorption by background sources, the sources must be luminous, ionizing sources
(i.e. quasars). The cold gas is expected to be delivered via filamentary structures, and
the chance alignment with background sources such that the gas can be observed in
absorption would be unlikely (Stewart et al., 2011; Faucher-Gigue`re & Keresˇ, 2011).
Other processes such as fluorescence of Lyα may similarly make this inflowing gas
detectable (e.g. Cantalupo et al., 2012, 2014), although these systems are likely rare
like the absorption line systems. Fluorescence powered by ionizing radiation from
the star-formation in the galaxy itself, or cooling radiation from the infalling gas, i.e.
powered by gravitational energy loss (e.g. Goerdt et al., 2010), may be a more common
occurrance, possibly explaining the Lyα from LABs (Erb et al., 2011; Rauch et al.,
2011). Therefore, observations of Lyα from narrow-band imaging of circum-galactic
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regions of compact SFGs compared to normal SFGs with similar SFRs (possibly
enhanced through stacking of the images) may provide evidence in favor or against
this scenario. We plan to propose for this data in the future for compact SFGs at
suitable redshifts, i.e. those for which narrow-band filters have been tuned (z=2.85,
3.09, 3.43; e.g. Mostardi et al., 2013; Nestor et al., 2011; Giavalisco et al., 1994).
5.3.2 The relic signature of quenching in already passive galaxies
A source of uncertainty in understanding the quenching in the first passive galax-
ies is the correct identification of their progenitors. While to some extent this is
unavoidable, it may be possible to gain some insight without the need for progenitor
identification by studying the properties of the z∼2 passive galaxies themselves.
Recently, Whitaker et al. (2012) discovered that the age of stellar populations
(from SED fitting) of samples of these high-redshift quenched galaxies correlate with
stellar density and half-light radius; that is, the youngest of these quenched galax-
ies are also the smallest and densest. In particular, the photometry of these freshly
quenched systems suggest a stellar population dominated by A-type stars, indicat-
ing SF ceased within the last Gyr. Larger quenched galaxies contain older popu-
lations. This suggests a further connection between morphology and the feedback
that quenches SF at these epochs. At z∼0.6, powerful outflows (>1000 km/s) have
been shown to exist among very rare, compact, post-starburst galaxies (selected to
have strong Balmer absorption typical of A-type stars; Tremonti et al., 2007), a study
which concluded that the outflows are the relics of the winds launched during the SF
phase. WFC3 imaging of these post-starburst galaxies indicate they may be under-
going gas-rich merging, and there is evidence the quenching could be initiated by the
high surface density of SF on very short timescales (20 Myr; Diamond-Stanic et al.,
2012). Where this gas goes, and what its properties are, hold important clues to re-
constructing the process of SF quenching. Establishing the presence of and studying
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the relic outflows that must have wiped the ISM from these galaxies, and how the
properties of this gas correlate with the morphology and age of stellar populations,
is another avenue towards a complete understanding of quenching in high-redshift
galaxies. Such an analysis will be possible using optical spectroscopy of z∼1.2 ETGs
(of varying compactnesses). This data will cover Balmer lines from stellar absorption,
allowing measurements of systemic redshifts, lines probing interstellar absorption such
as CaH+K and MgII, the 4000A˚ break, providing age estimates. We plan to propose
for this data in the future.
5.3.3 Are the compact z∼2 ETGs the progenitors of massive cluster el-
lipticals?
A lot of recent work has investigated the plausibility that the decedents of the first
compact quenched galaxies at z∼2-3 are now cores of the massive ellipticals in the local
Universe. Evidence for this scenario comes from the similarity in their central density
profiles (Bezanson et al., 2009; Hopkins et al., 2009a), and also that the morphologies
of massive ellipticals at z∼0 can be explained by 3 or even 4 additional morphological
components, for example if the compact cores developed extended stellar halos (e.g.
Kormendy et al., 2009; Nipoti et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2013c).
As illustrated by Figure 5.1, measurements of DMH mass can assist in linking and
tracking progenitor and descendant galaxy populations. Therefore, the evolutionary
consistency between the DMHs of compact ETGs at z∼2 and local massive ellipticals
(and also compact SFGs and ETGs) can be assessed through calculation of their
auto-correlation functions, which have never been measured. Now that CANDELS
has reached its completion, the cosmic volume with which to search for these rare
compact galaxies has increased substantially. The larger surface area on the sky
with high-resolution imaging with which to robustly morphologically identify compact
galaxies now makes environmental analyses of both compact SFGs and ETGs possible.
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If compact galaxies do not form by merging, as their observational properties suggest
(Williams et al., 2014), it is unlikely that they are central galaxies in their halo; this
can be tested with a variety of measurements sensitive to halo mass and neighboring
galaxies (e.g. Lee et al., 2006). If compact galaxies are found to be central then the
properties of neighbors, such as their SF or quenched nature, will have important
implications for the fate of the compact centrals and their decline at lower redshifts
(e.g. if they are built up from the inside out; Bezanson et al., 2009). The DMHmasses
derived from these measurements will allow, for the first time, an assessment of the
evolutionary connection of compact SFGs and ETGs, as well as indicate if compact
ETGs reside in halos with mass > 1012, the threshold for shock heating cold accretion
(Keres et al. 2005). If they are found to reside in evolutionarily connected DMHs,
or if they are not, this measurement nonetheless will set an important constraint on
the mechanisms which drive the SF and quench it in these objects. Determining the
presence or absence of an evolutionary connection between the DMHs of compact
SFGs and ETGs will provide a key constraints which may help answer the remaining
questions that have been brought to light by the results in this thesis.
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APPENDIX
POSSIBLE QUENCHING PATHS FOR THE LBG
We investigate first the general range of acceptable exponentially declining SFHs
(τ -models) that agree with the red colors and low sSFRs of the compact ETGs. The
low sSFRs of ETGs generally sets a limit to values of the decline-timescale, τ , and
the time since the last starburst activity in the galaxy. Too recent a burst, or too
long a value of the decline timescale, will leave too high of a sSFR in the galaxy. As
the sSFR is a function of both SFR and also stellar mass, we investigate how the
limiting value of τ changes as a function of both SFR and stellar mass. In Figure
A.1, we show how large τ can be for a z ∼ 3 galaxy, as a function of SFR and stellar
mass measured at z ∼ 3, and still have a measured sSFR < −2 Gyr−1 by z∼1.6. This
figure shows that, for most LBGs in our sample (median M* of 109.5M⊙, median SFR
of ∼60 M⊙/yr), the value of τ must be small (< 400Myr). A larger τ would result
in non-negligible sSFR, and exclusion of the galaxy by the compact ETG selection.
Not surprisingly, galaxies with lower initial sSFRs (bottom right corner) can tolerate
higher values of τ and still be considered passive by z∼1.6.
We estimate a lower-limit to τ according to the following assumption. For the
star-formation to decline in a galaxy, regardless of the quenching mechanism, the cold
gas must be removed or depleted, and the shortest time in which this can happen
is limited by the sound speed, cs, in the ISM of a star-forming galaxy. Generally,
this assumption would imply that each LBG has its own quenching timescale related
to the diameter of the galaxy, such that sound crossing-time (and hence quenching
time) is larger for larger-sized galaxies. For small galaxies such as the more compact
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Figure A.1 Constraints on the exponentially declining star-formation history, from
z∼2 early-type galaxies. This figure shows the limiting value of τ (in Gyr, contours)
for exponentially declining SFHs. If the value of τ is larger than this limiting τ for a
given stellar mass and SFR, then a galaxy at z ∼ 3 will not meet the sSFR criteria
of the ETG selection, by z ∼ 1.6. The majority of the parameter space occupied by
our galaxies must have τ < 0.4 Gyr.
ones we consider here, this quenching time is relatively fast. For a typical sized LBG,
diameter D∼ 2kpc, we estimate the timescale t = D/cs = 2kpc/20km/s= 100Myr
for cold gas depletion. In the analysis presented in this paper, we adopt this as our
lower limit to τ . However, to test the robustness against this assumption of a fixed
minimum timescale for our sample, we note here that repeating the analysis using a
sample selected using a different value of τ for each galaxy that depends on size as
outlined above does not significantly change our results.
With these constraints in hand, our strategy here is to use what we do know about
the SFHs of ETGs, and work backwards to gain some insight into which LBGs have
consistent properties. We acknowledge that any given LBG may or may not follow
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an ”ETG-consistent” SFH between z=3 and z=1.6, but note that any progenitors of
ETGs among the LBGs must follow an ”ETG-consistent” one. Therefore, the real
ETG progenitors, if any exist among LBGs, will be contained in a sample selected
this way.
We use the lower limit to τ calculated above, to select our sample, as it will result
in the most conservative sample of plausible progenitors. By conservative we mean it
results in the smallest number of candidates, with the smallest increase in their stellar
masses over the course of ∼2 Gyr. Repeating the analysis with a longer τ will only
cause a net increase in stellar mass over this time, thus resulting in more massive
galaxies, and additionally adding more candidates. But, as Figure A.1 suggests,
alternative SFHs with slightly larger τ ’s are consistent with the observed compact
ETG properties, and so the effect of this assumption should be considered (although
the range in allowable values of τ is small).
Phrased in another way, this range in τ introduces a scatter in the actual amount
of stellar mass that LBGs will form (compared to that which we assume), between
z ∼ 3 and z ∼ 1.6. In Figure A.2, we assess exactly how much this scatter in stellar
mass buildup is between our upper and lower limits in τ . To quantify the scatter,
we calculate ∆M(τ)
M
= M(τmax)−M(100Myr)
M(τmax)
for a range of initial values of SFR and M∗
measured at z ∼ 3, analogous to Figure A.1. For each region of the figure we use as
the maximum value of τ the value derived in Figure A.1. We find that the assumption
of different τ values within the limits have less than a factor of two effect on the change
in mass, compared to final mass, of the LBGs. We can compare these values to the
actual uncertainty in the estimate of stellar mass in LBGs, for example, according to
the simulations of stellar mass estimates for LBGs in the analysis of Lee et al. (2009).
The estimated error in stellar mass of LBGs is magnitude dependent, but may vary
up to a factor of 2 for U–band dropouts. The scatter we find in final mass, depending
on assumption of the SFH, is less than that scatter associated with the initial LBG
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Figure A.2 The accumulated stellar mass between z∼3 and z∼1.6. Difference in accu-
mulated stellar mass between our assumed value of τ in section 3 and the maximum τ
allowable in Figure A.1, compared to the maximum amount. The difference between
the two is somewhat comparable to the uncertainties in stellar mass measurements
in Lee et al. (2009).
mass estimate. Therefore, the differences in extrapolated mass buildup from varying
the assumed value of τ are not the dominant source of uncertainty in weather or not
an LBG is included in the candidate sample. We additionally note that we do not
make an attempt to incorporate mass-loss from stars that is returned to the ISM
during the cycle of star-formation.
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